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Renovation Of
Hazel Community
Center Discussed
The lunchroom is a weathered
concrete-block building with
peelings of white paint, and is
about to become the site of the
"Hazel Community Center."
"The Woman's Club began
meeting at the Woodman of the
World's facilities, but many
members dropped out after
finding the location inconvenient. We moved to the
city hall, which was rather
noisy, and then to the new
bank's community room, which
we have since outgrown," said
Mrs. Gallimore.
So they jumped in - with the
help of other interested parties.
Other groups instrumental in
the purchase, and interested in
the continuing success of the
Hazel Community Center are
the Hazel Senior Citizens,
Woodmen of the World and the
only organized school alumnus
association in Calloway County.
The center will be available to
any group that wishes to make
use of it, although there may be
a small charge to cover monthly
expenses. "This will not be a
A Calloway Circuit Court jury money-making venture for
fixed punishment at 180 days for anyone, and we hope we won't
each count for Stanley Dick, have to charge for its use once it
found guilty Tuesday in circuit gets on its feet," stressed Mrs.
court on five counts of taking Gallimore.
"We did manage to get a
money from various vending
large enough L-shaped lot so
machines in Murray.
Calloway Circuit Judge that we can prepare and offer a
James Lassiter will make the baseball field to the children,
final ruling on how the sentence hopefully this summer," she
will be served on the next rule added.
day, March 14. He could rule
Renovation funds will add a 10
that the sentences will run x 15 foot structure to house
concurrently or consecutively. separate men's and women's
restrooms, a requirement of the
Calloway County Board of
Health [or _buildings which
serve the public. Work by the
county's construction crew will
install electrical wiring and
some paneling.
"Donations of all kinds are
A Murray State University what we need now - both
student has been charged with financial and material," said
uttering a forged prescription Mrs. Gallimore. "A triple-basin
after allegedly trying to obtain stainless steel sink, paneling,
Schedule II narcotics at Say- concrete blocks and many other
Rite pharmacy last night.
items are on our list."
County Attorney Sid Easley
A large portion of the
identified the man as Gordon renovation funding has come
Schultze, of Louisville, and said from the John Taylor family, in
he tried to obtain a synthetic the amount of $550. Presently a
narcotic pain-killer with the plaque is being considered,
allegedly forged prescription. which would be engraved with
Schultze has been released on the names of donors of $50 or
$400 cash bond, and will appear more, and displayed at the
before County Judge Robert 0. center.
Miller April 3. He was apPurchased Jan. 20 from
prehended by Murray City Herman Ellis, who bought the
Police.
(See Hazel, Page 14)

By NANCI PETERSON
'We decided it was tune to
jump in over our heads. We
have
been
looking for
something to tie the community
together since the school moved
to the new consolidated
building,'
said
Sandra
Gallimore, chairman of the
"Hazen Community Center
Committee" appointed by the
Hazel City Council.
She and three other committee members met with
Charles McKenney, foreman of
an eight-man construction crew
employed by Judge Robert 0.
Miller, Saturday to discuss
renovation plans for the former
Hazel Elementary School
lunchroom.

Dick Is Found
Guilty In
Circuit Court

One Charged In
Alleged Forgery

'Sell Kentucky: Plan
Inaugurated Tuesday

STAGE BAND WINS AWARDS-Some of the members of the Murray High School stage band
admire the first division trophy and plaque won by the band at the Kentucky Stage Band
Festival Saturday. left to right are Debbie McMillen, David Hall, Mike Conner and Bill Bailey
(seated).

Stage Band Wins Top Honors At
Kentucky Stage Band Competition

Seven local community officials and leaders attended the
launching of what was called a
"Sell Kentucky" program in
Mayfield Tuesday.
The meeting, sponsored by
the state department of commerce, was attended by local
representatives including Joe
Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray; Mayor John Scott;
County Judge Robert O. Miller;
County Judge Pro-Tern Helen
Spann; Grayson McClure,
president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce; James
L. Johnson, executive secretary
of the chamber of commerce;
and Max Hurt, president of the
Industrial Foundation.
Larry G. Townsend, Kentucky
Commerce
Commissioner, met with similar
officials from throughout the
eight-county Purchase area at
the area development district
office in Mayfield.
"Today we are kicking off
what I believe will be a first-ofits-kind series of meetings that
will cover the state," Townsend

-4

The 22-member Murray High
School Stage Band, under the
direction of Joe Sills, compiled
the highest rating of any band in
the Kentucky State Stage Band
Festival held at Western
Kentucky University Saturday.
The Murray group was the
only stage band in competition
to receive all superior ratings
by all judges.
This was Murray's first ap-

pearance at the event, which
was initiated last year. Sills
said that the Murray group was
unable to attend the contest in
1974 due to schedule conflicts.
The general public will have a
chance to see and hear the
award winning group on
Tuesday, March 4, when they
present a concert along with the
Memphis State University
Concert. The concert will be

held at the University School
Auditorium at 7:30 p. m., admission will be $1 per person.
"The jazz band is a regular
course for the students," Sills
said. -It meets daily during
school hours and carries credit
toward
graduation.
The
FT. CAMPBELLL Ky. (AP)
members study all types of big
band and combo music styles - Some 300,000 birds sustained
and are especially involved in Tuesday night the brunt of the
spontaneous
improvisational Army's second aerial attack on
this material reservation's resistudy.dent blackbird population.
Shortly after nightfall two
Army helicopters and fire
trucks sprayed detergent chemical and water over a threeacre pine stand where the birds
were roosting.
The choppers made 17 low,
high-speed passes over the
mestic production of additional pines spewing out clouds of
oil and natural gas.
Tergitol. a soapy chemical.
-He declared the situation in Then two fire trucks doused the
Cambodia is "extremely criti- trees, and the birds roosting in
cal" and said U.S. military aid them, with thousands of gallons
is urgently needed to help the of water.
Lon Nol government survive.
"We estimate that between
-He declared his opposition 100,000 and 300,000 birds are in
to suggestions that the nation's this northern roost," informaoil industry be nationalized.
tion officer Lt. Col. John A.
don't think nationalization of Klose said. "If we're successany industry ... is in our best ful, this will be the last time
interest nor do I think govern- we'll have to conduct this operment monopoly in any industry ation this year."
is in our best interest," he said.
The Tergitol and water strips

Ford Prods Congress
To Act On Tax Break
-He is "willing to cooperHOLLYWOOD, Fla. I.AP) Declaring "the country has ate" with Congress in develbeen the loser" because of con- oping a compromise energy
gressional slowness, President program but declared "I intend
Ford prodded the House and to keep the pressure on" beSenate today to act promptly cause at present there is no viable alternative to his own proon tax-cut legislation.
"We need a stimulant now posed program.
-He said negotiations have
and I hope Congress will realize the urgency of the need for been under way with unspeciaction," Ford said at atiether in fied nations on a "minimum or
his series of out-of-Washington floor price" on oil. "ile didn't
elaborate on the negotiations,
news conferences.
The President was in Florida but said he seeks a reasonable
to promote his energy and eco- minimum price to stimulate donomic proposals. In responding
to news conference questions,
he made these major assertions:

Weather Forecast
Partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday- Low tonight in the
low to mid 20s. High Thursday
trrthr -raid -40e. Friday atkaray
and a little warmer.

supporters of the depletion allowance might wage a filibuster that would stall the tax cut.
Albert and Rhodes agreed
that the House would vote to
end the depletion allowance
that permits 22 per cent of
gross income from petroleum
property to be deducted from
taxable income up to a top of

diumior

50 per cent of taxable net income. Industry spokesman
term this a crucial investment
incentive.
The economic emergency tax
cut bill itself contains $16.2 billion for individuals - half of it
in tax rebates from 1974, half in
tax cuts for 1975 - and $5.07
(See Depletion, Page 14)

Ford Reaffirms Supports
To Keep Energy Prices U
WASHINGTON (AP) - The last Jan. 15 and reaffirmed it
Ford administration says it will Tuesday through his press seckeep energy prices high enough retary when reporters inquired
to protect the developers of about the policy following recostly new U.S. fuels against marks by Treasury Secretary
price-cutting competition by William E. Simon. His stateforeign oilmen.
ments had raised questions
Officials say President Ford about whether such a policy
has not decided how or at what was being considered.
levels to support domestic enerAs part of its drive to reduce
gy prices.
U.S. dependence on oil imports,
But they say price guaran- the administration wants to entees equivalent to oil prices be- courage the development of
tween $7 and $9 per barrel may new energy sources at home.
be needed. This would be $2 to But it fears that the inter$4 cheaper than present im- national oil cartel Which sudported oil, but $4 to $6 higher denly quadrupled its prices in
than the pre-embargo oil prices 1973 could Just as suddenly cut
of 1973.
prices, scaring eway or underThey also say these price mining huge U.S. energy inguarantees may be achieved in vestments.
a variety of says now being
In an Interview late Tuesday.
considered, including imposi- Simon explained, "We have
tion of an oil "price floor," im- made the decision that a mechport tariffs, or import quotas, anism is going to be put in
or even some sort of govern- place to protect those domestic
ment subsidies to new energy investments„Atiew,energy
re-.-.
"nitft18111e4.• •'
sources, and that means proFord announced the policy tecting the price level."

development."
Seeking to maintain what
Townsend termed a "think
positive" attitude, he said the
economic conditions in the state
are "much better than in many
areas of the nation. Our industry (in Kentucky ) is
characterized by a diverse
product mix. While some
Kentucky companies are cutting back, others are operating
at full speed."
Townsend said that, according to December statistics,
the unemployment rate for the
Purchase area, which includes
Graves, McCracken, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman,
Marshall and Ballard counties,....
was 6.5 per cent as compared to
a 7.1 per cent national rate.
"The 6.5 per cent rate for the
Purchase area was an increase
of .3 per cent over June of 1974,"
said Townsend. "While not a
startling increase, it is still bad
news in a six-months period of
time. We're concerned about
this trend...and we intend to do
(See Kentucky, Page 14)

•

300,000 Birds Remain In Roost
After Second Ft Campbell Attack

House Democrats Demand Quick
Vote To End Depletion Allowance
WASHINGTON
I AP) House Democrats, outvoting
their high command, are demanding that the 11 Democrats
controlling the Rules Committee quickly clear the way
for a floor vote over ending the
oil depletion allowance.
With Democratic members of
the Rules Committee under direct orders from their party
caucus to let the full House determine the fate of the petroleum depletion allowance, the
panel was summoned into session today to deal with the
$21.28 billion tax cut bill and
the depletion allowance.
Both measures would come to
the floor Thursday if the rules
panel follows the mandate of
the caucus, which voted 152 to
99 Tuesday to force the floor
showdown.
Among the 99 who sought to
keep the oil depletion issue off
the floor were such House leaders as Speaker Carl Albert, Majority Leader Thomas P
O'Neill Jr. and Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Al
Ullman.
House Republican Leader
John J. Rhodes of Arizona later
hit on one of the main arguments against combining the
two measures when he expressed concern that Senate

said. -Starting today and
through March 27 we are
moving the Department of
Commerce offices from Frankfort to locations throughout the
state to get closer to the people
and the problems."
The commissioner said his
visits with business leaders and
local governmental officials at
the state's 15 area development
district offices is a "fact-finding
process to determine the particular problems within each
area of the state so that we can
be ready to move ahead when
the economic outlook improves."
Townsend said that the state
department of commerce intends to carry out an aggressive
program
of
industrial
development in which all
Kentuckians can be involved.
"We have invited the people in
each area that I like to refer to
as the 'movers and shakers' in
these communities. These are
the people who have been and
are actively involved in community
and
industrial,

the birds of insulating oils leaving them to die in the cold. The
forecast called for low ternperatures in the 20s early today.
A similar bird killing operation planned for the Army arsenal at Milan, Tenn., has been
postponed to await favorable
weather conditions, including
rain.
Among the few observers of
Tuesday night's operation was
Herb Martin, an official of the
U.S. Humane Society. Martin

GOP Legislators Urge
State Tax Relief Plan
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Two Republican legislators
-have called for creation of a
special economic task force to
recommend within 30 days a
tax relief plan for Kentucky.
State Rep. Larry Hopkins, RLexington, appearing on a half
hour public forum to be aired
tonight on the Kentucky Educational Television network
IKET), said people must get
more of their taxes back from
the government.
Along with the special task
force of economic specialists,
Hopkins proposed an immediate tax moratorium or a tax
refund plan be instituted for
working families earning less'
than $15,000 a year.
He also said Kentucky's personal income tax should be
changed so that low-income
families that do not have to
face federal tax would not have
to pay state taxes either.
Hopkins and state Rep. Eugene Stuart, R-Louisville, taped
the broadcast here Tuesday
night.
Stuart said education in Kentucky suffers from lack of
funds and he proposed that the
state channel part of its surplus
funds into current operating
budgets of individual public elementary and secondary schools
in the state.
Stuart also said the administration should consider a plan
that would enable schools already in debt to qualify for additional operating funds.
To illustrate what they feel to
be the major problems in the
state, the legislators talked
with several guests directly affected by such issues as unemployment, tax relief and aid to
education.
The two GOF' lawmakers

TODAY'S INDEX
Three Sections Today

MAKE A WISH-Michelle Caldwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ferry Caldwell of Murray, makes
auick work of blowing out the candles on her birthday cake so she can get on to the serious
L'irAis
-s-diajabajatid,Walary.1VOrfieffe Wis"f
- o-dir
(Staff Photo by David He)

said he and U.S. Fish and Wildlife officials planned to exam
dead birds today to see what
kind of suffering they had undergone before death.
"We're not sure just what the
stress factors are in this process," Martin said. "There may
be residual effects, especially
in those birds who don't die immediately." Martin referred to
reports of dead blackbirds
being found in the last few days
in the rural areas surrounding
Ft. Campbell,

2. 3
Local Scene
2
Dear Abby
2
Horoscopes
4
Editorials
8, 9
Sports
Comics, Crossword. . .12
Classifieds. . .12, 13
runerits: •

stressed that they are appearing as "fellow Kentuckians."
Hopkins said oS legislators- •
they have an advantage over
those in the executive branch
because they have a -closer .
personal contact with the
people we represent. Right n. the people of the state are worried," he said. "Worried about
losing their jobs, worried about
high prices, questioning whether they will be able to educate
their children properly—and
wondering whether anyone in
government really cares about
their problems."
One of the last issues the legislators brought up was construction of a darn in the Red ,
which they opRiver Gorge
Pose.
Hopkins asked Gov. Julian
Carroll for his full support in
blocking the dam.
The Republicans closed the
program saying they will ask
the governor to call an emergency session of the general as
sembly to consider the proposals they offered.

Suit Filed To
Block Closing Of
Vocational School
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) Two supporters of the current
West
Kentucky
State
Vocational-Technical School at
Paducah have gone to court to
block closing of the facility.
The chairman of a committee
to save the present school, the
Rev. Prince liatchett of
Paducah, and a graduate of the
school, Milton Haskins of
Louisville, filed the suit
Tuesday in Franklin Circuit
Court.
The state plans to phase out
the existing school and build a
new one next to Paducah Community College. The plan has
drawn opposition from black
leaders in the area, who say it
would lessen black influence at
the school.
The suit alleges that the state
Board of Education and Gov.
Julian Carroll have allowed
existing facilities to deteriorate
"through gross-negligence and
inattention" .4-14
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Mom hankers for
daughter's hubby
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think I'm crazy, but I'm in
love with my son-in-law Lenny is 22, and he's in love with
me. (I'm 37.)
It all started when I went to stay at my daughter's house
while she was at the hospital having a haby. She has one
child, a year old.)
I don't know how it happened, Abby, but all at once
. Lenny hugged me, and before I knew it. I was in his arms
:and we were kissing like a couple of teen-agers. I've never
•Iieen so thrilled in all my life. We went the limit, and now I
klon't think I can live without him. Lenny says he feels the
•me way about me. He says the difference in our ages
'doesn't mean a thing to him. Me either. In fact this
22-year-old kid is more °frill/MI than my husband, who is

F

• I would be willing to go anywhere in the world with
7 Lenny, but I don't want to hurt my daughter. Also I have a
husband and five other kids at home. Please give me some
advice, but don't tell me to give up Lenny. I'm too far gone
on him.
SEEING STARS
DEAR SEEING: You had better quit star-gazing and get
back to earth. Your daughter and her children need Lenny.
And you have a husband and five children who need you. It
may have been a thrilling, new. physical experience, but It's
not the kind of stuff of which lasting marriages are made.
Cool it, Mom.
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps you can settle a bitter dispute in
our family. For the past 14 years, my brother has been
running for a local county office on the Republican ticket. A
. few years ago, my sister's husband got interested in
politics. too. Meanwhile, every two years my brother kept
',filing for this office, thinking that eventually he would win.
He didn't.)
Last April, my brother-in-law decided to run on the
Democratic ticket for the same office my brother had been
running for for so many years. Well, my brother-in-law won!
I said it was unethical for my brother-in-law to have
opposed my brother for that office. I was challenged to
prove that it was unethical, and I could only say that it is
an unwritten law.
I need your help in settling this dispute, Abby.
MISS INBETWEEN
DEAR MISS. Unwritten laws aren't worth the paper
they aren't written on; furthermore, even though it
-undoubtedly strained family relations, there is nothing
:."unet.hical" about it.
: DEAR ABBY:I was married to•man for 13 years, and
:we had three children. After we were divorced I tried to keep
:in touch with my ex-husband's parents because I wanted
‘..•

ydig

aks

• though 1 had to initiate all the meetings.(I used to take the
'Acids on the bus. My in-laws had a car and it would have
:been easier for them to come to me, but I didn't let that stop
me.)
Well. I finally met a very nice man who married me and
adopted my children. Their last name was legally changed
to his. When my ex-in-laws heard the news they told me
that since my children no longer had their last name, they
didn't consider them their grandchildren—so they didn't
:care to see them again.
How about that?
HURT
DEAR HURT: ILlasisali IC• tbeir loos.
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at the
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severalmakeup tips and hints.
Immediately following the
program a surprise baby
FOR THURSDAY,
shower was given in the honor
FEBRUARY 27, 1975
of Mrs. Frances Garrison.
business
meeting
The
Look in the section in which
followed with Mrs. Libby
your birthday comes and find
Conley, president, presiding.
what your outlook is, according
The secretary's and treasurer's
to the stars.
reports were given and reports
ARIES
fri.A
by committee chairmen were
Mar.
(
21 to Apr. 3h
heard. The chairman of the
Some upsets indicated but, if
social committee reported on
you take them in stride and
the final plans for the Valenmaintain an even disposition,
tine Banquet which was held
day's accomplishments will far
on Saturday evening, February
exceed your expectations.
15, at the Holiday Inn.
TAURUS
At the conclusion of the
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Octli
l
business meeting, refreshments
Personal relationships under
were served by the hostesses,
excellent influences. CoMrs. Sylvia Thomas and Mrs.
workers should prove highly
Libby Conley.
cooperative and,in your private
Members present were: Miss
life, you may get a chance to
Martha Beale, Mrs, Sue
further a budding romance.
Brandon, Miss Beverly BritGEMINI
lain, Mrs. Libby Conley, Mrs.
( May 22 to June 21) 1114
fHOSPITAL PATIENT
Linda Fain, Mrs. Janella Fox,
A friend whose opinions are
Miss Winthrop Elizabeth Clayton
William Gardner of Murray
Mrs. Frances Garrison, Mrs.
usually down-to-earth may
has been dismissed from the
Marsha Horton, Mrs. Candy
surprisingly advise unorthodox
Judge and Mrs. Boyce G. Clayton of Benton
Beverly Callaway
Jenkins,
Mrs.
announce the Western Baptist Hospital,
Kathy
action. Don't listen! Be alert to engagement and
approaching
marriage of their daughter, Paducah.
potential consequences.
Thomas introduced as her Lichtenegger, Mrs. Trisha
Winthrop Elizabeth, to Michael Alan Thompson, son
of Mr. and
CANCER
guest, Miss Beverly Callaway, Nesbitt, Mrs. Joretta Randolph,
Mrs. Don Thompson of Calvert City.
PADUCAH PATIENT
( June 22 to July 23)
owner and manager of the Mrs. Linda Rogers, Mrs.
Miss Clayton is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Cicero
Woodward of Hardin Merle Norman Cosmetic
Mrs. Arthur G.
Check all documents, conStudio, Dortha Stubblefield, Mrs.
Simon of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Clayton
tracts, legal papers generally
of Renton. Mr. Route One has been a patient at who demonstrated on one of the Sylvia Thomas, and Mrs. Edna
Thompson
is
the
grandson
the
of
Western
Mr
and Mrs. Billy Oakley of
Baptist Hospital, members the "new look"
with even more care than usual.
in Vaughn.
Paducah.
misleading,
Some
even Louisville and Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Thompson of Frankfort.
spring makeup and gave
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Benton High
outrightly deceptive practices
School and is a
student at Murray State University. Mr. Thompson
call foe extieme caution.
is a 1973
graduate of North Marshall High School and is also
LEO
a student at
(July 24 to Aug. M) 11244:i Murray State University.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,
You can put over some at your
March M, at four
pet ideas now if you use the soft- p. m. in the sanctuary of the First Presbyterian Church,
PHILLIPS BOY
Calvert
sell approach. Turn on all of City. A reception will follow the ceremony.
James Frank is the name
your innate charm, and don't
All friends and relatives are invited to attend
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
the wedding and
give the impression of taking the reception. Only out of town invitations will
F. Phillips, Jr., of Hazel Route
be sent.
yourself too seriously.
One for their baby boy,
VIRGO
The Murray Business and
Dr. Keller visited Russia as weighing five pounds six oun(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Professional Women's Club met part of an Exchange Group and ces, born on Sunday, February
Your mate or business partfor the regular dinner meeting said that they only spoke the 2, at 4:58 a. m. at the Murrayner may have some definite
at the Murray Woman's Russian language on this trip. Calloway County Hospital.
ideas about basic security
The father is self employed as
Clubhouse on
Thursday,
The program was so very
requirements. Even if you do
February 20 at 6:30 p.m.
interesting and changed the a farmer.
not agree, keep an open mind. A
Grandparents are Mr. and
The club welcomed Ola May concept that we have of Russia
good compromise is possible.
Roberts and Elizabeth Slush- for many of us. We learned Mrs. James Phillips, Sr., and
LIBRA
Wednesday,February 28
Friday, February 28
meyer as new members.
many things about Russia and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cooper, all
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Douglas Center on North
Murray Chapter of Parents
Club Members Opal Roberts are grateful to Dr. Keller for of Hazel Route One. Great
Quick decisions may now be Second Street will open at 1:30
Without Partners will meet at
and Jessie Shoemaker, state bringing these new.concepts to grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
required due to suddenly p. m. for Senior Citizens with a the Ellis
Cotnrnunity Center at treasurer,
changed situations. Be ready to food demonstration to be
attended the Winter us," A B & PW Club member Coil Phillips of Murray, Mr. and
e.ght
given
p. m. with Dr. Bailey
Mrs. Hafford Cooper and Mr.::
Board meeting at Louisville in said.
think and act--but without by Murray High
student 13inford as speaker.
anxiety.
January. Mrs. Roberts was a
The Murray Club assisted in and Mrs. George Taylor, all of teachers.
SCORPIO
delegate to this meeting from collecting for the Arthritis Hazel.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Seminar on •'Young Families the club and reported about Foundation this past fall and a
Adult
Great
Books
Discussion
Propitious influences. Get
In a Changing Environment" what took place at the meeting. Representative from the
Arinto the spirit of things and do Group will meet at the Calloway
will be at the Calloway Ex- One of the highlights at this thritis Foundation will be at the
County
Public
Library
seven
at
your utmost, which can be
meeting
was
tension
Dr.
Constantine March meeting.
office at ten am. with
p. m.
•
substantial. Results will also
Dr. Burt Coady, Family Life Curris, president of Murray
depend upon your approach to
Specialist from the University State University, being the
•
•
others. Tact'
Rev. Richard Walker will of Kentucky, as
specialist. The guest speaker at the breakfast.
SAGITTARIUS
teach the Horne Mission study public is invited.
The guest speaker for the
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) X1r0A> book -Missions in Mosiac" at
evening was Dr. Howard Keller,
Dissidents or others not the regular evening prayer
who teaches Russian language
having your best interests at service beginning at 7:00 p. rn.
Saturday, March 1
at Murray State. Dr Keller
heart may try to dissuade you at the First Baptist Church.
Murray Shrine Club will meet spent nine weeks in Russia this
from following well-laid plans Public is invited to attend.
at the Triangle Inn at seven p. past summer and spoke about
or carefully made decisions.
m.
Russia, the Russian people, and
Pay no attention to them.
•Saturday, March 1
the Churches in Russia. He also
Bowling for Senior Citizens
CAPRICORN
A
rummage
and
used
clothing
lloa office open 1230
showed some beautiful slides
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i WO' will be at Corvette Lanes at 130 sale will be held from seven to taken
while on this tour.
▪
Show Owls 1.00
Fine Saturn influences. Use p. m.
len a.m, in the basement of the
that keen mind of yours and
First United Methodist Church. Good
Thursday, February 27
snacks
make the most of them. Do not
Mardi Gras Fiesta, sponsored Persons are asked to enter the
be perturbed by others' lack of
ore
possible
church
at
the
south
by
basement
MSU
Department
of
Foreign
know-how or witlessness.
Are snacks really bad? No,
Languages, will be at the door.
AQUARIUS
not necessarily. Not if they
Student
Union
Ballroom
from
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
are nutntious foods that help
WCTU Hazel Chapter will
Discretion and secrecy may seven to ten p.m. with the floor
provide the nutrients needed
your
be your most important tools, if show at eight p. m. Refresh- meet at the home of Lorene
each
day for good health Of
Clayton at one p.m.
you are aiming at some unusual ments will be served.
Homeowners who have
course the total amount of
business or financial objective.
food eaten during the day,inbecome 65 years old or will
Joint junior recital of
Chili Supper and variety show
Let past experience guide you.
cluding snacks, should not
become 65 at any time in 1975
Katharine E. Mason, Murray, will be held at the North
PISCES
contnbute more calones than
should apply to their local
needed.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
. viola, and Donald E. Travis, Elementary School, sponsored
property
valuation
adStellar influences warn Camden,Tenn., tenor, will be at by the PTC. Hot dogs, chili, pie
Children frequently need
ministrator, Charles Hale, by
snacks. Because they are
against indiscretion, un- 8:15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital and drinks will be sold from five
March 1 for the Homestead
conventionality. Stress your Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU. to seven p. m. The show will growing, their calone needs
Exemption on their property
conservative side—especially if
start at seven p. in. with ad- are often as great as those of
taxes.
adults.
Yet
because
their
dealing with superiors or
A cost of living adjustment in
Ellis Center will open at ten a. mission being 50 cents for adults stomachs are smaller they
strangers.
the amount of exemptions has
can't eat as much at any one
m, for senior citizens with a and 25 cents for children.
time. So children are likely to
raised its value from 86500 to
YOU BORN TODAY are birthday party for January and
Sunday, March 2
feel hungry more frequently
87700 this year, officials said.
endowed with a high order of February birthdays at 1:30 p
Art workshop will be held at than adults.
Murray's Newest
intelligence and a great love of m.
the Murray Art Guild from two
Rocking
Choir Theatre
beauty. You make friends
Progressive Homemakers to five p. m.
easily, and usually keep them
for life. You are extremely Club will meet at the home of
versatile but this very fact Cikie Baker at seven p. m.
could make you vacillate when
it comes to choosing a career.
Thru Mar. 5th
Coffee will be held at Mrs.
Once having found your niche, Jerry Kelley's home, 1504
the crew is dead—
Owe,
h•ip
however, and properly training Dudley, at ten a. in. for Murray
Above all...
please help us!"
for it, there is no plateau of Newcomers Club and any inattainment which you cannot terested persons.
Its a love
reach- -especially in the fields
Dr.
David
Barrett,
of music, writing, the theater or
chief
of
Murray Sub-District UMWpathology, Murray-Calloway
'education. Like many other will meet at
Goshen Church at
County Hospital, presented a
Pisceans. you may be attracted seven p. m.
program to Murray State
to the law and politics but it
would be well to eschew these
Southwest vrc will have a University Pre-Med Club
fields since you are too special call meeting at the meeting on Tuesday, February
emotional and have too many school at 7:30 p.m.
18.
prejudices. Traits to curb selfThe program included a
indulgence and too great a
The Magazine Club will have description of pathological
craving for luxuries Birthdate a luncheon
at the Murray areas of study, a slide
of: Henry W. Longfellow. Amer. Woman's Club
House at one presentation of various tissue
poet; John Steinbeck. Amer.
abnormalities, as Well as
author; Elizabeth Taylor, Joan
highlights of a seminar in
Bennett and Joanne Woodward;
An all
film...
Zeta Department of the Hawaii for infectious diseases.
film stars.
Murray Woman's Club will
The Pre-Med Club has also
meet at 7:30 p. m. with the
had
Attractive Trim
presentations
from
program by the United Figure
17:00.9:55 -t- 2:30Sunj
distinguished
speakers, Dr. Hal
Ruffles add an attractive
Salon. Hostesses will be
Houston,
general
surgeon,
and
trim at the neckline, sleeve
Mesdames H J. Bryan, Henry
0. E.Wilburn, Anesthetist, both
or hem, -says Helen Rader, Holton,
17:25, 9:20 + 2•308at,Sun
7:25,9:30 + 2:305
Frankrui. FiTch,- Ace'
from the Murray-Calloway
Uolversity of Tennessee ExMcReynolds,
and
Miss
Vivian County Hospital
tension clothing specialist.
Hale.

Homeowners Now 65

Big Seesekon Uses

NWAA

.12.
•
-Aits Departfrientof the Murray Woman's Club,
Members
of the Gamma
Mrs. Verona Grogan, director
of the Senior citizens program Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi
met
for
the regular meeting
in the area, was in charge of the
program, during which several on Thursday, February 13, at
7:30 p. m, at the Charm Beauty
members of the club explained
the various patterns Alisplayed Salon.
The program for the evening
and how they were designed and
entitled, "Express Yourself,"
pieced.
was presented with Mrs. Sylvia
Presiding in the absence of
the chairman, Mrs. Tass Thomas in charge. Mrs.
Hopson, was Mrs. Wallace
Baggett. The department voted
to make a contribution to the
Kentucky Education Television
Telethon which will be on
March 9.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Barbara S'irnons, Mildred
Russell, Margaret Trevathan
and Toni Hopson.

Of Interest To

Everyone bah • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Eackese stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
'How to Write Letters foe All Occasions.- Please enclose •
ong, self-addressed, stamped (20s) envelope.

41101k

0

Frances Drake

By Abigail Van Buren

..A.•

Wedding Planned

I it

Ike us.

NEW
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Hughes Home Is
Scene Of Paris
Road Club Meet

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
Before deciding to use sugar
lubstitutes such as honey, corn
syrup or sorghum when cooking
to save money, you will be wise
to do some careful shopping.
-Current prices often show that
'Mutated sugar is less expensive. At the present time,
corn syrup is just slightly more
expensive than sugar, but both
honey and sorghum are about
twice as high as sugar. One cup
sugar equals 1 cup corn syrup
less a cup liquid in recipes;
One and one-fourth cups sugar
equals one cup honey less 44 cup
liquid in recipes. — Mrs.
Patricia Curtsinger, Benton.
Garage sales are popular in
the fall arid spring. That urge to
"clean house" gets to everyone
sooner or later. If your budget is
tight and you need furniture,
why not take advantage of yard
sales, classified ads, bazaars,
etc. this spring. Be sure you
know your need, your skill in
refinishing, and your top dollar
limit before you go. Buy only
that piece of furniture you need.
Be sure it's the right style and
size for your space. Check
construction details carefully.
Does it feel sturdy when you
shake it? Check the finish for
flaws. Will it have to be painted
or can you refinish the piece?
What do you want to do? Are
there parts to be reupholstered?
Are you equipped to do your
own upholstery or will you need
to hire this work done? Consider
this in your price. Go equipped
with metal ruler and room
dimensions to avoid mistakes
just as you would do at a furniture store. —Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, LaCente.r.
+++++
Any material which has been
treated with a cleaning solvent
or is saturated with flammable
liquids or solids should never be
placed in a dryer. To do so is to
risk an explosion. Be sure to
read labels before using liquid
cleaners and some spot
removers. Foam rubber and
rubber-like materials can be
dried In a dryer on an AIR

setting only. They must not be
dried at a heat setting since the
heat may damage the plastic
and be a fire hazard. Glass fiber
curtains and draperies should
be hung to dry. Knitted woolens
will shrink from heat and
tumbling. Instead, block and
air-dry to hold their original
dimensions and appearance. —
Mrs. Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield.
+++++
There is a difference between
ironing and pressing. To iron,
slide the iron back and forth
with the grain of the fabric. Use
long, smooth strokes. This is the
technique for all tighlty woven
fabrics. To press, lift the iron up
and down, over-lapping each
placement. This is the proper
way to handle woolens, stretch
fabrics and delicate articles to
help prevent stretching them
out of shape. Always press
lightly. —Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman.
+++++
LIFELONG
LEARNING
Every' person has to live all his
life with himself. He should,
then, for his happiness' sake,
make himself an informed,
reasoning and interesting
companion. Continuing
education may be obtained
within organized educational
programs or by our own
initiative and design. Its purpose is to help us to make the
most of our good points and to
turn our deficits into assets. It
keeps our perceptions sharp. It
gives us the capacity for selfrenewal. Continuing education
is essential if one is to be an
efficient person, homemaker
and citizen. It enables one to
grow and to live significantly as
youth, parent and worker, and
as a citizen as the world. —Mrs.
Maxine Girffin, Clinton.
+++++
STORY TIME FOR YOUR
PRESCHOOLER Master story
tellers suggest the following: —
Familiarize yourself with the
story' before you try to read it to
the child. If necessary, read it
aloud once or twice to get a feel
for the language. —Read a story
illustrations.
with
Your
preschooler cannot read, but he

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. -We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone -unturned to make sure you
pay the smallest legitimate tax.

likes to follow the story by
looking at the pictures. —Read
more slowly than you ordinarily
speak to the child so that he can
keep up with you and follow the
illustrations. Story time should
contribute to the child's
development of listening and.
language skills. —Try to be
interested and enthusiastic
about the story you are reading;
even if you have been through it
dozens of times before. You
may be bored, but to a child, a
favorite story grows even,
dearer as it is repeated. —Be
dramatic! Change your voice
to differentiate between the
various characters in a story.
Sometimes the sheer number of
characters in a book will make
this impossible, of course, but a
low, gruff voice contrasted with
a high, squeaky one will add
interest to the story. After
you've finished a story, talk
about it with your child. Encourage him to tell you how he
felt about what happened, etc.
—Mrs. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.

The home of Mrs. Ruth
Hughes was the scene of the
meeting of the Paris Road
Homemakers Clulkyhelt,
TilAdaY, Febialr7-11.
Mrs. Della Taylor presented
the lesson on "Bargello." She
also discussed "Take A Look At
Storage."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Lucille Grogan. Mrs. Ina
Nesbitt, secretary, read the
minutes, and gave the financial
report.
Members present were
Mesdames Lucille Grogan,
Della Taylor, Alice Steeley,
Topsy Brandon, Burie Wilson,
Lucille Hart, Mary Alice Gee,
Margaret Roach, and Barbara
White, and one visitor was Mrs.
Johnny Hughes.

Mrs. Charles Brown
Miss Wendy Lovett, a hildi grade student at Murray Middle
School, has recently received the award for most piano practice
hours from her piano Instructor, Mrs. Linda Wright. Wendy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lovett of Murray Route One, has
been receiving private piano instruction from Mrs. Wright for a
year and a half.

South Murray
Club Meets At
Colson Home

Non% Fort News—

The
South
Murray
Homemakers Club met on
Wednesday, February 12, at ten
a. m. at the home of Elaine
Colson with the president,
Robbie Witherspoon, presiding.
Thirteen members and two
visitors were present to hear the
devotion given by Ann Jones
followed by prayer by Lottie
Gibson. Shelby Sutter called the
roll and read the minutes.

Several Persons In The kw Are
Hospital Patients; Visitors Here

Honored Saturday
At Luncheon Here
Mrs. Charles I Dimple Brim)
Brown of Birmingham, Ala.,
has been the guest of her sisterin-law, Mrs. R. Manliff Miller
and Mr. Miller, North 17th
Street.
While here she was the guest
of honor at a luncheon held
Saturday at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Attending the luncheon were
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Turnbow,
Mrs. Dorothy Brinn, Mrs. Julia
Simpson, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Brown, and Mrs. R. Manliff
Miller, all of Murray, Mrs.
Herbert Brinn, daughter,
Burlene, and granddaughter,
Becky
Phillips, all
of
Blytheville, Ark., Mrs. J. F.
Moore and Mrs. Hoyt Swift of
Paducah, and Mrs. Brown of
Birmingham, Ala.

By Mrs. R. D. Key
Morris Friday.
February 17, 19'75
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee spent
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Veasy Monday night with Bro. and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mann Mrs. Warren Sykes.
and new baby in Nashville,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
Tenn., Saturday.
visited Mrs. Nina Holley
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Easlick .Saturday afternoon.
Madeline Parker led the returned home to Davenport,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vangroup in recreation. Zella Iowa,Sunday after spending the dyke visited
Bro. and Mrs.
Covington and Ruth Ever- week with Mr. and Mrs. Morris Terry
Sills in Paducah on
smeyer gave a report on the Jenkins.
Saturday.
Calloway Council meeting held
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Hildred Paschall visited his
February 4.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Odie father, Arlin Paschall, in the
The report on "Landscaping Morris in Murray-Calloway hospital
Sunday morning.
and Care of Shurbs" was given County Hospital Friday. They
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Stewart
by Virginia Henry. A sewing also visited in the home of Bro.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Tony
hint on knits was given by Lottie and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Sykes Saturday night.
Gibson.
Mrs. Holice . Grooms visited-- Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Orr
The Women's Christian
The lesson on "Throw Mrs. Myrtice Nance Thursday spent the weekend with Mr. and
Pillows" was presented by and also visited friends in Mrs. A. J. Cryer of Obion,Tenn. Temperance Union, Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Orr and Chapter, will meet Saturday,
Loraine Maggard. Also a lesson Crestview Nursing home in the
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Tellus March 1, at one p. m. at the
on "Button Pictures" was given afternoon.
Mr.
Ron
and
Mrs.
Wright and Orr on Sunday.
home of Miss Lorene Clayton.
by Elaine Colson.
Mrs. Velda Reynolds will be
Members and visitors en- son and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paschall
Darnell
visited
Ella
Mrs.
chairman
of the program on
joyed lunch at the noon hour
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday
Morris
afternoon.
"Am
I My Brother's Keeper."
desserts
the
in
with salads and
Rickie Orr and son visited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Easlick and Mrs. Gervis Paschall
Visitors are welcome to atValentine motif served by the
and Mr. and Mrs. Morris Sunday night.
tend, Miss Clayton said.
hostess.
Jenkins and Kenny visited Mr
and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Sunday afternoon.
Mr. awl Mrs. Carnoi Floyd
A Consume Tly
have the flu.
frairi forteraioc Specielirte it
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins was in
Kee UK Caleep al Apiculture
Paris, Tenn., Monday for a
Plan before you shop for
checkup with Dr. Rhea. Her
food; this recommendation
reports were good.
comes from Extension foods
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr, Mr.
specialists at the University of
and Mrs. Freddie Orr, and Mrs.
Kentucky College of AgriculSylvia Kuykendall were supper
Bride Doll
guests of the Rickie Orr's
ture. If possible, plan menus
Trimmed with
Thursday.
and shop for at least a week
nylon net
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt.
at a time. By planning ahead,
and laces
Guy and Ginger, from Nashyou can often save money by
ville, Tenn., and Bro. and Mrs.
using leftovers in another
Glynn Orr, Bryan and Rickie,
day's meals-and then you
visited the Glynn Orrs over the
can call them planned-overs,
weekend.
not leftovers! If you need
Arlin Paschall is a patient in
help on menu planning, you,
the Henry County Hospital with
county Extension agent fo,
pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs.
home economics can provide
Adolphus Paschall and Mrs.
free information planning
Charlie Wicker visited him
economical, nutritious meals.
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Paschall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt.
Guy and Ginger, visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Bea Wells of Fort
Madison, Iowa, is spending the
rest of the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Earl Lampkins
and Mr. Lampkins.
Mrs. Glenn Easlick and Nip,
Gloria Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella

Ammo Fa/don show Alfred Here
march 18 /4, The music Department
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present its annual fashion show
on Tuesday evening, March 18
at?Op,m. .tbe.J.Lniversity
School Auditorium.
Mrs. Richard Hutson, general
chairman of the event, has
announced that the decorations
and fashions for the show will
center around the theme, "The
In-Look: '75".
Mrs. Hutson has selected the
following committee chairmen
to serve with her: Mrs. Donald
Story, programs; Miss Rebecca
Dublin, tickets; Mrs. Allen
Rose, decorations; Mrs.
Morgan Sisk, hospitality; Mrs.
Evelyn Wilson, stage; Mrs.
Vernon Shown, Lighting and
sound; Mrs. Rob Ray, music;
Mrs. Keith Hays, ushers; Mrs.
Dan Miller, utility; and Mrs.
Joe Prince, publicity.
Stores participating in the
style show include Bright's,

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

(Bells)

$100°

Reg. 14.00 Only

If you buy over 5 pairs the price per
pair will be only $8.00

-Come Out Today1 Group 1st Quality, All Leather Upper

Dress Boots
81 Shoes
let Come-)at Serve
No Refunds

$10R:Og$2.5

Exchanges Sizes Only

00
$4

$10
99

Visit our Western Department&Our Shoe Repair Department

VERNON'S INC.

poots a Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun
Olympic Plaza
9-9 Daily
Hwy. 641 N.
14 Sunday

A Delightfully Rewarding Hobby Awaits
You At 74 Veld

0438CEEILOCIIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.

.
"
0 ktAL4 NA.I-a Set_ Phew ThltleaS
IINESSAIS

Final Clearance
Fall and Winter Shoes
S/00

For Information
Regarding

1100 Pair Levis

Hazel Chapter

WCTU Will Meet

Dor-Mae Fashions, Fashion
Shack, Littler-0-41'i—
Mademoiselle Shop, Specialty
Shop, The Showcase, The Place,
Ti.sevrand eottnirlDresrShap,
Buckingham-Ray, Ltd., College
Shop, Corn-Austin, Graham Jackson, and King's Den.
Tickets for the event are one
dollar and are available from
any member of the Music
Department,

Raodeivi,

Beaded Doll

$200

Sale Starts Thursday at 9:00 A. M.

Expectant Parents'
Red Cross Glosses
Are Planned Here

NO EXCHANGES — NO REFUNDS

Spring Shoes Arriving Doily

Nancy's House of Shoes
Court Square
Paris, Tenn.

The regular Red Cross Ex
pectant Parents' Classes will be
offered through the Life and
Learning Series at Murra:$
State University. This will be
the only course offered thb
semester.
I.inda Clark arid Shirle
Spratt, certified Bed Cross
instructors, and . faculty
members of the MSU Department of Nursing will be the
instructors for the classes At
_ scheduled to begin March 4
For more information persons may call 762-4159.

Draped Doll
Features special
draping fabric

. Doll Making
Be a kid again! You're never too old to enjoy this craft. It's
thrilled both kids and adults since the beginnings of time. Create
a showcase of elegant dolls, a gallery of clowns, a menagerie of
whimsical animals and more. Of course you'll find all necessary
materials

Many Other Supplies
For Doll Making
Including draping material,
wiggle eyes, magnet strips, a
large assortment of beads to
create your own beaded doll,
lace and metallic trims, plush
fabric, glues, glitter, paints,
styrofoarn and many 'how-to"
books.

?Vebe
44q
Now Save 20% On: Cut & Shape Fabric
at 74
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Tditorial

• •
Murray Is Gannng
Leadership In Region

:What interests us about the 1974
i7 Business Barometer published by
::
.- the Murray Chamber of Commerce
.;.: I reported in Tuesday's edition of
e. .this newspaper) is a comparison of
::,•-• income figures for Calloway County
. against retail sales figures for 1974.
e
..
.. Individual income in Calloway
:- County rose by $5.5 million during
' the past year. The astounding, and
: very pleasing, figure is the whop.
i ping $30 million increase in sales at
• the retail level.
.C, We do not profess to be learned
:f. economists but the figures do reveal
some very important and gratifying
A
g. facts to us.
,.,:e. If we attribute a liberal amount of
fs:: the sales increase, say 25 per cent,
';'... (the Chamber has 14.4 percent) to
: inflation we come up with $7.5
,-t..
.- million of the incre.ase. Adding this
ii to the $5.5 million increase in local
income we might account for $13
: million of the increase in sales.
:
So where is the other $17 million in
sales coming from? It's coming
,L. from Graves County, Marshall
i..,- County, Trigg County,Henry County
.,.
. and every other county in the
::, surrounding area, not to mention
tourists who visit here each year.
Murray and Calloway County, as
projected in two independent studies
in recent years, is the fastest
growing business and industrial
community in the Jackson Purchase. We offer more to consumers
than any other surrounding corn, munity and these consumers, much
to our pleasure, are shopping in our
community.
The economy of Murray and
Calloway County is healthy even
though unemployment and the
recessionary trends of the national
ii economy have been felt here. __ _._
We cite these supporting
:!.., statistics:
—Retail sales in nine different
categories increased from 1973 to
:-i4- 1974 from a high maximum of $6.2
million in auto sales to a minimum
: of $.6 million in eight local drug
stores. General merchandise sales
ii
were up $2.5 million,food sales were
up $5.4 million, lumber and hardware sales were up $5.3 million, apparel sales were up $.8 million, furniture sales were $2.1 million; and
eat and drink sales (restaurants)
were up $2.2 million.
—Vehicle registrations, which had
been increasing by approximately
2,000 per year for the past three

I

years, gained by well over 5,000 between 1973 and 194. - —
—Fish and wildlife receipts, an indicator of the tourist and recreation
business in the lakes area, experienced a turn-around. The receipts showed a drop of more than $3,000
between 1972 and 1973, but 1974
figures reveal a gain of almost $4,000
to a record $72,568 paid for fishing,
hunting, boating and similar licenses in Calloway County during the
year.
—Postal receipts, a good indicator
of business activity, fell by over
$10,000 between 1972 and 1973, but increased by more than $112,000 to
$609,563 in 1974.
All in all, the chamber's report
paints a bright future for Murray
and Calloway County. We offer more
and better services and merchandise to the consumer and that is
why our community is more-andmore being recognized as the hub of
this region. We have and will continue to promote it this way at the
Murray Ledger and Times and circulation both here and to neighboring counties is at an all-time
high.
But we cannot sit back and rest on
our laurels. The neighboring communities are already beginning
campaigns in hopes of keeping more
of their dollars at home and out of
Calloway County.
We must continue to expand our
business and industrial base and
must continue to promote and support our community to the fullest in
order to maintain the leadership of
the region. What helps Calloway
County helps us all.
THE BUREAUCRATS

Cop*, Mow Sonia.

'What do you mean, you've
lost your draft card?'

Sensing The News

Offshore Oil Socialism
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Putting the U. S. government in the oil and
gas exploration business is a surefire way of
lengthening the domestic energy supply
shortage. It would represent the entering
wedge for nationalization of oil production.
Yet Sens. Ernest F. Hollings (D-S. Cs and
Clifford Case (II-N. J.) among others, are
urging the federal government to embark on
such a course.
Oil Feb. 13, Sen. Hollings opposed private
exploration of outer continental shelf
resources and recommended that the federal
government do its own exploratory drilling
for oil and gas. And in the House, Majority
Whip John J. McFall ( D-Calif.)has called for
a federal energy corporation for seeking and,
if necessary, producing oil.
Earlier in the year, Sen. Hollings empahsized his opposition to the involvement of
private enterprise in development of ocean
resources. In an article published in the
leftwing Nation magazine Jan. 18, Sen.
Hollings lambasted energy companies,
saying the closest thing the U. S. has to a
national energy policy "is a bag of tricks
designed to preserve the vested interests of
the energy industries." He approved
rationing of gasoline and urged establishment
of another federal agency or departmentthis one concerned with the oceans.
In making statements of this sort, Sen.
Hollings undoubtedly earns brownie points
with political forces that want to phase out the
free enterprise system in the United States,
But such statements certainly aren't in the
public interest. They certainly won't help
speed up the flow-of oil to consumers.
Deputy Undersecretary of the Interior
Jared Carter has stated that gutting the
federal government in charge of offshore
eiploration for oil and gas would mean a two
to four year delay. This means two to four
more years of heavy dependence on highpriced oil from the Arab-Iranian-Venezuelan
oil cartel,
The tragedy of the Hollings-S'ase plan is
that it would,place reliance exclusively on
scientists hired by the government, thereby
eliminating the skills of the petroleum

•

geologists employed by private companies.
The nation, in short, would be depriving itself
of its greatest reservoir of skilled personnel in
the energy field..
Moreover, it should be borne in mind that
private enterprise has a dollars and cents
Incentive to explore all offshore areas.
Government exploratory teams wouldn't
have this incentive. Instead, they would be
responsive to political guidelines--pressure,
in other words-to explore only in those areas
the most influential politicians wanted explored. The federal exploration most porbably would be in areas with the least
economic risk or the least danger of controversy hurtful to sponsoring politicians.
Another factor for the public to consider in
analyzing the Hollings-Case federal oil exploration bill is that the public treasury has
benefited enormously from leases sold to
private companies.
Sen. Hollings wrote in the Nation about the
leasing of offshore lands as "one of the
biggest potential giveaways of all time." He
knows better than to say that. The public
certainly should know this statement is pure
misinformation. In 1974, oil companies paid
more than $8 billion in lease bonuses. These
payments to the public treasury make clear
that talk about "potential giveaways" is a
political smokescreen.
Finally, the oil companies, which the
politicians seek to present as ogres, have been
investing about $500 million a year in
geophysical exploration. If the Hollings-Case
bill becomes law, the taxpayers will have to
assume these cads.
In considering this legislation, and other
legislative proposals such as Rep. McFall's
National Energy and Conservation Corporation plan, Americans should ask themselves whether they believe more government intervention in a once wholly free enterprise economy is the waj, to end the energy
crisis. Wherever one looks in the world,
government operation of business enterprises--socialism, in a word-is an expensive failure. Let's net try it in America. It
would mean energy deficiencies for years Co
come and staggering new burdens for the
taxpayers.

The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for Me purpose of giving a
forum for Me exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor In response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couragecl The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing Me
intent of Me letter, and the right to reiect any
letters to the editor or public voice items

OPINION
PAGE

which, in our opinion, are not in the best interest of our readers
Whenever possible, all fetters should be
typewritten and double spaced. All letters
intended for publication must bear Me
signature of the writer

A Warm Spot For Murray
strumental in teaching me much about
Rotary's ideals, both in theory and in practice.
Doctor Woods was a Past District Governor
of Rotary District 671 which includes 53
Rotary Clubs in the Western half of Kentucky,
Just a relatively short while before he died,
Doctor Woods was appointed by the then
District Governor Barrickman of Glasgow to
be District Chairman of Community Service.
Before he could assume his duties, Doctor
Woods suffered a heart attack and immediately relinquished the chairmanship.
He recommended that Governor Barrickman appoint me to the chairmanship which
he did. It is not possible for me to express my
feelings of gratitude to Doctor Woods for the
faith he had in my ability to do a job he had
had originally.
Finally, I am an alumnus of-the University
of Kentucky in Lexington. My daughter is an
alumnus of Murray State University and so is
her husband whose home had been Queens,
New York, before he migrated to Murray for
his higher education.
They have a ten year old son and a nine
year old daughter who, in my opinion, "hung
the moon." They call me "Mr. Grand" and
who can boast a better granddaddy name?
Perhaps now you and your readers can
understand why there will always be a warm
spot in my heart for Murray!
Best personal regards,
Marvin "Mr. Grand- Dunn

A Neiv Year Opportunity
Dear Editor:
Even though I'm late in finding this, please
permit me to quote from C. Neil Strait on
''The New Year 1975" as written in Kentucky
White Ribbon paper.
"The NEW YEAR is God's open door into
the future. We can walk through it with faith
and make it an exciting year. or we can walk
through it with fear and make it an
exhausting year.
"The New Year is a beginning again. And
all of us need it. We need to begin again some
job uncompleted. We need to face challenges
unmet in the past year. But we must not
always be in the beginning stage. This year
we must finish sorne task, make some
progress, meet some challenge. This will
make the New Year worthwhile.
"This New Year will soon become old
unless there is something in our hearts that
makes it fresh every morning. If our hearts
are stale, our days will be stale. But if our
hearts are open and alert, something will
always await us.
"The New Year is a gift to be used wisely,
not a grant to be spent foolishly. It is a

FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

44444

C.

(A Cassis for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

Letters To The Editor

Dear Publisher:
When we first met you were working in
Mayfield and you quoted me in your column
on several occasions.
With mandatory age retirement "just
around the corner," perhaps once again we
can communicate with one another.
"Meditations" is the title of my thoughts
and reflections concerning people and
organizations in Murray. These associations
began 29 years ago when I moved to
Madisonville as a sales representative.
My work throughout these years has been
with medical doctors, their nurses and
secretaries, with registered pharmacists and
their employees, and for a short time with
veterinarians.
As an active Rotarian for 23 years it has
been my pleasure to have attended The
Murray Rotary Club many times.
With this many people as friends and with
the strictest interpretation of friendship as a
criterion, it can readily be apparent that my
path and the paths of many Calloway coontans have crossed many times.
Believe me, you people know the fundementals of making one "feel at home"
when he is "away from home."
And that is an indisputable factor in the
success of any person involved in sales.
There are two other most important
reasons why my feeling for Murray people
are genuine.
The late Doctor Ralph Woods was so in-

"Low Down,'

DEFENSE DEPT. VICTIM
OF DEFICIT SPENDING
Rep. William L. Dickinson iLas ". . . We Americans have
engaged in reckless deficit spending for too long now, and the day
is close at hand when we must face the music and pay the piper.
"Rampant inflation is today, indeed, threatening the very
ability of the Department of Defense to "provide for the national
defense." . . . The Soviets outspend us militarily, and have since
1970. .
"Let me give you a few facts and figures..
"The cost of procurement of a small steel item like track shoes,
which are the individual Links comprising the track on tracked
vehicles such as tanks and armored personnel carriers has increased a total of $18.7 million in less than 2 years. . . The cost of
coal has increased 91 percent,electricity 58 percent...
"Let us take a look at the Navy. We know that a ship's useful life
is limited to about 25 years. Using that figure we must build an
average of 20 ships per year just to maintain a fleet of 500 ships,
about what we have now. . Since 1970, the Navy has received
authority to build a total of ES ships, or an average of about 15 per
year. . .
"Even today, except for our aircraft carriers, the Soviets lead
us in tonnage of surface combat ships, nuclear-powered submarines, diesel-powered submarines, and in tonnage of coastal
patrol and minesweeping ships. They have more major surface
combat ships and three times as many submarines as the United
States. . .
sThe Congress has the responsibility for establishing and
maintaining the military force of our Nation. If we choose to
provide them with worthless dollars, then we must also bear the
blame. If we are going to fulfill our responsibility of all the
American people, then we must begin to act in a responsible way.
"Who among us believes we have an alternative?"
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Regardless of deficit spending, congressmen continue to tap the
Federal Treasury for Urban renewal and Civic Center addition
funds. The National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities
which began with $7 million in 1966 now gets $150 million. The list
is endless. The tune is "deficit spending" and the piper is "buyer
resistance."

blessing to be shared, not a burden to be
endured. It is an opportunity to act, not an
occasion to wait. The New Year is an opportunity to start anew. But to begin without a
challenging goal or strong determination is to
invite failure."
As we commemorate Abraham Lincoln's
As the hart panteth after the water brook. so
birthday, let us quote from him. "All the good
from the Saviour of the world is com- __.panteth my soul after thee,0God. Psalm 42:1.
municated through the Bible; but for the
God has made us so that our hearts are restless
Bible we could not know right from wrong. All until they find their rest in him.
things desirable to man are contained in it."
The Bible is the answer to the question asked
about right and wrong.
In Psalms 40.2,3, a clear picture is
presented."He brought me up out of the miry
By Carl Riblet Jr.
clay,and set my feet on a hard, firm path and
One of the greatest of evils in politics is that so
steadied me as I walked along. He put
many shall see it, and fear, and shall trust
many legislators and officeholders come to believe
in the Lord." Respect for others and even self, with the greatest
dedication exactly what they
falls into proper perspective when right
deceive about.
relationship with God exists. Let us have
God's presence as our steadying influence.

Bible Thought

Isn't It The Truth

Lorene Clayton
Hazel, Ky.

Let's Stay Well

Male And Female Color Reactions
By F.J.L. Blasingarne, M.D.
their moods
Male and female students in
Colors are allegedly associated with certain sensations and both psychology and English
listed
blue most often when
moods.
Colors are widely used in writ- reading tragedy. Yellow scored
ings, drama, and interior most often while reading comdecoration to connote certain edy. Both of these results were
feelings Black and purple repre- anticipated.
Additionally, an unexpected
sent the heavy, sad reactions to
death. Red is associated with ac- result showed up in that the
tion, bravery, and strength Blue males, whether students of psyreflects serenity, calmness, and a chology or English, selected
bit of sadness. Gray is neutral, yellow more often than expected
and yellow supposedly goes with while reading tragedy. The
a high spirit and a happy mood. female students of each disA study of color-mood sensa- cipline selected blue more often
tions among college students, by than anticipated while reading
Peter Peretti of Kennedy-King the tragedy.
In other words, the different
College of Chicago, brought
some unexpected findings He reactions were partly related to
reported his results in a recent the sex of the individuals The
male of Perceptual and Motor results may reflect differences
related to body make-up. Or
Skills
The group, consisting of 200 could the differences be related
training?
psychology students and 200 to
The results are food for
English students, read passages
from Shakespeare's tragedy thought and indicate that addi. bona]experiments are needed to
"Hamlet" or his comedy "As You
test the subtle differences in
Like It." They recorded whether
reactions among males and
blue, yellow, or gray reflected
females.

Q Mr. TA wants an explanation of periodontal disease and
comment regarding its prevalence.
A: Periodontal disease refers
to abnormal conditicns which
develop in the gums (gingiva)
around the teeth -- such as an inflammation of the soft tissue and
subsequent erosion of adjacent
bone which holds the teeth. The
National Center for Health
Statistics reports that about twothirds of all Americans between
12 and 17 years of age exhibit
signs of periodontal disease. If it
goes untreated, it can be a
source of local infection which
affects the supporting bone and
leads to Ices of teeth. Periodontal
disease is serious and costly.
Q: Mrs. B.H. asks whether a
child can have gallstones.
A: Yes. Gallstones occur in
young children, though less frequently than in adults. Gallstones
are more common in persons
with hemolytic (blood destroying) anemia.

Today In History
Charles Bassett were killed when their jet
Today is Friday, Feb. SS the 59th day of
trainer crashed into an aerospace plant in St.
1975. There are 306 days left in the year.
I ADULLS.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1942, in the Pacific War, the last Allied
Ten years ago: It was reported that
bastion in the Dutch East Indies, the Island of
President Lyndon Johnson had decided to
Java, was invaded by Japan.
continue a limited air war against North VietOn this date nam to bring about a negotiated settlement
In 1483, the Italian painter, Raphael, was
of the Vietnamese conflict.
born in Urbino,Italy
Five years ago: A U.S. Circuit Court of ApIn 1808, French forces captured Barcelona,
peals ordered the Chicago Seven freed on bail
Spain.
pending their appeals from convictions on
In 1844, U.S. Secretary of State Abel Upcharges of inciting to not and contempt of
shur, Secretary of the Navy Thomas Gilmer
court,
and three others were killed when a gun.exOne year ago: The United States and Egypt
ploded on a navy ship during an excursion
re-established diplomatic relations after a
down the Potomac Riv4r.
seven-year breach.
In 1933, a Nazi decree supressed civil liberToday's birthdays: Former Secretary of
ties in Germany.
the Treasury John Carnally is 58. Chemist
In 1946, Switzerland announced that its arLinus Pa ulling is 74.
my would quit uking the Prussian goose step' -- Thought for today:
Misfortunes always
when marching.
—come in by a door that has been left opervfor
In 1966, U.S. Astronauts Elliot See Jr. and
them - Czechoslovak proverb.

10 Years Ago Today
The Murray City Council approved the terms on
which the city would deed land purchased for the
city landfill site to the state for the extension of North 12th Street north to the Scotts Grove Baptist Church on the Benton Highway.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Vergie Johnson Simmons, Mrs. Grace Dunoy, and Mrs. Laura Dowdy
Trimble Butler,
Carlos Owens, missionary in Africa, will be the
speaker at the Sunday morning worship services at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Explorer Scouts Steve Douglas, Mike Dill, Loyd
Weatherly, and Dale Sykes presented the program
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. Cleo
Sykes is Explorer Advisor,

20 Years Ago Today
—A-fantastic one-man show 1;)y Howie Crittenden
who got 30 points carried Murray State College to a
77-72 upset over Western Kentucky in the semi-finals
of the Ohio Valley Conference basketball tournament held at Louisville last night.
Deaths reported include G. W. Chambers,Jr., who
was killed in a private plane crash near Springfield,
IllDortha Ann Ferguson has been named Betty
Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow pt Murray
Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Mitchell are the
parents of a baby boy, Thomas Keith, born February
20 at the Murray Hospital.
Officers of the Lynn Grove FFA Chapter are
Glenn Cochrum, Max Morris, Prentice Darnell, Max
Smotherman, Fred Douglas, and Bobby Fain. C. W.
Jones is chapter advisor.
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

DOG FOOD

We Accept
Food Stamps

Prices Good
Thru
March 4, 1975

.. .50 lb. $6"

SALTINES

1 lb.

59'

White Cloud Bathroom

TISSUE
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Swift Proton
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Rib
Steak

WW1*
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FRYERS
Hairs
WIENERS

454

50
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734-oz.

894 Ke1111.1
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CABBAGE

—Frozen Foods—

FAB

King Size $1 73

18-oz. 15' JUICE

Fox Deluxe
Cheese-Hamburger-Sausage-Pepperoni

494
594 CREAM PIES..141)=.59'
13/
1
2oz.694

4601.

Banquet Coconut, Lemon,
Strawberry. Chocolate, Banana

Heavy Duty Reynolds

Ballard 6 pack

• 14".194

6179 WRAP

25' x 18"

Facial Tissue

Pepsi or

to
d,

IVORY

32 oz

794 PUFFS

Hunts Fruit

:y
iy

200 ct

49'

20 Oz

COCKTAIL
Viasic

Kraft Orange

IX

KRAUT

JUICE

V.
=4=IINN NM MIMI MINI M IIMINIIIN,..
Johnson's Coupon

i

Johnson's

1/2 gal.

mazormarmarm an am el%
R 10

Coupon

Johnson's Coupon

B2265 5
Maxwell House

CREMORA
with this coupon. One coupon per family. Coupon

With this Coupon. One coupon per family. Coupon

With this coupon. One coupon per family (.4)Lipol
Expires 3-4-75
SIIII IN& MEIN MIIIIMMMIMIMszemema

Golden Bake

Bread

Kraft Diet Parkay 2-8 oz. Tubs

le
'Y

==11,

$169 SPAGHETTI.

Del Monte Tomato

69'
69'
39' BISCUITS

is
r-

^

394 POTATOES. 141
/201 lr

Detergent

Stokley Pineapple

D"'in ring

2½oL14

Showboat

COFFEE

10' SHORTENING

Red

with beans 15 oz.

Folgers Instant

Del Monte

BEEF

POTATOES
APPLES
ORANGES ..

794 LEMON
Showboat Whole White

RIchtex 3 lb.

In

12 oz.

Double Q Pink

79' SALMON
69' PEACHES
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E
P R•

TREET

J

Expires 2-28-75
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BIRTHDAY
— OUR 7th IN
MURRAY

KY.
Feb. 26-27-28

Portable 9" GE

The Top Seven

Television

59°°

5 to Sell

Mens

4 to Sell "
AM/FM MPX
6
144" Value
8 tk & turntable
Beautiful Assortment of

Pants

Floral Designed

Throw Pillows

Hassocks 6
497

688
Spacious Footlocker
For Storage or
Everyday Use

One Rack t[
72 Pair
To Sell

11" Value
Tan, Brown, Blue & Navy

8" Value
Choose from round or square hassocks

Rival

2.44 Value

Framed Pictures
24" x 48"
Beautifully

10 Table

18 to Sell

Crock Pots

Compliment your Decor at

10°°
500

Zippers To
Electric Outlet Taps

or

12 to Sell

ea.
Reg. 7"to 1188

400

1697

for

Values to 1"

Flat-Top Guitars

Stereo

100% Polyester Double Knit

Req. 79.88

200 To Sell

Capehart Uni-Component

18 to
Se0

Compliment Your Cooking
With a Rival Crock Pot
24' Value

Thank you Murray for Seven
years

Reg.

TV Stand — Telphone Table
Reg. V'
Sell for 4"as Long as they last

Clothes Pins
108 Count 1
Reg. 1"
21-—

15'to
18"

50 Count

Vaseline

674

Reg. 884

Chiffon

Intensive Care

Dishwashing Liquid
Ladies

15-oz. Size
Reg. 133

SSI

Mens Socks
2
Pair 100
Reg. 73' ea.

Twin Set
57

Peter Paul 12-oz. Bog

Oak Canned

Crunchy Cookies

Hams
177

Small table top Love Lamps w/small night light
Bulb - Reg. 97' - 188

1/
1
4 lb

Service for Four

Reduced to lc

Un-Advertised Specials Every Hour
on the Hour3p. m. to 9p. m.

50" to

24 to Sell

1

Beautiful
Assortment
300 to Sell

388
Reg. 2'

36 to Sell

100190 Cotton Waffle
Weave for absorbency

Swag Lamps
One Assortment of
beautifully colored and
designed swag lamps

/

S
t "t----'-'
h4ite -

la
rlk eilleil

12" Volue

Cookies
Reg. 88' ea.

2 too

Choc Chip -N" Nut - Coc. Macaroon
Date "N" Nut

R g. 93'each
While It Lasts

Uncle Ben's Rice & Gravy
& Stuff & Such
Reg. 2/93'

4/100
Bel-Air Shoppifig C

. 9-9 Mon..Sat.
vok•Yrtre

00

Reg 84'

BANKAMERICARO
1-6 Sun,

Quart Size

00

Peter Paul Vacuum Packed

875

Reg. 5'

Egg Nog

701

t.

for AV°
Reg. 788

Door Mirrors

soft
.__
f- - -f-, :trs7(:)14 Cosmetic Puffs
Dish Clothe:41,*---t
00
5

Bath Towels
994

Reg. 66'

Melmaine

Ladies Long Sleeve Blousewith matching Complete Round
Rack
pull over for smart fashions
Values to 4"

Lamps

2/1®

Shirts

Displayed by Pat Ahart

One table of the not so popular mens socks check
the table and buy if you desire.
Oriental Love

22 fl oz

Ladies

Acres Of--kiwitirriting

Limit RI

Reserved
4
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Big K's
Birthday
Pre-Easter
Prices Good February 26-27-28
Ladies Screen Print

Sizes 2-4

Sleepwear

Railroad 1.77And2.33
Stripe
Overalls

lo

3.66

Choose lovely shift
or baby doll nighties in easy care polyester blends accented
with cute
screened prints. In
many lovely colors.
Sizes small medium
and large.

Dress your boys in "Spring-y"
100% knit suits! The jackets are
made in snappy checks and the
slacks are in bright solid colors.
In pimento and blue, sizes 2 to
4.

Cute hickory striped overalls with bib front and metal hardware. "Engineer"
applique completes the outfit!

ALSO
AVAILABLE
IN
9 To _24
MONTHS

Grey

Boys

Tee Dress Shirt
Shirts

2.44 2.77
Girl's 10096 cotton short
sleeve shirts are grey
with numerals in assortted colors. Sizes small,
medium and large. 7-14
Sizes,

adies Mock Twin

Boys shirt is
65/35 polyester and cotton
broadcloth. It
has full make,
top center and
banded collar.
In peach, blue
and rnaitei--sdzes 8-18.

Ladies Open-Toe

Sweater Sets

Fashion Sling

3.00

Reg' 4'99
Vinyl uppers and
wood look soles. Sizes to 10, In white.

Get a pair of pretty tops with short or
long sleeve twin sets in prints and
solids with v- or scoop neck. In pink
lady, white, ice blue, mint and blue.
Sizes small, medium and large..

Ladies Vinyl

Wrangler

Handbag

Jeans

8.77

For the ladies, a cute sport suit in
100% printed patch denim. Suit has a
short jacket with 2 flaps and snap front.
Pants have extension waistband. Sizes
5- 13 in navy.

Great denims with 22" flares, front
scoop pockets and spade hip pockets in navy, light blue and natural.

Choose one of our
many
attractive
handbags. A variety of styles and
colors are available.

Mens

Nail Jeans
Head 5.88
Jeans

Shop
Big K
and

Easy care 50% polyester, 50% cotton
twill jeans with 2
back patch pockets and flare legs
with center crease.
Loden and navy, sizes 29 to 38.

Save!

Junior

Boys
Jeans

Dresses

9.44

Neat jeans in 100°,0
cotton or 50/50 polyester/cotton denims in pink, yellow.
navy and light blue.
Multicolored
bulls
head and star studs.
14.
Sizes 7 to

Dresses for juniors
from 1-00% polyester made with pique
weave
warp
or
prints. Various flattering trims. In blue,
mint, pink, maize or
be' e. Sizes 5-13.

pping Center
1. tits Reserved

753-8777

Equal Opportunity Employer

master charge

4.97
Boys sanforized indigo denims have 2
Western front pockets, 2 back patch
pockets, yoke back.
and fl,are leg. Watch
pockel- also included. Sizes 8/18.
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James Wells Has Super Game
As Lakers Run Over Reidland
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8i Times Sports Editor
The Towering Inferno got
—ignited 'Tr:Muter- rttght in
Reidland and Calloway County
Coach David King hopes the
flame lasta at least another
three weeks.
The skyscraper, 6-9 senior
center James Wells, burned the
nets with 24 points and helped
the Lakers to an 80-74 win over
Reidland
that
left
the
Greyhounds smoldering in
ashes.
It may well have been the best
game for Wells in the past two
years.
Offensively, he was unstoppable.
He fired in 12 of 17 shots from
the field, pulled down 13
rebounds and had a bundle of
blocked shots. He was, to say
the least, devastating.
In the first quarter, he hit all
six of his field goal attempts and
had 12 of the Lakers' first 14
points before finally getting in
foul trouble. Three of Wells'
buckets were from the 15-20 feet
range, hitting nothing but the
net.
"He's shooting a lot better
lately," King said of his
towering inferno.
"He's beginning to shoot the
ball with more arch on it and it's
starting to fall in for him."
The first quarter was a wild
scramble with the lead
changing hands several times
and being tied up four times
before Reidland finally pulled
out to a 15-16 lead at the end of
the period.

At the outset of the second
quarter, Walls was whistled for
his third personal with just 15
ieconds gone off the—Clock.
Wells went up to get an offensive rebound, didn't even
leave his feet but yet was
charged with a foul.
So when Wells left, he was
replaced by his sophomore
brother Mike, who along with
sophomore guard Tommy
Futrell, helped sparked the
Lakers during the absence of
the senior Wells.
With 4:09 left in the half, Mike
Wells scored from inside and
the Lakers snapped the sixth tie
of the game and went ahead 2725.
The lead went to as much as
six points before Calloway
settled for a four-point edge at
intermission, 37-33.
Wild wasn't even the word for
the rest of the game.
The pace was hectic and
sometimes ragged and the play
inside was very rough.
Nine times in the second half
the lead changed hands.
With 3:08 left in the third
period and the Lakers fa-ailing
49-48, Wells picked up his fourth
foul on what appeared to be a
very quick whistle.
Barry Snow, a 6-5 junior
forward, had just scored on a
move to the inside. And then
suddenly, the next thing that
happened was Wells making a
charge at Snow and winding up
on the bench with his fourth
foul.
Reidland moved out to a 53-49
lead as the slim but highlypartisan crowd went wild.
But by the end of the quarter,
they were somewhat quieter as
the Leiters were back in charge,
60-58.
Reidland scored the first six
points in the final period and led
64-60 before James Wells
worked inside for an offensive
rebound and a two-pointer.
The lead remained at between
two and four points until when
with 4:12 left in the game,Mike
Wells took a backdoor pm
from James Wells and scored a
three-point play, thus leaving
the Lakers trailing 68-67.
Calloway took the lead for
good at the 3:41 mark when
James Wells again got inside
for an offensive rebound, giving
the Lakers a 69-68 lead.
A basket by Mike Wells, who

finished with 19 points, followed
by a fastbreak lay-up by Futrell
on a jump ball tip gave the
Lakers a 73-68 lead with 2:42
left
Reidland was never able to
come any closer than four
points, that being with eight
seconds left when Snow scored
from under to make it 78-74. But
Futrell, who scored 21 points on
the night, added two free throws
with just two seconds left to end
the scoring arid wrap the win up
for Calloway County.
We thought we played a good
offensive game and for the last
quarter and a half, we played
good defense," King said.
"I have to compliment all of
them. Everyone played well.
"Mike and James ( Wells) and
Futrell all played super games.
Williams did a real good job for
us on the boards and I thought

Greg Byers did well in relief
when he came in for Wells in the
third quarter,:ICing added.
The Lakers next contest will
be Friday at Hickman County
and will end the regular season.
In an earlier meeting, Hickman County stalled its way to a
34-26 win at Calloway County.
"We owe them something and
we hope we can get back at
them. We've played well four
out of our last five games and it
would be good to close out the
regular season with a win,"
King added.
In the statistics, Calloway
shot 33 of 65 from the field for 51
per cent, marking the first time
since the Earlington game back
November 23 that the Leiters
have shot over 50 per cent.
Both teams had 36 rebounds
with James Wells grabbing 13
and Mike Wells eight.

David King
L Associates
Can
753-8355
Representing
Federal
Kemper

1100 Pair Levis
(Bells)
100°

Reg. 14.00 Only

If you buy over 5 pairs the price per
pair will be only S8 00
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Eddie Williams Gets
43 In Mayfield Win

Eddie Williams played the
best game of his high school
career Tuesday night in leading
fg ft PI 43
IA Imo
3
6 the Mayfield Cardinals to a 901
2 74 romp at home over Marshall
B Snow
13
2131 County.
L.Snow
1
Synholen
6
13
The 6-5 senior forward, who is
Threat
is
157 being scouted by many major
Jernigan
3 1
Totals
32 10-30 22 71 college coaches,showed exactly
why the schools are interested.
Calloway
16 21 23 2GReidland
19 14 25 16-74
Williams turned loose for 29
points in the first half and
finished with 43 before finally
being removed from the game
midway through the fourth
quarter, to the tune of a long
standing ovation.
Marshall County was never
close as the tall and talented
place vote and 19 points; Mary- Cardinals played a game of cat
mount, Kan., down from llth to and mouse with the Marshalls.
By the time the Marshals
llth with 16 points; UT-Chattanooga, previously 12th, with reached double figures with
15 points and North Dakota their Ilth point of the game.
Mayfield already had 27 on the
with one first-place vote.
Southern University, Fair- board. At the end of the first
mont State and Edinboro State period, it was Williams 15,
Mayfield 29 and Marshall
dropped from the rankings.
County 15.
Trailing
midway
41-25
through the second period, the
Marshalls rattled off six consecutive points and trimmed the
Adair County 71, Metcalfe County 62
Ashland 75, Bath County 71 ofertirne
gap to 10. But in the final
Andersen County it. Harrodsburg 61
minutes of the frame, Mayfield
Barbourville 70, Lynn Camp 58
Beechwood Si, Ft. Thomas St 'Thomas 49 outscored the Marshal's 8-2 and
Belfry 84, Sheldon Clark 67
settled for an overwhelming 49Beres 42, Nancy 61
Boone County 78, Grant County 72
33 lead at halftime.
Bourbon County 57, Mcalgomery County
The first 20-point lead of the
39
Bo.finge
rrst
an lamitells46
game came when Trey Hawkins
Boyd
',amity 47
hit from under the basket to
Bracken 08140110,218Raid
SWIM Caded Tr, Malieurni
•
boost the Cardinals to a 53-33
Burnside 75,Malta COUntlgue l
lead. The largest lead of the
Casey County IS, Russell
32
Clark Counts $2. Scott CMS*,
__period came just before the endClay County 93, Lynch0
M the quarter at 69-48. Marshall
FlerabeUitown 59. Taylor CloWNFarmington 70, Murray la
County scored the final two
Fleming County 111, West Caller
points and trailed 69-48 going
Franklin Cady Ok WW2 Ceuta $4
Gallatin CoUily 83. 0§0117 Cluny 71
into the last period.
Clangor 76, Rata. County 64
Williams added eight more
Grayson County 60. Owenslxco Catholic
Si
points in the third period, giving
Greenville It. North Hardin 81
him 37 going into the fourth
Hazard 67, Lou County 66
Jeff. Ballard 87, Jeff. Seneca 66
quarter.
Jeff Durrett 110. Lou. Portland Christian
37
Jeff. Eastern 66, Lou Manual 0
Jeff. Thomas Jefferson 79, Jeff. Valley 70
Knott County Central W, Msktlestara 75
EAST.
overture I
Laurel County 70, Pineville 48
Providence 84, Villanova 67
Las Catholic 11, Lea. Sayre 41
Princeton 55, Virginia 50
Lea. Bryan Station It, Carroll County 51
Lea Henry Clay it. WoodfOrd County 67
Boston Col. 68, Connecticut 67
Lex., Lafayette 76 Danville 52
LliscOin County D. McCreary Comity 63(2 Penn 57, Temple 56
overtimes)
Harvard 87, Dartmouth 83
Lose Jack 43, Cumberland 34
Navy 83, Moravian 51
Marian Comity 62, Bardstown Si
Mayfield Id, Mardian Central 71
Maine 78, C. Conn. 70
Maysville St. Patrick 66, Lewis County 63 Amherst 77,
Coast Guard 53
Mercer County _SO, Burgin 81
Military
Institute 57, Haul
Millersburg
SOUTH .
Green Si
N. Carolina 76, N. Car. St. 74
Monticello bit Garrard County 58
Mout Sterling Ii, Harrison County Se
MIDWEST .
ilablenberg Central 66, Butler Onalty 63
Notre
Dame 96, Fordham 61
Nelms Camay 64, LaRue Carty 56
Detroit 65, S. Illinois 62
Owen Canty 78, Western Andersen 50
Posted County 77, Morgan County 61
Louisville 75, W. Texas St. 69
Preetrosburg 91, Pikeville U
Drake 90, North Texas St. 66
Pdaski Comity 70, Boyle County 67
Richmond Madison it, Paris 67
Butler 77, Depauw 56
Richmond Model 66, Frankfort 50
Marymount 119, Rocidmrst 62
Rowan County 60, Rowell 17
Salyersvale 54, Mt. (Rivet Deming 49
SOUTHWEST .
Shaman's is, Eubank 63
Pan American 111, Trinity,
Todd County Central 80, Ft. Campbell 50
Warren Central 64 Alien County Scotts- Tex. 61
ville 76
Arkansas 86, Rice 51
Warren East 76, Clinton County 64
Washington County 53, Ft. Knot 50 r 2 S. Methodist 78, Baylor 77, OT
overtimes)
Texas 63, Texas Christian 62
Wayne County 57, Somerset 19
iliheehrright 61, Millard 6
FAR WEST .
Whitesborg 57, Breathitt County 5
Nev-Las Vegas 98, Nev-Reno 88
Whitley County 64, Harlan 5
Totals

Reidland

Kentucky State Retains Top
Spot In Small College Poll
By The Associated Press
Kentucky State retained for
the second week its grip on the
top spot in the Associated Press
college division basketball poll,
released today.
Coach Lucius Mitchell's Thorobreds tallied nine first-place
votes and 245 points on the
strength of their 56-64 trimming
of Carson-Newman last weekend.
Jackson State remained in
the No. 2 position, gathering
five first-place votes and 206
points from a nationwide panel
of sportswriters and broadcasters following three straight
victories.
nipped
State
Jackson
Grambling 100-99 in regular
season play and slammed it
103-87 in the semifinals of the
Southwest Athletic Conference
tournament. Jackson State
went on to defeat Alcorn 87-76
in the SWAG finals.
Bentley was steady at third
place after trouncing Babson
110-84 and QuinnipLac 101-80.
The Falcons were awarded one
first-place vote and 165 points.
There was a wholesale reshuffling among the other ranked schools.

Gardner-Webb moved up a
notch from fifth °lace with 150
points, beating Livingston 11996 and Charleston Baptist 10692.
Randolph-Macon, formerly
fourth, fell to fifth with 109
points after bowing to Old Dominion 86-85 in overtime. The
Bulldogs recovered to blitz
Washington & Lee 67-62 and
Hampden-Sydney 92-56.
Gannon, boasting three consecutive victories, climbed
from eighth to sixth with two
first-place votes an 96 points.
Old Dominion was next with
two first-place votes and 94
points, scoring triumphs over
Randolph-Macon and Charleston Baptist.
St. Mary's, Tex. dropped
from sixth to eighth with one
first-place vote and 88 points,
while St. Joseph's, Ind. vavIted
from 13th to ninth with two
first-place votes and 57 points.
New Orleans slipped from
seventh to 10th place among
the select group, collecting 54
points.
Rounding out the top 15 were
newcomers Guilford, with two
first-place ballots and 33 points,
and Cameron, with one-first

Orioles Finally Manage To
Trade Away Big Boog Powell
By GORDON BEARD ..
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE iAP — The
Baltimore Orioles, trying for
more than a year to trade Boog
Powell, finally have found
someone willing to gamble that
the big first baseman will
somehow regain his lost power.
The Cleveland Indians, now
managed by Frank Robinson —
Powell's former slugging teammate with the Orioles — swung
a deal Tuesday for the 33-yearold who has struggled at the
plate for the past two seasons.
Baltimore, which had no
more room for Powell after obtaining first baseman Lee May

Reidland had three players in
double digits, with Barry Snow
getting 28, Tim Threatt 15 and
Benjy Synriaten 13.
Calloway goes to 10-12 with
the win while Reidland falls to 913.

from the Houston Astros, also
sent 25-year-old pitcher Don
Hood to the Indians.
In exchange, the Orioles acquired veteran catcher Dave
Duncan and minor league outfielder Alvin McGrew, who was
immediately assigned to Baltimore's minor league affiliate at
Rochester.
"I like the deal," Robinson
said. "Hood will be given a
chance to start and I think he
could also be available in the
bullpen.
-The trade a:so gives us a
set line-up. With Boog at first
and John Ellis behind the plate,
we've solidified two positions.
The set line-up gives us stability and will minimize mental

for the Cleveland Indians in
1970, posted a 6-4 record for
Cleveland in 1972 and was
traded to the Rangers late in
the 1973 season.
Perzanowski had a 13-8 mark
last season with Iowa of the
American Association.
The Cincinnati Reds made
news by signing a player instead of trading him. Tony Perez, whose name was used as
trading bait during the off-season, signed his contract for the
1975 season.
Shortstop Larry Bowa arid
second baseman Dave Cash, at
one time reportedly considering
a dual holdout for a contract,
signed their 1975 contracts with
the Philadelphia Phillies for
what the clab said were very
good terms.
"Catfish" Hunter, the most
celebrated player in spring
training camp this year because of his spectacular, multiyear 13.75 million contract, reported to the New York Yankees in St. Petersburg. Fla.,
and announced: "I just want to
be one of the guys."

If Powell can do a turnabout
in new surroundings, playing in
a home park more conducive to
home run hitting than Baltimore's Memorial Stadium, the
Indians could create quite a
race in the American League's
Eastern Division.
Cleveland was the surprise
team through much of the 1974
season before slumping to
fourth place, 14 games behind
the Orioles whose late rush car- Carlisle County 78 Ballard
ried them to a fifth division Memorial 70
title in six years.
Calloway County 80 Reidland 74'L At his best, Powell can vir- Heath 71 and Cuba 65
tually carry a team by himself Farmington 70 Mlitray High 68
as he did for long stretches in Fulton City 103 Wingo 95
1970 when he was named the St. Mary 79 Lowes 73
league's Most Valuable Player. Mayfield 90 Marshall County 71
He batted .297 that year, with
Predictions: 6-1 bringing
35 home runs and 114 runs bat- season record to 17144 .790
ted in.
New Head Coach
But Powell batted 265 in
each of the past two seasons,
DURHAM, N. C. 1AP) —
and he was no longer the Sterlin Holt, interim basketball
feared slugger. Baltimore Man- coach at North Carolina
Cenager Earl Weaver eventually tral, has been given a
threebenched him for extended peri- year contract as head coach.
ods in 1974.
His team finished the regular
The trade between the Ori- season with a 10-15 record.
oles and Indians was one of two
Holt, an assistant on the N.
Tuesday.
C. Central staff three years
In a less glamorous deal, the ago, left to Lake a Virginia
high
Chicago While Sox traded school post. Ile
;Yearned
pitcher Stan PersanoWski to the Central last September,
sucTexas Rangers for pitcher ceeding Sam Jones,
former
Steve Dunning.
Boston Celtics star and COntral
Dunning, the No. 1 draft Pick alumnus.

Area Cage Scores

TIMES)

(MURRAY LEDGER

Williams scored his last
points with 3:58 left when he hit
two charity tosses to give the
Cards a 79-59 bulge.
Hawkins added 14 points for
Mayfield while Greg Bazzell
chipped in with 10.
For Coach Charlie Lampley's
Marshal's, Mike Rosa tossed in
15 points while senior scoring
ace Larry McGregor scored
just 14. Dennis Clapp also hit
double digits with 11.
The win leaves Mayfield with
a 22-3 mark while Marshall
County drops to 10-11.
Mayfield will host a powerful
Christian County team Thursday night while the Marshalls
play at home Friday against

Trigg County to end their
regular season.
15 18 15 26-74
Marshall
29 20 20 21-90
Mayfield
Marshall 74)—Rosa 15, Reed
8, McGregor 14, Phelps 6, Ivey
2, Lovett 2, Sewell 6, Morris 6,
Clapp 11 and Mathis 4.
Mayfield 90)—Williams 43,
Bazzell 10, Hawkins 14, Sherrill
6, Mitchell 5, Wilson 4, Berhow 2
and Byrn 6.

Baling Twine
Now In Stock at
McKee! Equipment
Obese 753 3062

503 Mina

All of Us At

Perkins Pancake
And

High School Scores

Steak House
Would like to thank the over 1300
Murrayans who came out and helped
us celebrate our anniversary on
Wednesday, February 19, 1975
Ow Drawing Winners were: —
$100 Cash
Patsy Redden
Gibson's Country Hams
Clyde H. Miller
and Willie Mae Bazzell
Our congratulations to the winners and our sincere thanks to all of you.

College Scores

Murray State To Host
Women's State Tourney
The most impressive record among the teams, belongs to
Northern Kentucky with a 16-4 mark. Eastern and Northern
drew in the upper bracket, and should Northern get past first
round opponent Western Kentucky, as they are expected,
they will face Eastern.
In the lower bracket, the University of Kentucky ( 11-9)
meets Morehead(4-8) at 6 p.m. Thursday, and Murray ( 8-111
takes on the University of Louisville (9-7) at 8 p.m.
Semi-final rounds are scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. Friday,
with the second game set for 8 p.m. The championship game
will begin at 5:15 Saturday, preceeded by the consolation
game at 2 p.m.
Eastern will bring perhaps the outstanding player into the
tournament, in 6-2 senior Bernie Kok. Last year, she paced
the Lady Colonels to the title, so naturally, she is expected to
be the dominate player this year. The Colonels are undefeated in competition against other Kentucky schools.
Home-standing Murray is led by Lois Holmes, a senior
guard from Glasgow. Ms. Holmes is currently hitting the
basket for a little more than 18 points per game. If the Lady
Racers are going to make a bid for the title, they will have to
have strong support from Jan Jones and Debbie Hayes. Ms.
Jones and Ms. Bari'are both averaging Just under 10 points
per outing.
The Women's State Basketball Tournament will get underway Thursday afternoon in Murray State's Sports Arena,
beginning at 4 p.m.
Favorite, among the seven-team field, is defending
champion Eastern Kentucky, who brings a 114- record into
the tourney.
Thursday: Western vs. Northern Ky. 4 p.m.; UK vs.
11 a LA
Murray
morellead p.
Friday: Eastern vs. Northern Ky.-Western winner 6 p.m.;
UIC-Morehead winner vs. Murray-U of L winner 8 p.m.
Saturday: Consolation game 2 p.m.; Championship game
5:15 p.m.
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Kentucky Might Be Better Off In Second Place

The facts of life in NCAA basketball tournament play used
to be simple. You win,that's good; you lose, that's bad.
Them days are probably gone forever.
Take No. 4 rated Kentucky, for example. Had the Wildcats
beaten Florida Monday night, they would have almost insured
themselves the Southeastern Conference's only sure bid to the
NCAA tournament.
Kentucky didn't win. That's bad?
Probably not. More likely, the Wildcats still will be in the NCAA
- even as the SEC's second team - and could have an easier
road to the finals at San Diego.
Although Kentucky has appeared in more NCAA tournaments
than any other team in the country, the Wildcats haven't been to
the finals since 1966, when they lost to Texas Western in the championship game.
Part of the problem is that in recent years - as the SEC representative - Kentucky was defeated in the Mideast Regional,
considered by many to be the toughest of the four in most seasons.
But this year, the NCAA has expanded its tournament to 32
teams - 16 conference champions and 16 berths for at large
teams or other conference teams.
In the past, only one team -the champion -in each major conference, could go to the NCAA tournament. Now, as many as two

rir
74

so
ed
ey
6,

from each conference can make it.
Because of Kentucky's high national ranking, it is probable that
the 'Cats will get one of those second-place bids.
But the new NCAA rules provide that a second-place team most
go into a region on the opposite side of the country from that in
which the conference champion plays.
This is to insure that,if those two teams play again in the NCAA
tournament, it won't come before the championship game on
March 31.
In this year's final round of four, the East champion plays the
Mideast king and the West vs. the Midwest March 29. The winners
meet for it all two nights later.
If Kentucky gets the No. 1 SEC bid, it would mean a game
against an at-large team, which could be No.6 ranked Marquette,
ui the first Mideast game.
If victorious, the Wildcats would face the Mid-American champion - Bowling Green, Toledo or Central Michigan - all with impressive records.
Even winning that game, Kentucky would then face No. 1ranked Indiana - assuming the Hoosiers also survive that far before getting a shot at the San Diego finals.
All of that punishment would be the reward for being the:SEC
champion or co-champion. But if the Wildcats are second in the

conference?
Selections for at-large berths won't be announced until at least
March 6 - and some of them three days later - but Kentucky
probably would go into the Midwest Regional.
Torn Scott, chairman of the selection committee,said the basic
plan is to hold travel to a minimum for teams that have to switch
regions from their hair base. That probably would ride out tfie
Far West for Kentucky.
This would mean games in the first regional round against the
likes of Texas A&M,17-5, or Texas Tech, 15-7, of the Southwestern
Conference; No. 3-rated Louisville, 21-2, New Mexico, 17-5, or
Drake, 13-10, of the Missouri Valley Conference; or Kansas, 16-6,
Kansas State, 16-6, or Missouri, 16-7, of the Big Eight.
Or, one of the four other at-large teams that still are to be added
to the Midwest Regional.
And that not only could be some fine nonconference teams, but
the runners-up or other selections from the Big 10, Ohio Valley,
Mid-American, East Coast, Atlantic Coast, Southern or Ivy conferences.
Still, that doesn't appear as formidable as the Mideast lineup.
The 32-team tournament also could make losing a conference
title tough for other teams, especially No. 5 UCLA,Louisville, No.
2 Maryland and No. 7 North Carolina State.

Farmington Wins Over Tigers
On Last-Second Shot, 70-68

43,

1
I

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sports Writer
! Senior guard Bob Mangrurn's
_15 foot set shot with five seconds
eft provided the revenge' ded Farmington Wildcats
iwith a dynamic 70-68 win over
visiting Murray High last night
4before a jam-packed hometown
..4crowd,
l'ist
i it only did the win boost the
. ' d District squad's seasonal
',nark to 10-12, but also it
vided the seven FHS seniors
pn Opportunity to whack the
nets from the rims afterwards
fin the midst of a tournamentflis
tyle celebration.
Earlier, the Tigers had easily
' posed of Coach Joe Mikez's
,quint, 75-64, despite a 33 point
-outburst by 'Cat ace guard Joe
Chambers.
To set the record straight,
both Chambers and Mangrum
remembered the January event
perfectly, which only added to
their Inspiration that the second
time around was their final
-home contest.
, The two squads entered the
iinal stanza deadlocked 56-all
;after MHS senior center Phil
'Millet-Stuffed a despeate effort
:through the basket just prior to
Abe buzzer. Sophomore Tiger
guard Raymond Sims put the
contest in its Ilth standoff at 58514 when he pumped in a short
jumper after taking a perfect
feed from junior David Frank.
Swapping buckets on trips
downcoart, the hosts moved
ahead for the next two minutes
on an arching shot from the left
side by Wildcat center Keith
&name. Then gaining the ball
qn a Tiger turnover, second
highest 'Cat scorer Stan Colley
'cooped ins 10 footer to make it
46-62.
Sims put Murray within two
again on a 10 tooter of his own
with just under three minutes
let in the tense contest. Farmington missed a golden opportunity: to move ahead when
Haneline grabbed a low Tiger
pass and fed the usual deadeye
Chambers, who missed a wideopen lay-up.
Coach Mikes at his next opportunity craftily sent his team
into a stall-type offense by
passing the ball around the floor
until an open shot developed.
The first time it was used, some
30 seconds ticked off the
scoreboard, but the 'Cats
missed the shot and MHS junior
forward Bob Wilder grabbed
the rebound.
He fed teammate Miller who
in turn bounced back to Wilder
for two points and Farmington
wanted time with a 66-66
standoff and 2:17 remaining.
The Wildcats went back to the
same drill, but this time
Chambers found the range on a

iTt
p

10 footer for a two point edge for perfect pass from Miller for an
the hosts. Then
Wilder easy lay-up after the Tigers had
responded for Murray with a trailed by a point with 1:13
lane jumper and the contest's showing.
13th and final Ue at 68-all.
Murray matched its widest
Actually fate smiled on margin of the half when Wilder,
Mangrum as the 5-10 guard took who collected 19 points from a
one shot with 53 seconds left in° solid effort, slammed a second
the action, but it bounced off the effort back into the net to make
rim into Miller's bands. But it 25-20 with some five minutes
MHS was called for a floor left in the second period.
violation and the hosts got the
But the diehard Wildcats
ball In time for their eventual roared back to knot the contest
winning shot moments later.
at that score as Chambers hit
Back in the first quarter, one of two free throws, keyed a
Farmington first took the ad- Harrison lay-up, and then
vantage by an 8-4 count on the sacked One of his own?
strength of two baskets by
The 'Cats regained their
Colley and the floorwork of advantage two minutes later
Chambers, but the Tigers when Chambers ripped the net
scrapped back to deadlocks at on both ends of a one-plus
10, 12, and 14-all.
situation and a 31-29 score.
Sophomore guard Lindsey
MHS only managed two
Hudspeth, who had his best points during the next three
performance of the season, minutes while the hosts poured
boosted MHS to a 21-16 first in six for their widest advantage
quarter stop lead when be 4 the game at 37-31 when
tipped one shot, and than-Maka----Chambers bombed a 15 tooter in

Scramble Suicide Is
Key For Tarheel Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Dean Smith calls it the
"scramble suicide" defense and
North Carolina State will tell
you it's murder to shoot
against.
As North Carolina State prepared to throw up a last-second
shot Tuesday night, North
Carolina threw up its suffocating defense.
The shot by Tim Stoddard
missed the mark and North
Carolina escaped with a 76-74
victory, the first time the Tar
Heels have beaten the Wolfpack
in 10 games.
"There's not a whole lot I
can say," said North Carolina
State Coach Norm Sloan after
the pulsating Atlantic Coast
Conference game. "Both teams
played extremely well. We did
a good job chasing the ball and
putting pressure on the ball
without fouling. On the last shot
no play was set up. Our philosophy is to get the ball in
bounds and get a good shot."
North Carolina State, the nation's seventh-ranked team,
was losing by 11 near the end
before rallying.
"We must congratulate State
for a fantastic comeback," said
Smith, whose club is ranked
No. 14 in the country. "David
Thompson was tremendous."
Thompson, prevented from
getting his hands on the ball by
North Carolina's exaserating

KENTUCKY
ANGUS
ASSOCIATION
Show of el cattle, fabniery 28, 1475

GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn.
AP)- It was a lackluster day
Tuesday on the Ames Plantation as only one of four dogs
completed his full three hours
of hunting in the National Bird
Dog Championship.
High Spirit, belonging to Carl
and Betty Lippard of Matthews,
N.C., was credited with four
contacts-two coveys, a single
quail and an undefined point
where the judge failed to see
game.
Nine dogs remain to be
judged in this year's 76th annual event and judges have
predicted that the contest will
end Friday if good weather
holds.
Scheduled to come under the
eyes of the judges this morning
were Mission, belonging to J.
M. Bennett Jr. of Ridgeland,
S.C., and Castle, owned by Arthur Ray of Tuscumbia, Ala.
In the afternoon, Right Royal, a pointer belonging to Gary
Taylor of Goldsboro, N.C., was
braced with Final Request, who
belongs to J.R. "Bob" Dry of
Wichita, Kan.

ohs, sn-n.

Merck 1 -SALE- 10 o'clock a.m.
Kentucky Fair 8
Exposition Cenlx!r
Louisville

JeT Basra (344) debated Jeff
Derma 13-14; dalsond Jeff Sanwa Mail
4. Lox. 440•J__Clof (33-3) defeated
Maidked Oa. 11041.
S. Pedal Mlonso in-s) We to

mrct.....

Selling 26 Bulls and
55Females

_

walloped Trinity University of
Texas 111-61.
Phil Ford scored 22 points as
North Carolina ended North
Carolina State's hopes of sharing the ACC regular season
championship. That title will
now go to the winner of
Clemson-Maryland
tonight's
game in College Park, Md.

Bird Dog Championships
Have Lackluster Opening

Here's bow the Top 10 in the kenturty
Associated Press High Sated baaketbell
poll fared in play this week
I Lou Male '26.1i defeated Loa. Abe...re 104,43; defeated Bath Co 60.49
2 los. Central (22-11 defeated Jeff
Jeffilell011710; defeated Daytoe.

Show and Sale

Floyd Dwyer?
Danville, Kentucky
Phone 6O6236-459l

defensive manuevers, finished
with a game-high 32 points.
In other action, third-ranked
Louisville clinched the Missouri
Valley Conference title with a
75-69 victory over West Texas
State; 10th-ranked Penn nipped
Temple 57-55; No. 16 Notre
Dame rolled past Fordham 9861 and No. 18 Pan American

How They Fared

19th Annual

Sole Manager

from his favorite right side
position.
Farmington took a 39-35 lead
at halftime, but Murray used
balanced scoring from its
starters to make a run at the
'Cats through the first half of
the third canto. Wilder and
Miller were particularly effective on the inside as the two
used their height advantage to
cut the EFIS edge to six, then
five, before finally whittling it
to one at 47-46.
But Harrison popped in one of
his 16 game markers to give the
hosts breathing room before
Chambers added an insurance
lay-up. Miller spoiled his effort
a moment later, however,
taking a feed from Sims and
driving the lane for a tip-in with
2:17 to go.
Colley boosted the Wildcats
into a 54-50 edge a minute later
after sacking a lay-up with
Wilder being called for afoul on
the play. FHS sank the free

(13-3) diabaled 'Mtn
Co. 046; kat le Wrenn Hut115•4
7. Kook Cabal (114) lab Is Johnsen
Canbal
067$
t Lea.
Danvibe 7143:=1
*0116011e 1646
IL (Vs) LIM Bryan HAIM (1741 In
&Wad derail Oa. 0-51, delareasd Haman CO. fait
5. (be) Johnson Central ,33-4) defeated
TAaH Debra]75-74, defeated Fera Carter

In
Tuesday's
action,
Knightoe, owned by Dr. John
Huffman of Memphis, started
off with a bang, finding a covey
in the first 10 minutes. But it
was downhill from there and
the dog eventually disappeared
from the hunt shortly after the
one-hour mark.
The morning round was a
washout as Linwood Flirt, belonging to C.C. McCarley of
Brownsville, Tenn., hunted for
five minutes, then disappeared
She reappeared in the afternoon, joining High Spirit in
hunting, but seemed to be
frightened.
Forty Grand, from the kennels of Arthur Curtis of Paducah, Ky., had a covey after
hunting for 36 minutes, then
was charged with an unproductive point. After becoming lost
several times, the dog was removed from the hunt.

throw, but Hudspeth was
downcourt when the Tigers
needed a score and responded
with a 10 tooter to move MHS
within two.
Then Colley finished the
Farmington scoring in the
quarter when he connected on
both ends of a bonus situation
with 50 seconds showing.
Hudspeth found the basket
again on his next trip and set the
stage for Miller's lay-up just
before the canto ended and the
blazing fourth period began.
Murray High, now 8-11,
managed 33 field goals and two
of five free throws(40 per cent)
In the contest, while Farmington sacked 41 floor shots
and connected on eight of 11 free
throws ( 73 per cent).
The Tigers conclude their
season Friday night against the
tough Fulton County Pilots in a
road contest.
Farmington lir3132 14--70
Murray High 21 14 21 12-68

NCAA Rules dosklt call for the.-soconcl-place4eam us a conference to get an automatic bid, however so stuffing off to an
easier region isn't a wise move.
Dave Cawood, public relations director for the NCAA, points
out the records of Oregon State and Southern California in the
Pac-8 as an example.
State is 8-3 and USC 6-5 as second and third to UCLA (9-2) in
conference play and State has beaten USC twice, but in all games
USC is 16-6 and State is 16-9, with early season troubles in losing at
seven of its first nine games.
Selection between the two could be a tossup.
Scott said his committee can take any team other than the
champion from any conference for an at-large NCAA berth.
The committee also can pass up an alternate bid for any conference. The only rule is that each conference can have no more
than two teams in the tournament.

Bulls Stop Six-Game Winr ag
Streak Of Jazz, Bucks ..use
By The Associated Press
The Chicago Bulls stilled the
beat of the New Orleans Jazz
- and continued sounding their
own high notes in the National
Basketball Association.
The Bulls, the hottest team in
the league, won their seventh
game in a row, cooling off the
expansionist Jazz 120-105 Tuesday night, ending New Orleans'
six-game winning streak.
"This is a league of consistency, not of streaks," said
Bill van Breda Kolff, coach of
the 14.46 Jazz, "so we'll just
have to get back together and
work hard." '
In other NBA games, the
Kansas City-Omaha
Kings
downed the Milwaukee Bucks
93-90, the Washington Bullets
whipped the Buffalo Braves
111-93, the Phoenix Suns
trounced the Golden State Warriors 111-97, the Houston Rockets routed the Cleveland Cavaliers 114-87, the Portland Trail
Blazers overwhelmed the Philadelphia 76ers 99-77, and the
Seattle SuperSonics edged the
New York Knicks 102-101.
There were no games in the
American P_o.-..kett.-.1.11

Farmington (70)-Chambers
32, Colley 17, Harrison 16,
Mangum 11, Haneline 4.
Chet Walker's 29 points,
- HudMurray High
speth 20, Wilder 19, Miller 12, Norm Van Lier's 23 and Bob
Frank 10, Sims 5, M. Williams 2. Love's 22 paced Chicago's bal-

anced scoring against New Orleans. Nate Williams topped the
Jan with 20 points, while Pete
Maravich scored 17, only one in
the first half.
Kings 93, Bucks 90
Nate Archibald's 37 points, 14
in the fourth quarter, led Kansas City to its sixth consecutive
victory, 12th in 13 games and
fifth without a loss against the
struggling Bucks this season.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar led
Milwaukee with 27 points, but
scored only five in the second
half
Bullets 111, Braves 93
Elvin Hayes pumped in 31
points and Mike Riordan and
Phil Chenier each contributed
20 as Washington improved its
record to 45-17, the best in the
NBA. Buffalo's Bob McAdoo,
the league's leading scorer, had
33 points and grabbed 18
rebounds.
Suns 111, Warriors 97
Charlie Scott's 26 points and
Curtis Perry's 21 points and 16
rebounds keyed Phoenie
triumph over Golden State that
cut the Warriors' Pacific Division lead to six games over
Seattle Riot Rarry was high
for the Warriors with 31 points.
Cavaliers 114, Rockets 87
Houston inched to within onehalf game of second-place

Cleveland in the Central Division, smothering the Rockets
behind Rudy Tomjanovich's 39
points and 12 points. Bobby
Smith led the Cavs with 20
points.
Blazers 99, 76ers Ti
Portland's victory snapped its
five-game Iswing streak and in
the process, the Trail Blazers
set a club defensive record by
holding Philadelphia to 77
points. The previous low
against Portland was 88 points.
Sidney Wicks led Portland
with 25 points and John Johnson added 22. Fred Carter
paced Philadelphia with 18.
Sonics 102, Knicks 101
Spencer Haywood's 37 points
and seven free throws by his
teammates in the final two
minutes lifted the Sonics to
their first victory over the
Knicks in 14 games since Nov.
30, 1971. Walt Frazier paced
New York with 23 points.

HighINSchool
Scores
ma.
'emotes. SI, Shelby Co et
=
8. X, Lynch 22
45, Pineville a
Jeff. Doss V, Jeffersomowe 33
Jeff. Itsamier 41, J. Moore X
Lea. Hoary Clay: IS, Laa, Si
31
Utz 640 Sadao 46, Las, tdaobc le
Lax, W.0abit 14, Jamamins Co. SI
Loa. blirom1411, J.IlmOwn
Name Co. 0, Liesaio X
Owensboro 0,Henderson M

One-Size
Tire Sale

Save Now Through Wednesdayon Tires For Your
Colt,Gremlin,Pinto,Toyota or lega
Regularly $21.4o
linter Streak 78
Here's your chance to get
polyester cord Goodyear

tires at substantial sayings. For three days only.
This B78-13 Power Streak
78 is tubeless, bias-ply
construction -with a de,pendable, road-holding 6rib tread. Tire up now!
WHITEWALLS SLIGHTLY MORE IN MOST SIZES.

Everyday RegularPrices On These Sizes
For models of Porsche.
Sub, Volkswagen

for models of Chevy. Chry,I.r.
Dodge. ford, Plymouth.
Pontiac and many others

to, models of Chrysler.
Mercury. Oldsmobile. Pontiac
and many 0(1w,,

1 Slac ilisa , 1
f1$ 10 a m 711.5
PlUs 92.40 to $2.45 f f T
and old We

57S-I4 5 57 ,1 Blackwell
f15,
f..T
ply, $2.56 to $260
.
and old fire

$26
$21
$3o
5i
5 60 15 Blackwell plus
79( 5 7 end old tire

GOODAEAR

Dates Announced
By The Associated Press
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (API
Coach Bear Bryant announced
today that five Alabama football games next fall will be
played at Birmingham and
three at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The opponents and dates of
Alabama's games had been disclosed previously but not the
sites of the home games.
The Crimson Tide will meet
Missouri, Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas Christian and
Auburn at Birmingham, and
Clemson, Washington and
Southern Mississippi at Tuscaloosa. The road games are at
Vanderbilt, Mississippi State in
Jackson, and Louisiana State
The TCU rame originally was
scheduled for Fort Worth, but
was switched to Birmingham

If UCLA were to lose out in the Pacific Eight, the Bruins
probably would wind up in that tough nudeast region.
So would Louisville if the Cards don't win the MVC.
Maryland or N.C. State would jump to the Midwest Region.
maybe against Kentucky - as an alternative to their easier east
region.

6Easy Ways to Pay
• Oar Own Costomer Credit Plan • Master Charge • 8askAmericani • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Chit,

Front-End
SAL.11.:dL`•Alignment
Change
SALE!•Oil
Lthe
and

$166

•
Up to 5 qts, of major
brand multi-grade oil

•Complete

chassis lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure longer wearing parts & smooth,

quiet performance•Please phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks

Sou, 12th-it-Glen4ale

$666

Most U.S., some Import
cars - parts extra
only if needed

• Coniplete analysis /4 alignment correction to in(
crease tire mileage and improve steering safety
• Precision equipment used by experienced' professionals • Includes Datsun. Toyota VW

Phone 753-0595

Rig Store Hours: Mon. & Fn. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 1:30 to 5:30

.•
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sharp shoppers CAN SHAVE FOOD COSTS HERE

Min
MI.

Prices Good Thursday, Feb. 27, thru Wednesday, March 5

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We Redeem U.S. Govenussent Food Stamps

:
t

:t)

as
j

Flavor Kist

We

BA MA

Dixie Fresh
Grade "A"

Ii

Boma
Apple

Crackers
1 lb. Box

Have:
Seed Potatoes
Cabbage Plants
Strawberry Plants
Cauliflower Plants
Onion Plants
Onion Sets

Med.

.
9

Jelly

Saltine

Now

Eggs

Code,

411111111117140
1
&Zan. 1110

19c

Vanilla

With 17.50 or more order

Wafers

Keebler

Limit One At This Price
A
\

18 oz.

Box

BlueBonnet

'Lipton
Tea nacs

Ø9c

Margarine
Yellow-Quarter

PRODUCE

BLUE
BONNET

S.

WU lb.
Margarine

Red Ripe
(Lies394

Tomatoes

dic
0
0
4 /
av
,
jr
Delight

Lipton

IFRAFEZER
49.eesed./
Ole South

Florida Juicy

Tea

Oranges

12.5 Size Doz.49
4

Bags
48 Count

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

Oleo
-41C

flb.
S

1 lb. Cello Bag 1
1111bewil

Garden Delight

Glo
French Fries
Coat
27 oz. Can

39C

1 Er lb.

Pet Ritz

Cherry Pie

flc

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Chuck Roast
Craddock's
Pure Pork

Catfish

Wieners
12 oz.
Beg

12 oz. Pkg.

59c

69c

29

Pkg.

89c

cj 5Baglb.

for4

Del Monte
Mother's Best

Prune

Steaks

99.
c
59

Flour
Plain or Self-Rising

Juice

Year

PittoNftura

lb.

24 oz. Bag $1311

100% Pure Lean

Ground Beef
Sugar Cured
Sliced

Mix

Fresh Water

Armour

Sausage

SPICRicinn

Vocoa

for

594

Meal

Hot

Food
1 lb. Can

20 oz.

Mother's Best

Carnation

Dog

*

494

200z. Bag

Uttarn

Tony

411/11111E1147'
Vague4

2 lb. Bag

Frosty Acres

•*•4,1,40k•

Mewls:es

OZ.

Johnson's

mrfii
•

Margarine

$1"

Peace, Arapie, Cherry, n

Cobblers Strawberry, Biweberry

lb.

32 oz.

5 lb. Bag89C

2e

Silers

Salad Bowl

lit

Shelly

Reelfoot
All Meat

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970

'

Green

Salad
Dressing

Capil

Per
1970.
equiv
popul
to 10',
total,
and I
Camt

Beans
16 oz. Can

Slab Bacon

99c lb

ogna
at.

69c

lb. in the piece

* * "IF YOU MATCH ••
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
--A Days A Week

0
0

$
Cans

I

alk

• QUALM .... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *
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College of Environmental Sciences

Murray Stale University

.
i
s

by Dr. L.B. Bridwell
Dr. W. R. Klein
Professors of Physics
Consultant. to Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
Only since the turn of the
The present worldwide
shortage of energy with present century have other
accompanying cost increases energy sources been utilized
of home heating, electric to an appreciable degree. The
automobile development of demand for
and
power
operation has aroused greater petroleum fuels has occurred
concerns over supply and in the same general time
usage than perhaps any other period as the development of
the internal combustion
time in history.
In order to place the engine.
The liquid nature of these
problem in proper perspective,
it is helpful to examine the fuels with the relative ease of
historical trends of energy transport, processing and
usage has made them the
usage in the United States.
Estimates of energy usage dominant sources of energy
transportation
the
are shown in the table below for
for the years from 1850 to industry as well as for other
1970 with the percentage of stationary power and heating
energy derived from each type requirements.
This industry has grown
of source.
The figures cover the period from its infancy to the
of development from a dominant energy giant during
geographically large but this century. Currently,
sparsely populated, rural petroleum and its sister
highly industry, natural gas, supply
a
to
country
industrialized nation of over about 80 percent of the
200 million people. The total nation's energy.
Hydroelectric power has
annual energy consumption
figures reflect the population maintained a nearly constant
growth and technological fraction of the total energy
supply since about 1900,
development of the period.
The early energy needs of although during this time the
the nation were supplied absolute usage has increased
almost exclusively by burning nearly tenfold. This source
wood. This reflected largely differs from the others in that
the economics of plentiful it is, practically speaking, a
supply, easy distribution and fixed rate, renewable resource
unsophisticated usage. The while the others are depleted
relatively sparse population with usage.
Finally, nuclear energy is in
could meet their needs by
taking axe and saw to the its infancy. Its contribution to
nearest wooded land to meet the overall supply is small but
their energy demands for growing at a more rapid rate
heating, cooking and lighting. than other segments.
The energy consumption
Indeed, the vast virgin
a
at
increased
forests were viewed as has
inexhaustible. Often, the trees surprisingly steady annual
were considered a nuisance to rate of about 32 percent per
the burgeoning agricultural decade since 1850. During this
industry, and whole areas time, the population has
were burned to eliminate the increased at an ,average
unwanted timber growth. annual rate - of about 20
pc•
&misc.:: out of
Mau,
The per capita energy
control and burned areas as
large as several counties consumption rate held nearly
before finally extinguishing constant from 1850 until
around 1890. Then a gradual
themselves.
The amount of total energy increase occurred which has
obtained from wood peaked carried to the present date.
about 1870, and has declined The limited growth during the
steadily since that time until Great Depression is evident.
today the total is leas than Certainly, the increases
corresponding to the arrival
one fourth of that of 1870.
Energy usage of the nation of the automobile around
its 1900 and the air conditioner
with
pace
kept

Year Wood
%
1850 91
1860 85
1870 74
1880 57
1890 36
1900 20
1910 11
1920 8
1930 6
1940 4
1950 3
1960 2
1970 I

Coal
%
9
15
36
41
57
70
77
71
61
k2
37
23
20

Nat- gas Energy
A
102
127
164
205
2
287
6
410
6
672
9
861
16
943
33
1025
43
1435
54
1886
71
2788
80

Total
Pop.

Per
Capit

(mill.)

Cons.

23
31
40
60
61
76
92
107

4.4
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.7
5.4
7.3
8.0
7.7
7.8
9.6
10.2
13.6

122

131
150
185
205

Motor
Oil
Golden 180 o,
X-100 10 or 30 Weight

Limit 6 Ohs

Ethyl

Oil Saver
Laboratory Tests
prove rTH1'1.
sever helps reduce
o binning in
worn engines
improves
performance
in new engines
Prove It In Tow Car

Shoes
$ 00
Sunhill
Men's Flannel

Slacks

Shirts
Reg. 5.95

$

00 K.

Decker

1/4I, Drill
No.
7004
$897

udell
10 piece

Aladdin
Stanley
Stainless
Steel

Quart Mason

Fruit Jars

o" x 8" Ornamental

Includes:
8. 1 Quart Jars
8- Lids
8 • Rings
Shelf

Made of Top Quality
Chrome Vanadium

With commemorative
design, canning instructions
maimed

Rreckats
Ideal for hanging planters,
signs, Merles, etc.

100 ft. Heavy Duty Black

Wimple Iris

Black or
Case of g

hurtigee Capper

$247
Avoid The Shortage • Buy Now

Extension
Cord

$277

Oil of Olay
Choice of regular. unscented
14h,powder

Moisturizing
Lotion
4-oz Bottlp
Reg.;3.65

Listerine

—Is At It Again —

Listerol
Disinfectant
From the makers of l.'s fer,ne An
tiseptic, kills ,pousehoid germs
edirnfrootes odors prevents
and mildew

With A Complete Line Of...
Fishing Tackle - Camping Supplies
Marine items

Specials This Week!
Electra-Pal
2 Speed

Trolling
Motor
Efferdent'
Destere Cleanser Tablets
sfrociger ogwnst stains.

not
1960 are
around
surprising.
Of course, the real future
consumption rates will
depend upon many complex
factors, many of which are
unpredictable.
In the next series of articles
on enemy we shall examine
the current inventories of the
various types of fuels.
Questions May be subladed to:
College of .
Environmental Sciences
P.O. Box Mee
Murray State _University
Murray, Kentucky
42071

Special
Group Men's
Dress

Black

Capita
Percentage of energy derived from each source, 1850 to
1970. Total energy and per capita figures are in
equivalents of tons of coal. For example, in 1850 a
population of 23 million used an energy total equivalent
was per person. Of this
to 102 minion tons of coal
total, 91% was derived from wood. Figures from Hottel
and Howard, "New Energy Technology," M.I.T. Press,
Cambridge, Maas. (1971).

Jeans
by Worlds most
fornous mbker
Polyester t Cotton

Values to 7,951

7-ca. Spray Con

industrialization. Developing
factories and foundries were
initially supplied with heat
and power largely by burning
wood, but as greater and
more sophisticated uses
developed and demand
increased, coal found a
greater importance in the
— overall supply picture.
About 1880, coal surpassed
wood. Thia_total artvaunt of
energy stropped by coal
increased gradually unti?
- about 1910. Since 1910, coal
---usaiort has been relatively
constant in terms of total
energy production.

Slightty
Irregular

Ladies
Shell

Men's

Pillow
Cases
$1 99

Um
.. Is

IS
ANIIIIII••111101111MMIONsow eimal••
••••••
__•_•_10
•••
••
—
%
11"41
I M II

Extra Dry Anti-Perspiront
Total

I

II I
Ill•
••
R E
'
UN
U IN
• 11111M• NNW=• Nu NM II woman m .....1•111
I•• EN •11111 IN• 1111111111• 111•11•111 MI el••
exactl as •ictured

The Historic Energy
Consumption - View

Petrol.
and

SP•del
Purchase

'osf ochng. deodorolzes
40 Tablets plus 8 free
Reg. S1.44

Clearasil
Acne Pimples
Crean Medication
cho.,-e of regular. tinted or
-Au:Wahlnp lir MI&

jezco FISH
LWR
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Awards Made At Calloway County 4-H usethe
Club Achievement Banquet Saturday WANTADS

,
age—
Mrs. lame Sledd, Calloway County 4-H Council president,
congratulates Kenneth and Alene Paschall, County CourierJournal award winners. They were selected as outstanding
boy and girt 4-H members and are the children of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall of Hazel Route Two

Named as the "Outstancing 4-H Club" for their 1974
achievements was the Almo Warriors Club. Pictured, left to
right, are Mrs. Rachel Jackson, Cornelia Jackson, Sharon
Walker, Karon Walker, Mrs. Janette Walker, and Regina
Walker.

Robert Overby was presented the 4-H Club "Meritorious
Service Winner" plaque for his work. His wife is at right. On
the left are Mrs. Calvin Morris, Council vice-president, and
Mrs. Lame Sledd, Council president.

Four-H Club County Award winners indude, left to
right,
first row, Bill Bailey, Mike Clark, Mike Harrison,
Don
Hargrove, second row, Debra Tucker, Terry Brown,
Tammie
tax, and Cornelia Jackson,

Calloway
County
The
Dianne Harrison, Penny Furnishings
Demonstration;
4-H
Annual
Council's
Lockhart, Jo Beth Norwood, Roger Garland - Boys Speech.
7 Notice
Achievement and Leader
Laura Jarrett, Kathy Black,
Terry Brown - Reserve Grand
Recognition Banquet was held
Each participant was in- Champ. Holstein, Calloway Co.
Saturday night, February M, in
terviewed and judged for poise, Fair; Mike Clark - Jr. Rabbit
the basement of the First
conversationability, con- Project; Cornelia Jackson United-- Methodist church of
fidenee, and appearemee. - -Skirt Dtv1on, Dress ReWe; —
Murray.
Judges for the Contest were Kim Starks - Skirt and Blouse
Mrs. Larue Sledd, Council
Mrs. Dan Bazzell, Mrs. Ralph Div., Dress Revue; Janet
President, presided. Dianne
Bogard, and Mrs. Gil Hopson. Rowland - First Dress Div.,
Harrison and Alene Paschall,
Mrs. Calvin Morris, 4-H Dress Revue; Penny Lockhart Teen Club Officers, led in the
Council Vice-President, was Play Clothes Div., Dress
pledges to the American and 4- called on by Mrs. Sledd to Revue; Debra Tucker - MixH flags. Ted Howard, County
present the 1975 Meritorious Match Div., Dress Revue;
Agricultural Extension Agent, Service Award Winner, Robert Janet Usrey - Sr. Div. Clothing
gave the invocation.
Overby of Murray was selected Champion.
A delicious dinner was served
by the Council as this year's
Don Hargrove, Bill Glisson,
by Teen Club members to the
winner and was commended for and Charles Glisson - all Co.
twenty
4-H
one-hundred
his service in the development Tobacco Grading and Soils
leaders, members, and honored
of the 4-H Small Engines Judging; Susan Snyder - County
guests. Pork Bar-b-cue, cole Program.
Speech; Tammie Lax - 12 Yr.
slaw, baked beans, and potato
Mrs. Morris praised Mr. Old Girls Speech Div.; Sharon
chips were served. The dinner Overby for teaching 4-H boys Snyder -10 Yr. Old Girls Speech
was sponsored by the Bank of the principles of small engines Div.; Bill Bailey - Sr. Rabbit;
Murray and the Peoples Bank. and the importance of safety, Mary Morris - Jr. Clothing
Dr. Ellwood Brown, local and members actually repaired Project and Crafts Demonveterinarian and 4-H leader, family lawn mowers, tillers, stration; Terry Sledd - Jr.
served as M. C. for the etc., under Mr. Overby's Geology Project and Co. Soils
program. Contestants were supervision. Upon receiving the Judging & Tobacco Grading.
divided into Jr. & Sr. age award, Overby thanked Bobby
Darrel Overby - Jr. Electric
groups, and interviewed by Dr. Kemp for the use of his Demonstration; Keith Overby Brown.
equipment and stripping shed Jr. Small Engines DemonThe winners in the Jr. where the majority of the stration; Tonya McCuiston - Jr.
Division were Dawn Sledd, Jr. meetings were held.
Dairy Foods Demonstration; Jo
Queen, daughter of Mr. and
The Ahno Warriors 4-H Club Beth Norwood -13 Yr. Old Girls
Mrs. Joe Sledd, Rt. 1, Murray, was selected as the 1974 Out- Speech Div.; Melanie Norwood and Keith Overby, Jr. King, son standing 4-H Club. The selection Girls Sr. Speech Div.; Laura
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Overby is made on the basis of par- Jarrett, - Citizenship and
ticipation of the club and Photography.
of Murray.
Other participants in the Jr. members in all areas of club
Steve Howard - State High
Queen Contest included Debbie work. Mrs. Howard Bury, Mrs. Individual Tobacco Grading
Hooks, Trisha Clark, Sharon Rachel Jackson, and Mrs. Contest and Member State
Snyder, Cornelia Jackson, Janette Walker were club Champion.
McCuiston, Mary leaders.
Tonya
Dairy Judging Team; Alene
Morris, Regina Walker, Sharon
Thirty-three 4-H members Paschall - High Individual 4-H
and Karon Walker, and Donna were recognized for their Dairy Judging Contest, Grand
Swift. Junior 4-H King par- outstanding accomplishments, Champ. Co. 4-H Dairy Show;
ticipants were Terry Sledd and and they were as follows:
Sandra Stark - Member State
Darrell Overby.
Cindy Hurt - Recreation Dairy Judging Team; and Steve
Melanie Norwood was named Demonstration; Debbie Hooks - McCuiston - Member State
Senior Queen. She is the Jr. Foods and Nutrition Dairy Judging Team.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Project; Mike Harrison - Jr.
These
4-Hers
were
Ed Norwood of KirlLsey. Kevin Electric Project; Trisha Clark - congratulated and presented
Dr. Fronk N. Tinder
Scruggs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jr. Clothing Demonstration and awards by County Magistrates,
Evangelist
Gene Scruggs of Rt. 1, Murray, Stitching Fun Unit Co. Dress Dan Bazzell, Gil Hopson, and
was named Senior King.
Revue; Ronnie Fortner - 11 Yr. Ralph Bogard.
Other Senior participants Old Boys Speech Div.; Pat
included Kenneth Paschall, Cunningham - County Home

March 2-5

PI

Purchase Area 4-H Club winners were, left to right, front
row, Tonya McCuiston, Mary Morris, Darrel Overby, Terry
Sledd, back row. Jo Beth Norwood, Melanie Norwood, Laura
Jarrett, and Keith Overby.

A PtPac Serape ol Tea Newspaper
li The Adeerleene Cows:*
e

AMERICAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
o/HAT A
BEAUTIFUL DAY
FOR A f3iKE
ROE!

THE ONLY THING THAT
COULD SPOIL OUR RIDE
TOCAq WOULD 8E A.

First

753-1916

Christian
Church

CLASSIFIED AD!
2. Notice

Ill North 5th St

50B - -- SNIFF

Youth Shop *
Mon
p/

Calloway County 4-H Award winners include, left to right,
first row, Trisha Clark, Sharon Snyder, Debbie Hooks, back
row,Penny Lockhart, Janet Rowland,and Pat Cunningham.

Bon k

I

FAITHFUL DEVIL HiAlr5 FOR
HIS MASTER... NO SIGN „.

AND GOES 70 FIND /Uhl

Members of the State Champion 4-H Dairy Judging team
from Calloway County are, left to right, Steve McCuiston,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, Sandra Stark, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark, and Alene Paschall daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall Not pictured was Steve
Howard,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard.

5. Lost And Found
LOST — MEDIUM size female
Beagle. $25 reward. Phone 7533308.

See us for...
*
*
New Easter
*
*
Merchandise
I 6.
t***********44
Notice
.
An-proximatily 12,600 sq..it. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.

THE PHANTOM ..ANol
HIS LADY.. BOTH Cauca4T
BY THE Evu_ IN TH2..../,
CAvE „BOTH ON

1 4. Want

ONE wur
Call 435-4

COINS—CA
Top price
sell silver
9232.

15, Articl
PRECUT,
ready to
Sizes. Mur

"NEVER
It," say u:
carpet cle
shampooei
Shopping I

16. Home

REFRIGE
maple be
maple ti
bed, 22 (
rifle with
m.-5 p. m

ONE YE,
washing
gold. Rea
different
offer. Fo
7534130 a

-MAPLE-Ft
chairs. 3
refrigerat,

*************k

I BET
YOU'VE BEEN
WATCHING
A SOAP
OPERA

THIS
15 50
SAD -SNIFF
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
display
All
ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
-Alms
KINIBRO'S GARAGE announces trained Datsun
mechanic on duty, six days a
week. For fair prices and
guaranteed work, call Kimbro's Garage, 436-5366,
Murray, Kentucky. Specialcomplete Datsun tune-up.
86.00 labor plus parts.

Help Wanted

NEEDED—SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 7535550.
POSITION AVAILABLE for
experienced key
punch
operator. Starting salary
commensurate with experience. Contact William
Hodge,
P.S.R.
Data
Processing, 753-9694.
Wanted - Dealer-Dist. for
TVI. Auto combustion improvement product Fully
warranted and patented Write Cadon Corp. 6866
Stonington Rd. Cin't, Ohio
45230-(513) 232-4042

12 Insurance
BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem
Golan C. Hays, 753-1976

40" G. E.

years old.
(15 x 15) I

17. Vacu
THE SALE
Vacuums.
have your
$26. Trpde
are worth
and see us
Services,
753-0.359.

19. Farm
GEHIBAL
baled 150
Kentucky
660 CASE
headers.
silage cut
acres. 48
MODEL 3
plow, disi
and two v
after 4.
TREATED
treated b
ber. 5 x
Poplar I
Highs ay
or 314-785

20. Spot
NEED CONFIDENTIAL Information? Dial NEED 7536333, NEEDLINE.

.4e"( I'm WRITiNG
A POEM FOR 5AR6-E
arri4PAa, - - - vs PAT
RHYME WiTel BARGE

Dr BC vIAR&E

I I

BARGE

HECK 19isg
WITI4
I, IT

I'M NOT DOING
A LOT OF WORK
JUBT TO GET
INTO TROUBLE

JACK & JILL—openings for
children. Infants-6 years. MAN DESIRES to join small
business in Murray vicinity as
Drop-in service. 753-9922.
working partner. Have small
capitol. Write to P. 0. Box 32
M, Murray, Kentucky.
For Sale

10111

Sarah Coventry
I H interested, for more information phone 437 4564
REDUCE SAFE and fast with
Go Bese Tablets and E-Vap
"water pills". Holland Drug
Store, 109 South 4th Street.

HAPPY, HEALTHY NATIVES!-THE FLAPALOO HASN'T- MOVED
INTO THIS NEIGHBORHOOD,
THAT FOR SURE —

'0.
'
4 14LN%

30-30 MAR
435-4564.

FREE! FREE! Lessons in
painting on fabric. Thursday,
February 27, 10:30 am.
Register in advance. Crafts
Unlimited, Olympic Plaza.

WATKINS
PRODUCTS—
Specials just for you! Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine 14 ft. GRAIN bed in good conMathis, 1705 Keenland, 753dition. Call 435-4155.
8234.

5. Lost And Found
ne•-`s

Instructions

WIDE SE
fishing t
ready t
discount
Holiday
Panoran
5483.

Selected as CaRoway County 4-H Club Kings and Queens
are, kit to right,..sraist4-. Melanie Nomonst,Skaios-Quisen.
And Dawn Sledd, Junior Queen, standing, Kevin Scrums,
Senior King, and Keith Overby, Junior King,

LOST: FOUR month old Irish
Setter fenvois, Loot, neer
Mtrtin Chapel Road. Reward
offered. 753-7838

BLUE GRASS banjo picture.
Call 753-2620.
- -

NEV
GOOD USED play .pml.
EON' EnFricari Hide-A -Bed,
must be in perfect condition.
Call 489-2355

patter
and c

Wild I
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eie0e
14, Want To Elul,

20. Sports Equipment

ONE WHITE male Toy Poodle
Call 435-4369

HOUSE BOATS in stock for ANTIQUES, REFINISHED.
unmediate delivery. Save 8$1 Walnut dining chairs, six
on present prices. Happy drawer chest, one trunk.
Holiday
Inc. Phone 753-2584.
Travel,
Panorama Shores. Phone 4365483.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
15' ALUMINUM Boat, 25 H.P. 436-2315.
Johnson Motor, trailor, and
1959 Fairlane 500 Ford. 753- 24. Miscellaneous
3593

COINS-GOLD, silver, copper.
Top prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for $25. 753
9232.

15 Articles For Sale
PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.

Green Sale
10% ori
rened:Akzi'
*A
so
,17nd,se
lli Ge

711.81. to 530 p.m.

li

l -

Starks Hardware
&
Kountry Kitchen
1201 A Poplar

"NEVER USED anything like
It," say users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.

16. Home Furnishings

22.

Musical

REALISTIC STEREO, like
new, originally $500. Must sell,
cheap. Call 753-4796.
CONSOLE STEREO, $50. Price
includes old albtuns. Call 7538233.
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
PIANO TUNING; repair and
rebuilding, .prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.

24. Miscellaneous

-

mom

II
isle
753-

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER,
maple bedroom suite, three
maple tables, roll-away 54 FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
bed, 22 C Marlin automatic
rifle with scope. 753-1414 9 a.
m.-5 p. m.
PRACTICALLY
NEW
wheelchair. Heavy duty front
end
loader.
435-4123.
ONE YEAR old automatic
washing machine, harvest
gold. Reason for selling-to buy LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
different color. $125 or best the carpet cleaned with Blue
offer. For information, call
Lustre. Rent electric sham753-6130 after 5:30 p.m.
pooer $1. Western Auto, home
_
of "Wishing_ Well Gift Shop."
MAPLE FINISH table ai
chairs. 36' electric range,
refrigerator. Phone 753-1986.
Rummage Sale
Sat. March 1
7,00-10;00.. rn.
40" G. E. stove, white, three
ileseesern erswirt
years old. Dresser, are rug,'
Meibedirt Clogorcli
( 15 x 15) Call 753-9661.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

II

tell
753-

_
for
rich
ry
ex-

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trpde-ins on newKirbys
are worth up to $110. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-4359.

19. Farm Equipment

8M

ata

-

GEH1BALE 1500, has only
baled 150 bales. $4800: Cadiz,
Kentucky. 522-3330.

GRAIN FED, beef, ready for
freezer. Call 753-7575 or 7530669

Annual
Sale
On All Custom Framing
during February

10% discount

the gallerv
813 Coldwater
753-8301

or

io1

ly

sin

CASE COMBINE, both
headers. Two row Papec
silage cutter. Cut less than 70
acres. 489-2422 or 489-2428.

66

I
to
m.

MODEL 30 Ferguson tractor,
plow, disc, one row cultivator
and two wheel trailer. 753-7510
after 4.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x Is and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highvi ay 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

20. Sports Equipment

I

11

all
as

all
32

WIDE SELECTION of family
fishing boats. Equipped and
ready to go. Substantial
discounts in effect now. Happy
Inc.
Travel,
Holiday
Panorama Shores. Phone 4365483.

23. Exterminating

Free
Termite
,Inspection
'
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

For Information or Free Estimates

Call 753-0359 - 24 hours a day

_

re.

ed,
on.

,

NEW lisedispoist Barkers. for canvas andEinbmkier7.
patterns. Embroidery Floss and all the supplies to go with,
including hoops, transfer pençil.S and paper. Tapestry yarn,
and canvas by the yard all at

Wild Raspberry

12 x 60 RENO mobile home for
sale, air-conditioner, all
electric. Also Farmall cub
tractor. Call 435-4392.

27. Mobile Home Sales
LATE 12 x 60 mobile home with
two bedrooms and 11,2 baths.
Also two air-conditioners, and
storage shed. 753-8399.
LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 1 198 lot, on concrete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.
1969 12 x 60 THREE bedroom,
11
/
2 bath. Call 498-8210 after 5
p.m.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates-Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential, area. South 16th
Street. PhAne 753-3855.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No:
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
(Highway 941.

27. Mobile Home Sales
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home,
reduced to sale. Call 437-4552.

31. Want 10 Rent
BODY SHOP in Murray or east
of Murray. Call 436-2174.
THREE OR four bedroom, two
bath, house with garage C A.
Montgomery, 325 Riverside
Drive, Paducah, Kentucky
42001 or phone 898-3244.

NICE FURNISHED apartment,
amaitatyte for weekly or
monthly rental. May be seen
at Kelley's P.st Control, 100
South 13th Street.

We can professionally steam clean your carpet.

in-

TWO-THIRDS of grain fed
steer, will butcher March 6. 35
H. P. Mercury motor, boat,
trailer. Cedar fence post. See
at Custom-Built Portable
Buildings Company, Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners.

TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished
apartments.
Available immediately. 7534331 or 753-4140.

Now Is Spring
Cleaning Time

I

EAST SIDE Small Engines,
Highway 94 East. 753-9437.
Garden tiller sale-now til
March 1st. We are temporarily
sold out of the 5 H. P. tillers.
Still 3k-2 H. P. tillers available
at the same $184.95. Also 22"
air cap push mowers - $69.95.
Both with 12 month warrenty.
also 3 and 4 H. P. Briggs
Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
cent off.

32. Apartments For Rent

I

in
IY,
m.
fts

b. Homes For Sale

10..1161.1

30-30 MARLIN with scope, Call
435-4594

753-0859

ANTAD

aeltivt

LARGE EFFICIENCY apartment-large closets and
storage, electric heat and airconditioning, private entrance. Ideal for married
couple or two girls. 1606 West
Main.
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
two bedroom duplex apartment. 1214 Peggy Ann Drive.
Call 492-8225. --

4
:ApRu
:
0:
O MFT
TADi
AcCsUwAti
es

tm

40

#

4t9
giotr.

- 4,

SIEC-5
32. Apartments For Rent

43. Real Estate

EXTRA NICE three room
apartment. Stove, EWE ACRE tracts in restricted
refrigerator, heat, water, air- --development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake, located
conditioner furnished. See at
on blacktop road just north of
602 Poplar.
__Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
34. Houses For Rent
Financing available. Low
down
payment. John C.
TO RIGHT COUPLE: no pets,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
two bedroom modern home,
Street,
Murray,
Ky. ( 502) 753newly redecorated, electric
0101 or 753-7531.
heat, city water, four miles
east on 94. Call 753-9409.

37. Livestock

Supplies

REGISTERED, YOUNG polled
Hereford hulls, service age,
excellent blood lines. 753-0669
after 6 p. m.

38. Pets - Supplies
AEC REGISTERED Chihuahua
pup, 11 months old. Call 7536871.
BLACK MALE Poodle, standard size, house broken. Call
435-4497.
EXLEY'IONALLY Beautiful
AKC registered Irish Setter
puppies. Great gift for
children. $65. Call 435-4589
after 5 p. m.

FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.

6. Homes For Sale

47. Motorcycles
MONTGOMERY WARD three
wheeler all Terrain cycle, 8 H.
P. engine,300 CC,$400. Bought
January, 75. Call 436-5838.

V.
IA

51 Services Offered

50 Campers

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN- WILL DO general house
Prompt, efficient service. NC' cleaning. Call 753-6666 or 753job too small. Call Ernest 2632,
White. 753-0605.
WILL DO general house
cleaning. Call 753-6666.
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy„
Owner (502) 492-8837.

CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing.
1963 FORD FAIRLANE 500, backhoe work, or trucking
four door, good condition. 1971 needs. Phone Aurora, 3.54-8138
Volkswagen Super Beetle. Call or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
753-1497 7a. m.-2:30 p. m. or
9:30 p. m. -7a. m.
1864 INTERNATIONAL BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel
landscaping, gravel hauling
drive. Good condition. $400.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
'2540.

BY OWNER-Three bedroom, 1962 CHEVROLET pickup, $200
Call 489-2346 after 5 p.m.
living room, dinette, kitchen,
den, newly redecorated, new
carpeting, on acre lot. One car 1972 BUICK ELECTRA, green.
TWO LOVABLE Peek-A-Poo
excellent condition. $2500. Call
garage with breezeway. Two
dogs, one black, one white,
753-6515 after 5 p:m.
mllet from Murray. Call for
good with children. Must sell.
appointment 753-4931.
492-8622.
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA.
BY OWNER-Three bedroom, 53,000 miles, one owner. 753MIC TOY Apricot Poodles, one
two bath, kitchen with built- 8416 after 3:30 p.m.
male, one female. $70 each.
ins, dining room, living room,
Two months old. 753-5918.
den with built-in shelves and 1969 VOLKSWAGEN with
fireplace, fully carpeted, rebuilt engine. Call 753-7838.
PARADISE
KENNELS.
secluded patio. Call 753-8147 or
Boarding and grooming. Pick
1969 OLDSMOBILE DELTA,
753-7656.
up and delivery service now
four door, all power, airavailable. Call 753-4106.
conditioned. Call 753-4504.
BY OWNER-Three bedroom
brick built six years ago.
Large den and l'z baths. 1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,
43. Real Estate
Completely carpeted with
power steering, brakes and air
large
deck and carport. conditioning, 39000 miles,
DUPLEX FOR SALE - carSubKing,swood
peted, central heat and air,
Located :in
$2500.00. Call 436-2584.
division corner of Ford Road
utility room. Two bedrooms in
and
753Call
$28,500.
Camelot.
each apartment. In Westwood
1972 DODGE CHARGER,
6422 or 753-9850.
Subdivision. Call 753-5449.
power steering, air, new tires,
excellent condition. $2200. Call
WANT TO BUY-Farm in $8800-YES, that is all you pay 753-7794.
for this good four bedroom
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
frame home with basement, 1974 PINTO RUNABOUT, one
Williams Real Estate.
owner needs quick sale due to owner, excellent condition.
ill health. Located in city close
Call 753-0010 after 6 p.m.
to downtown. Call us now for
MOBILE HOME price small
viewing. Moffitt Realty, 304 1968 LE MANS Pontiac, good
concrete block two bedroom
Main, 753-3597.
home with 34 acre lot is
condition, power, bucket
available for those who are not
seats, automatic. Call 753-4503.
$18,950: CAN you believe that
secure in mobile homes. Give
for this low price you can get a 1968 VOLKSWAGEN, good
us a call, 753-3263, 202 So. 4th
new three bedroom 1 1-a bath, condition, two new tires, other
St. Wayne Wilson Real Estate.
home with central heat and
two tires good. 314 South 13th
air, located in county and Street.
1109 VINE STREET-Four
offers
occupancy
immediate
bedroom, two bath, white
A good buy in these days of 1966 BUICK RIVIERA, vinyl
frame house, large basement
inflation fighters. Moffitt roof, all new tires, very sharp.
apartment with private enRealty, 304 Main, 753-3597.
Call 753-8224.
trance ( rented for $75 monthly electric heat, carport,
NICE TWO bedroom house at 1969 PONTIAC. 1970 Plymouth
on nice street. Only $19,500.
1416 Vine, ideal for young
Panorama Shorea--tlwee
Seiel-lite. -1971- Plymouth,
couple or elderly couple. 753bedroom, two bathre brick
Satellite. 753-1414 9 a. m. -5 p.
9761.
veneer, central heat and air,
m.
carpeted, screened porch
Marvelous lake view. $38,500
16th Street Ext.-one mile
west of 641 North. We can now
•PRESCRIPTIONS
sell this property as follows
The house and two acres
.4105PITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
(Without shop) - $42,500; Shop
and two acres -$18,250; House,
shop, and four acres - $59,000.
12,z acres - $31,250.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th Street,
753-8080.

11-1E.QUAUEIED •
duy Spann Realty are waiting
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
to talk
all aiertere, telltales-heti "tie--real to.yotumayakarlyr__
FAa-teneeds. Our time is
and two bedroom apartments.
your time2Give us a call or
On Thfiguiti Road, just off 641
drop by the office at 901
North 7S3-8668
Sycamore Street, 753-7724

trei)rit

THREE ACRES, six miles out CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach- I WILL do ironing in my home
Call 753-3847
94 West with like new comman, Trail Star, Fold down
pletely carpeted. Three
unique, Good used trailers,'
CARPENTRY
WORK.
bedroom brick home with den,
nile east of 68 and 641 inRemodeling, room additions,
built-in kitchen with dishtersection. Draffinville,
any type of home imwasher and eating area, large
Phone 527-7807.
provements. Free estimates.
utility room, dining room, and
4365840.
very large living room with
fireplace. Central heat and 51. Services Offered
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
air. Must see to appreciate.
shop I old ice plant,. Complete
435-4478 or 753-2504 for apSMALL DOZER jobs Phone
pointment.
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
753-73704ifter 8 p in.
formica work, finish carFor Sale
pentry, contracting. Phone
h:LECTROLUX SALES &
753-4124 or 75340790 nightS.
By Owner
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
B01( 213 Murray or call 1-382EXPERIENCED
PAINTIlt
baths, located in city, includes
2468, Farmington.
will do interior or exterior
den, utility room, full garage,
ork
by
the
hour
or
job. 435carpeted, central heat & air, all
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
4480.
built-ins. Listing just ran out.
cut? Call 753-6556
Owner has reduced asking price
to $211,500. Coll day-7 53- WILL SIT with elderly people. JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
0550, night.753-8261.
Have experience. Call 489- and Electric Repair Service.
2358.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will GUTTERING SEARS all
deal on new three bedroom,
aluminum seamless gutters WINDOW CLEANING and
two baths, den, in Sherwood
with baked on white or colored carpet cleaning service. 12
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
enamel. Call Larry Lyles at years experience. Free
443-2189 after 5 p. m.
estimates. Call 753-3351.
753-2310 for free estimate.

70. $300
ROBERTS REALTY located on TWO SL 70. One CL
South 12th It Sycamore has for all. 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to "serve you plus 9. Used Cars & Trucks
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. .Call 753- 1965 PLYMOUTH VALIENT,
1651 or come by our office. We excellent condition. Call 435like to talk REAL ESTATE. 4492.

44. Lots For Sale

!a/ 4111

"

nave moved to building 104 N 4th
St., SAtte C, across from Ledger &
Times
Office Phone 753-9935; Home Phone 753-1540

Murray
For dependable watch
and jewelry repair.
Factory Approved
Accutron Service
53. Feed And Seed
TIMOTHY HAY for sale. Call
753-1988.
APPROXIMATELY 50 lb. red
clover seed. Call 753-6210 after
4 p.m.

NOTICE
On Sunday, February 16, at approximately 11:30 p.m. a
3' x 8' all steel trailer with a gutter machine on top of
trailer was stolen from Parisian Motel parking area in
Paris, Tennessee. Trailer was all green with white border
and gutter machine was covered with a green and white
canvas cover. This machine had two rolls of coil stock on
top of it. We are offering $1,000.00 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of person or persons
responsible for this theft. Please contact Asco Gutter
Company, Paris, Tennessee, 901-642-1404 or Paris Police
Department or Sheriff's Department.

Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week another load from St. Louis, Queen Ann Round
Table, old kitchen cabinet, old clocks, 3 piece poster bedroom
suite, glass, dishes, and lots more items. Also some modern
furniture and appliances.

Shorty McBride No. 247, Auctioneer

1100 Pair Levis
(Bells)
Reg. 14.00 Only

$10
(

If y-iiiibuy over 5 pairs the price per(
pair will be only $8.00

-Come Out Today1 Group 1st Quality, All Leather Upper

Dress Boots
& Shoes

WALLIS DRUG

Don Henry
Moved State Farm Agency

Furches
Jewelry
113 S. 4th Street

lit Cam- I st Serve
No Refunds
Reg
$10 to $25

Exchanges Sues Only

$400 10 $1099

Visa our Western Department & Our Shoe Repair Department

VERNON'S INC.
flpob,6 Shoes.km Every Actnesty fremier The SO,.

9-9 Daily

Olympic Plaza
1-6 Sunday

Na5.441A,..
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Leaders Doubt Approval Of Request For Aid

Funerals
Mrs. Bessie Colson
Dies Tuesday; Was
Retired Bookkeeper
Mrs. Bessie Outland Colson of
Marray Route Six died Tuesday
at 6:41 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 80 years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
Jack Colson who died March 24,
1961. Born December 11, 1894, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Billy
Outland and Para Lee Outland.
Mrs. Colson taught school in
Calloway County before having
the position of bookkeeper for
the Murray Milk Products
Company and the Calloway
County Lumber Company from
which she had retired several
years ago. She was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Pottertown
of the
and
Homemakers Club.
Survivors include four sistersin-law, Mrs. J. A. c Rosezella I
Outland of Murray Route Six,
Mrs. Sudie Priester and Mrs.
Mayme Vance of Paducah, and
Mrs. Emma Trewolla of
five
Greenwood,
Miss.;
brothers-in-law, Starkie Colson
of Murray, Prentice Colson of
Murray Route Six, Elbert
Colson of Paducah, J. R. Colson
of East Prairie, Mo., and
Dennis Colson of Franklin;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held at the
Elm Grove Baptist Church at a
day and time to be announced
with Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating. Burial will be in the
Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at the .J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home

ANNIVERSARY of the pastor, Rev. C. E. Timberlake, on his
firth year will be observed by St. John's Baptist Church starting Thursday. February 27, and continuing through Sunday,
March 2. Services on Thursday and friday will be at seven p.
m. and on Sunday at three p. m. Rev. Timberlake is shown
here with his wife and daughter, Nareatha.

By Ted Howard
County Extension Agent
for Agriculture
Corn does extremely well on
land that was in soybeans last
year. The best land on your
farm should be used for continuous
production
corn
provided it is Class I or II land.
By using the no-tillage method
of planting corn, land Classes
II, III, and IV can be managed
as Class I, II, and III, respectively, for corn production.
The first step to good corn
production Is proper fertility.
Test your soil and supply only
the needed lime and fertilization materials. If the
phosphorus and potassium tests
are low, the amount used may
be reduced as much as 40
percent this year if fertilizer is
applied in a side-band at
planting time. There is no
adequate test for nitrogen.
Therefore, we need to depend on
previous crops as well as other
factors in the use of nitrogent
fertilizer this year. Rates of
nitrogen can be decreased 35
pounds per acre if two-thirds or
more of the nitrogen is applied
4-6 weeks after planting.
Granular nitrogent fertilizer
can be broadcast over the top of
the corn without reducing
yields, but liquid nitrogen
should not be broadcast over the
top. Use drop nozzles and place
liquid nitrogen on the ground
between the corn rows.
A good seedbed is essential
for good stands of corn whether
you are planting conventionally
or by the no-till method of

Funeral services for Tarry
Swift of Hardin Route One are
being held today at one p. m. at
the
Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with Rev.
Charles Simmons and Rev. L.
E. Moore officiating, and the
Warren Quartet providing the
music.
Burial will be in the Unity
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton.
Mr. Swift, age 67, died
Monday at eleven a. m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He
was a retired employee of
Chrysler Corporation, Detroit,
Mich.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Novalee Ethridge Swift, son,
Terry Lynn Swift, and step son,
Glynedel Myers, Hardin Route
One; stepdaughter, Mrs. Ina
Jean Hicks, Benton Route
Eight; two sisters, Mrs. Arba N.
Ducttch, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Neva Rowe, Arkansas;
two brothers, Beckham Swift,
Truth or Consequences, N. M.,
and Shirley Swift, Dexter; six
step grandchildren.

Hazel. . .
4C...aatlisued hoes Page II

entire Hazel Elementary School
following the county school
consolidation, the center is
connected to the school by a 50foot covered walkway.
The purchasing sum, 65,500,
came from the Bank of Murray,
the People's Bank, Dee's Bank
of Hazel and many private
donations. "W. A. Forres made
a very generous donation, and
there were many smaller
LAKE DATA
Gallimore.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.0, ones," said Mrs.
Renovation work will proceed
up 0.4.
as the county construction
Below dam 325.7, up 2.9.
crew, men employed under the
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3,
Comprehensive Education and
up 0.5.
Training Act of Title II, finish
Below dam 323.0, up 0.3.
with other projects, including
Sunset 5:47. Sunrise 6:32.
Moon rises 749 p• m., sets work on Murray City Hall, the
Calloway County Court House
Wednesday 8:33 a. m.
and the local airport.
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Funeral Is Today
For Tarry Swift

ACROSS
1 Manner of
walking
5 Journey
9 Period of
time
12 Or of
Celebes
3 Residence
14 Penpoml
15 Cloak
17 Parent col
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18 Peer Gynt s
mother,
19 Grrl $
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21 Tag
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27 Negative
prefix
28 Vaal organ
29 Organ of
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51 Cloth
measure
34 Cooled lava
35 Lawmaker
38 Maiden
loved by
,Zeus
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41 South
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soldier
47 Part of 10
be
46 Ora.
Surgeons
48 Strip ol
leather
51 Musical on -

WASHINGTON (AP)
— usual letter Tuesday that(amHouse Democratic leaders say bodia will run out of ammunithey doubt President Ford's re- tion in less than a month and
quest for more Indochina mili- without more aid "will be
tary aid will win approval, de- forced within weeks, to surrenspite Ford's warning that Cam- der to the insurgents,"
A
knowledgeable
House
bailie will fall within weeks
source said a more precise estiwithout it.
"I do0 think etm_ean rally_ mate for the time Cambodia
-th
--;;Oies," said a high-ranking —cari-hord-o-iit is abeill 27 dirs
But House Democratic leadHouse leader who asked not to
be named. "I think Cambodia ers agreed Ford's 6522 million
additional aid request for Camwill have to go down."
Ford told the House in an un- bodia and Vietnam would not
have passed before Ford's
warning and they doubted the
warning would change that situation.
Coatinued train Page 1
Senate Democratic Leader
something about it."
Mike Mansfield said he had not
Townsend expressed op- measured the vote there but
timism on the state's economic said he personally hoped no
picture.
fully realize that more aid would be voted refewer companies are conexpansions
of
sidering
operations at this time. But I do
know that the situation is a
temporary one and when the
(Continued from Page 11
time is right, Kentucky has to billion of business tax reducbe ready to go.. with developed tions, mainly hiking the insites, service, and local vestment tax credit as an inamenities that will attract in- centive to buy equipment and
dustry," he said.
machinery.
The commissioner said he felt
In related developments, Sen.
that the current economic sag is John 0. Pastore, D-R.I., and
temporary because "if you look Rep. James Wright, D-Tex.,
back on past experiences of this chairmen of Senate and House
country, and if you really task forces drafting a Demobelieve in this country, it will cratic energy program, said
bounce back., the economy is they expected to produce a figoing to improve."
nal report by the end of the
Accompanying Townsend to week.
Mayfield were James H. Nutter
Ullman said last week that
Jr., deputy commissioner of his panel will finish work on
commerce, and Charles Greer. the energy package by April 18
executive assistant. Nutter was and that it will include a gasoKentucky's commerce com- line tax as high as 40 to 80
missioner from 1961 to 1963.
cents a gallon.
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planting. For highest yields,
corn should be planted by May
10-15 in West Kentucky. Wait to
start planting until after the soil
temperature is above 50
degrees arid getting warmer.
The no-till planting of corn
should be started about one
week later than conventional
planting.
Top yield of corn with the
highest net returns are obtained
with plant populations of 16,000
to 20,000 per acre. Plant 10-15
per cent higher population when
planting by no-tillage method.

James Fain Injured
Here Tuesday Morning

gardless of the warning.
"More money means more
arms; more arms- mean more
killing,- Mansfield said. "And
some day this matter will have
to be resolved by the Cambodians in their own way. I
think the sooner the better."
Any mililary aid must be ap.
proved first in the House,
where all appropriations originate.
A compromise effort is under
way in Congress to divert some
of the present economic aid to

U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard (fl-Ky.) has introduced a Resolution before
the U. S. House of Representatives which expresses the
desire of the people of the First
District of Kentucky for a more
dedicated effort on behalf of all
members of Congress to solve
the nation's economic and
—
energy problems.
In part, the Resolution states
that in order to promptly work
on and solve the economic and
energy problems the Congress
should t 11 postpone all recesses
until these dilemmas have been
met with helpful and equitable
legislation; (2) increase
committee meetings and
concentrate efforts in such
meetings to solving the
dilemmas; 3) report bills
promptly to the House for
consideration; and (4) meet
every Monday through Friday

hard in our respective districts
when we are in recess and I
realize the importance of being
with the people to meet their
individual needs and receive
their views," Hubbard continued,-I think the people of the
nation will understand the
importance of the members of
Congress being in Washington
until legislation is adopted
relating to our economic and
energy problems."

ACTEENS
The Acteens of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church will have a
Hodge-Podge party on Thursday, February 27, from seven
to nine p. m. at the church,
located just off Highway 121,
four miles south of Murray. All
girls, ages 12 to 18, are invited.

ATTENTION:
Tremendous
Savings Now
-on All MAYTAGS

Purchase Area
Hog Market

(Discontinued Models)
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This is it! We have only a limited quantity of discontinued Maytags left.
We must make room now for new Maytags Big
savings on all discontinued models Full Factory
Warranty We II install or take them home in
the crate

Maranatha Center
To Show Films

There's never been a better time to own a Maytag
washer Pri‘ces have been chopped on all models
Look at lust some of the features you'll find on every
dependable Maytag washer'•Permanent Press and
regular fabric cycles• Multiple water level settings
• Multiple water temperature settings•Zinc coated
steel cabinet with tough acrylic enamel finish •
Family size porcelain enamel tub with Power Fin
Agitator• Attractive brushed metal trim

Two motion pictures, "The
Conversion of Colonel Bottomly"'and "The Parable of the
Fig Tree," will be shown free at
the Maranatha Christian
Center, 12th and Olive Streets,
Murray,
on
Thursday,
February 27, starting at 7:30 p.
m.
The public is invited to see
these films and for information
may call 753-6666, a Center
spokesman said,

The dryer that gently drys Your clothes Save on a
famous Halo of Heat dryer You'll never see lower
prices Choose from electronic control. auto-temp or
time control Every Maytag Halo of Heat dryer offers
• Permanent Press, regular and air fluff cycles
• Famous Maytag Halo of Heat drying eliminates
hot spots • Large porcelain enamel drum with
easy to clean lint filter •Zinc coated steel cabinet
with tough acrylic enamel finish • Choose from gas
and electric models

10.4 STOCK MARKET,/
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows:
14% +14
Airco
Amer. Motors
4% +%
1924 +14
Ashland Oil
49% one
A. T. &T.
13% unc
Boise Cascade
Ford
33 +14
3714
Gen, Motors
13 unc
Gen. Tire
15% unc
Goodrich
201
.. +14
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
20% +%
Quaker Oats
16% -14
Singer
10% unc
Tappan
Western Union
13 +Ye
13% 4-%
Zenith
Prices of stock of local interest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Ponderosa Systems 7% +24
2614 one
Kimberly Clark
48 +Y2
Union Carbide
24'4 +%
W.R. Grace
25% +24
Texaco
42% 444
General Elec.
9% +%
GAF Corp.
3074 4-44
, Campbell Soup
36% •-1/4,
Georgia Pacific
3324' 444i•
Pfizer
26% +%
Jim Walters
14%
-Kirsch
.HQlathxs
11%_+_%.
38% +%Disney
16% +%
Franklin Mint

Vietnam to military use rather
than approve Ford's request for
$300 million more in military
aid.
No such compromise can be
The Murray Art Guild has
made on his request for $222
planned a second series of
million in additional aid for
workshops, sponsored by the
Cambodia because that country
Kentucky Arts Commission and
has already reacbeizi UQ.
the Natiortst'Endownsent4er-hie
million military aid ceiling imArts, starting Sunday, March 2,
posed by Congress.
from 2:00 - 5:00 p. m. The other
Ford said in his letter to the workshops for this series will be
House that the additional aid on Sundays, March 9 and 16.
presents -a moral question that
The workshop will be conmust be faced squarely.
ducted by Ellie Samuelson of
Murray State University. Miss
Samuelson is a 1969 graduate of
Michigan State University and
has . been at Murray since
February 1970.
The workshop will be a
drawing workshop with conand more often if necessary to
portraits.
on
centration
facilitate prompt consideration
Materials needed are charcoal,
of legislation dealing with
white paper and kneaded
energy and the economy.
eraser.
Hubbard said, "Since we have
Any person wishing to enroll
indicated to the people of our
may call the Guild at 753-0985
districts that prompt action
between 12:00-4:00 p. m.
would be taken by the 94th
Tuesday through Saturday. A
Congress, I feel we should work
fee of $3.00 will be charged for
harder and exert a more connon-members, according to
centrated commitment to
Barbara Harrell, Publicity
solving these problems."
Chairman, Murray Art Guild.
"And, although we do work

Hubbard Urges More Effort
By Congress Toward Solutions

James Fain of Lynn Grove,
employe of the Murray Lumber
Company, sustained an injury
to his right hand in a table saw
accident Tuesday morning.
Fain is now a patient at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Federal State Market _
Service February 26, 1975.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1827 Est. 700
Barrows & Gilts $1 to mostly'
$1.25 lower Sows uneven under
500 lbs.-25 cents to 50 cents
higher over 500 lbs.-50 cents
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 838.75-39.25
US 1-3 190-240 lbs 138.50-38.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 137.75-38.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $37.25-37.75
Sows
US 14 270-350 lbs $33.25-34.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $33.00-33.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 635.50-36.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 632.50-33.00
Boars $23.00-27,00

Workshops Will
Be At Guild
Starting Sunday

Maytag Dishwashers
The one to buy in the first place That s the
Maytag dishwasher. Every model on sale now
Choose from three built-ins and two convertible —
portables Look at lust a few of the features every
Maytag Dishwasher offer • Full Size upper & lower
high velocity spray arms plus center post spray
3 level scrubbing eliminates pre-rinsing
• Unique Facktrig-dishesand.silverwaroori top
• Miro-Mesh filter

Maytag Dependability —
the most important feature of all!

MAYTAG

WARD-ELKINS

Murray, Ky. - Phone 753-17i3
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The honor roll for the last six
Gayle Edwards, Kenneth
weeks period at the Southwest
Futrell, Tina Han-ell, Edwina
Elementary School has been
Hudson, Mark Hutson, Rodney
released by the principal, Roy
Lawrence, Lori Malcolm,
Cothran, as follows:
Regina Morris, Jill Mitchell,_,„
Wednesday, February 26, 197
Fourth gracte—Eugenli --Sfeltssa- Paschall, Monty Ray,
Addison, Brenda Armstrong, and Evans Stanley.
David Braboy, Donna Coles,
Fifth grade—Jane Ann
Lynn Cothran, Karen Dowdy, Barrow, Jemse Boyd, Denise
Braboy, Karen Carraway,
Kerry Compton, Mikie Cooper,
Tad Dowdy, Missy Farris,
Patrice
Fleming,
Mark
Jackson, Dan Key, David
Lockhart, Angela Laws, Bill
McCallon, Danetta Morris,
Darrell Overby, Lisa Phillips,
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API — A Randy Roach, and Todd
plan to transform troubled Rutherford.
Sixth grade—Lori Adams,
Spindletop Research, Inc. from
a broad research agency into a Carita Chambers, Jeanna
narrower planning body will be Cooper, Joyce Deering, Sheri
presented to a meeting of Spin- Easley, Keith Ford, Jimmy
dletop's board of directors Fri- Gentry, Roger Guthrie, Karen
day.
Hennigan, Danny Lamb, Tim
The board is meeting to con- McAlister, Marty McCuiston,
sider dissolving the 13-year-old Krista Stanley, and Louis
research agency, ahich Gov. Zimmerman.
Seventh grade—Lori
Julian Carroll last week said
Buchanan, Susan Byars, Patti
should not get further state
Carson, Cathy Crawford,
support.
The plan, developed 1-,iy Spin- Cheryl Dick, Shirley Elkins,
dletop executive officer Don Joanna Fleming, Tripp FurRogers and staffer Roy Dixon, ches, Thomas Gearheart, Lee
would call for the reworked or- Jackson, Joy Kelso, Keisha
ganization to specialize in "de- Lassiter, Melisa Miller, Stacy
velopment strategy planning."
Miller, Lisa Miller, Meliah
Dixon said such planning is Paschall, Susan Perry, Tresa
Two junior music education majors at Murray State University—
Proctor, Kelly Pritchard,
based on an assumption that
Kip Mason of Murray
Denise Rutherford, Dale
and Donnie Travis of Camden, Tenn.—will present a joint
desirable development can be
junior recital at 8:15 p.m.
triggered by key actions under- Sheridan, Benny Stubblefield,
Thursday, Feb. 27, in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the
taken by government.
and Rhonda Wilson.
campus.
An example, he said, was
Eighth grade—Cindy Bailey,
Miss Mason, daughter of Prof. and Mrs. Neale B. Mason, will present
a program of
construction of Lexington's civ- Carol Cooper, Tanya Cooper,
viola musk.She will play -fantasia I for Unaccompanied Viola" by Telemann,
"Suite for
ic center, which has brought Steven Enoch, Ricky Garland,
Viola and Piano" by Bloch, and a duet entitled "With Two Eyeglasses
Obligato" with
about interest in redevelopment Sandra Hutson, Eric Kelleher,
her father who plays t+ie cello.
Karol Kemp, Terry Lassiter;
of the rest of downtown LexingTravis, a tenor, will sing works by Mozart, Schubert and six poems—Eve
ton.
Jerri Lockhart, Lisa Mathis,
ning,""The
Poplars," "A Cottager,"'The Dustman," "Lullaby," and "The Herdsman"
Sheila McKenzie, Debbie
Dixon said good development
—by Moeran.
Travis
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lames W. Travis of Camden.
Miller, Ginger Mitchell, Dale
strategy planning would mean
▪ Miss Mason plays with both the Owensboro Symphony and the Jackson
early identification of the civic
On-, Terry Paschall, Shelia
(Tenn.)Symphony.
Her
campus
activities,
besides membership in the Murray State Symphony, incenter as a key project and ad- Phillips, Jan Potts, Michael
clude
the
String
Quartet,
Wind Sinfonietta, Symphonic Band and membership in Sigma
vanced planning for developRandolph, C,onda Stubblefield,
Alpha Iota women's music fraternity.
Roger Wilson, Teresa Wilson,
ment of neighboring areas.
Travis
is also a member of the Wind Sinfonietta as a tuba player. He sings in
Chuck Williams, and Mark
The two said a firm capable
the
University Choir and is a member of the Gamma Delta chaper of Phi Mu
of such planning could deal
Winchester.
Alpha Sin with national as well as more
Ionia men's musk fraternity.
localized development problems.
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SHOULDN'T THROW STONES—Russell Dupuis, assistant
professor of architecture at the
University of Southwestern Louisiana, relaxes amid the patterns
in his glass den in Lafayette, La.
Dupuis used 3500 assorted beverage bottles to enclose
a patio. Later he used 3500 corks to
close the bottles and stop the jug band musk he had when
the wind blew across the bottles.
(AP Winephoto)

Senate Panel Studying
Revision Of Amendment
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A should serve as acting presiSenate panel is studying wheth- dent until such an election is
er to recommend revision of held.
the 25th Amendment to the
That officer — either the
Constitution which guided Ger- speaker of the House or the miald R. Ford to the White House nority leader — would become
and Nelson A. Rockefeller to president in his own right if the
the vice presidency.
outgoing president's term had
A variety of plans are being
offered to amend the presidential succession process. But
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., author
of the 25th Amendment, says it
has proved itself and should be
kept intact.
Bayh's constitutional amendT. G. E. is a killer of baby
ments subcommittee is opening
hearings on the question today. pigs, and it is a killer which can
The hearings are designed to move swiftly from one swine
weigh the worth of the amend- herd to another. A few cases of
ment following its first appli- T. G. E. have already been
cations. Any changes to the reported in Kentucky in 1975,
amendment would have to be according to W. E. Wise, Exapproved by two-thirds of the tension veterinarian at the
House and Senate and ratified University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
by three-fourths of the states.
Wise explains that T. G. E.
Ford was the first vice presithe letters stand for treedent and the first president to
gain those offices through the smissable gastroenteritis) is a
amendment. Rockefeller was virus disease. It can be carried
from one swine herd to another
the second vice president to
by dogs, cats, mice, birds, and
win the office through the
other animals. During cold
amendment.
winter weather, these creatures
Ford has criticized the
often seek food and shelter in
amendment's application in
warm hog houses and farrowing
Rockefeller's case, saying it
barns. Keeping these animals
took too long to work and urged
out of your swine facilities is an
that it be changed to set a time
important step in keeping T. G.
limit on the process.
E. out of your herd, says Wise.
One witness, Sen. William D.
Humans can also carry the T.
Hathaway, D-Maine, said in a
G. E. virus from one herd to
prepared statement today that
another. It can be carried on
the amendment should be
toots, clothing, truck tires. and.
changed to provide a special
equipment. Wise recommends
national election in the event
putting up signs asking people
that both the elected president
not to enter your farrowing
and the elected vice president
house. Workers should put on
leave office.
clean clothing, clean and
That was the situation that
disinfect their boots, and wash
prevailed after the resignation
their hands or wear clean
of President Richard M. Nixon gloves
when entering the
and Vice President Spiro T. Ag- fan-owing
house. Feed sacks
new.
and other equipment should not
Hathaway said that if his ap- be brought
from other hog
proach is adopted, the highest operations
to the farrowing
ranking officer of the House of house.
Representatives of the same
T. G. E. affects all susceptible
party as the outgoing president pigs regardless
of age, says

less than three years to run.
Hathaway said.
Bayh contended that the 25th
Amendment eased "the removal of a president who had totally lost the respect and the confidence of the American
people."

T. G. E. Is Deadly
To Baby Pigs

Emmert Chiropractic
903 Sycamore
75 3 9909
Center

-

Beginning February I our office will be closed all
New Hours
day Tuesdays
Mon. Wed, Thurs. 8 Fr;
8 00 o. m. to 12:00 Noon
ond 2790 p. m. to 600 p. m.

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

Wise. In older hogs, the sickness
is not severe and the animals
are likely to be ill and vomit for
only a day or two and then
recover quickly. Pigs under ten
days old almost always die from
the disease There is some
death loss in pigs more than ten
days old, but the older the pigs
when they get the &WARP, the
lower the death rate.
There is no effective treatment for pigs affected by T. G..
E., says Wise. Some producers
reduce stress from chilling by
raising the temperature in the
fan-owing house to SO degrees.
Plenty of clean water will help.
to reduce dehydration from loss
of body fluids due to diarrhea,
and antibiotics will help reduce
secondary infections. A break in
the farrowing of new Utters
along with a clean-up and
disinfection of the farrowing
house will break the cycle of the
disease.
If sowsget T.G.E.more than
two weeks before farrowing,
their newborn pigs will be
immune to the disease, according to Wise. The sows will
Seaman Apprentice Ranch
develop an immunity which D. Starks, son of
Mr. and Mr,
they will pass through their Bobby D. Starks
of Jackson
milk to the pigs.
Miss., former residents ot
Vaccines are available for T.
Murray, is now stationed at
G. E. through your local
the Naval Training Center
veterinarian. Sows are vaccinated twice, six weeks and Great Lakes, Ili The training
two weeks before farrowing. includes instruction in elecThe vaccine causes sows to tronics and fire arms control
become immune and to provide He received his recruit
passive immunity to the pigs training at the Naval Training
Center, Orlando, Fla,
through the milk.
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Kuhn's Operating Report Given

PA°

COLOR
COORDINATED

$5

DOUBLE
KNITS
,
388
2 & 3 color
fancies to match
to
gabardine tex•
tur•s. 60“ wide. 4.99

R•9'
to

NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp. has
opened the 95th outlet in its
seven-etate retail chain, a 60,000
square-foot Big K discount store
in Tuscaloosa, Alabama

store is the first new Big K
which has opened this year, and
becomes the 68th Big K which
the Company has in operation.
"We are pleased to announce
the opening of this new Big K
Jack W. Kuhn, president of discount department store in
Tuscaloosa," Mr. Kuhn said,
the Nashville-based firm, made
the announcement and said the -which is one of the largest
units in our 95-store network
Management believes th,
growing
community
of
Tuscaloosa has an excellent
market potential for our
Company, and we are confident
that this new store will contribute
to
our
overall
operations,"
The Tuscaloosa outlet is Ulf
eleventh Big K located in
Alabama, with other stores
operating in Athens, Cullman.
Decatur, Fort Payne, Guntersville, Jasper, Selma
Sheffield, Talladega and Tro.)r
In addition to the discount
stores, Kuhn's-Big K Stores
Corp. operates 27 Kuhn's
Variety stores in an area which
includes Tennessee, Alabama
Arkansas, Georgia, Kentuck>
Mississippi and Missouri.
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp
stock is listed on the American
Stock Exchange. (Ticker
Symbol: KBK).

A Startling Announcement!

See This Thursday's
Murray Ledger & Times for the most
Colossal Diamond:- Clearance Sale
Ever Witnessed In Murray.

FAMILIAR SYMBOL
The best known of all Ma
i4sy-syrnbois i5.thridkayp-1, or May Tree-as...73-u sorn,
times called, a tree stripped
of branches, hung with color
ful ribbons and danced
around to celebrate the re
turn of spring
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Students Named To Honor Roll
At Southwest Elementary School

399

YD

Sportswear
65% Po/yester
35% Cotton
Solid Colors
45" Wide
e.

100%
POLYESTER

GINGHAM

CHECKS

DRESS
KNITS

1/4"11,1/2" checks in
fashion colors. 45" wide,
Machine wash & dry.

Beautiful new patterns
and colors for sprin_g.
60" wick.

57

Reg.
1.99

SUMMER BREEZE

FLOCKED

-SHEERS

Reg.
1.59

Great for Easter dr
, bridal
gowns, blot,s•s. 100% polyester.
45" wide. Machine wash I. dry.

to.

•o. 1P.441.

R.N .
279

BLOUSE

PRINTS
Prints on natural & tinted
grounds. 45" wide.

Reg.
Pd-

1.611

$
1
97
2 29

POLYESTER

THREAD
35 yd

Spools

••

•

77

1
••

YD

• ••

•

10°
Uncle Jeff's Shvping Center
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone 753-9133

4_11.
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Enlistees Become College
Freshman After Enlistment

WI, 1975
Page

Bath County, Owingsville: History, Culture, Beauty

If you are standing on a Kentucky city.
charter members, founded
Bath County was formed in Springfield Presbyterian
plateau looking out over hills
A new concept in education (CLEF test) administered free that look like a green-capped 1811 from Montgomery County,
Church, the first in what would
has encouraged Murray State by the Army
sea blending with a far horizon, the organizational meeting become Bath County and one of
University to join hands with
The new program does not you could be standing in Bath taking place at the home of the oldest churches west of
the
the United States Army.
preclude other benefits offered County in Northeastern Ken- Capt. James Young on Flat Alleghenies. According
to
The cooperative program, by the Army, including the GI tucky. If in one direction you see Fork. Present were 11 comElizabeth Headley Garr in
called
Project
AHEAD, Bill. Once the soldier returns to stately homes, some white- missioners, bearing
ap- History of Kentucky Courpromises to be a solution for full-time college life, he is en- columned, some with ornate pointments signed by Gov.
thouses, the church "is located
college bound young men and titled to up_to_ Oi)_ocitli& of a gi4gerku4
Aeon.
Charles
Rad a.U. tem
..on Alm ...first road ever eut
Voliiefr tigio-ebooSe -to- join the Bill benefits to complete his well-groomed, you surely are
Before that, Indians roamed through the wilderness from
Army and begin their education education. At present, the GI viewing the county seat,
the traces and in 1771 Simon Mt. Sterling to Upper Blue
simultaneously.
Bill scholarship is worth some Ovringsville.
Kenton, George Yeagher and Lick," and "it is still in use
Murray State University MOO.
If it has been a long time since John Strader scouted the rolling today (1972)."
agreed to take part in the
Further information can be
Historian Henry Scalf of
program February 17. This obtained from Murray State you've visited a small, friendly hills and meadows, followed
Floyd County recorded that
means that a soldier can University or the nearest and beautifully planned town, soon by surveying groups.
On
Sept.
2,
afternoon
1754,
then
spring
this
some
the
Rev. James Mcllhenny was comcomplete about half the recruiting office.
drive to Owingsville, an All- Joseph Price Howe, with six missioned sheriff of
requirements for a college
Bath
degree while serving a threeyear tour with the Army. The
government has agreed to pay
up to 75 percent of all tuition
costs for college credits earned
during that time. For the
soldier-student, this means a
savings of $500 that would
normally pay for school tuition.
In addition, the soldier-student
can expect to earn up to $14,000
with normal promotions.
Murray State University has
agreed to serve as the individual's "home" college,
where a record of his progress
will be on file and an academic
r
NI IN
MI MI MeI
advisor assigned to keep in
contact with him. In addition,
the school will evaluate for
college credit the person's
scores
on
educational
achievement batteries, course
work at post installations or
educational institutions,
tapintal 117S. Do few fe••••Y
correspondence courses, and
Army training and experience.
To bolster the program, the
Army will provide academic
To meet today's demand of our customers. Many of our customers desire an
counseling for the soldierextra lean beef at a low price and others continue to desire the us. Choice
student at Army education
quality of People's Choice Beef. Therefore, we will try to satisfy the desires
centers to further assure he has
of all our customers.
a viable program leading
toward a degree.
According to Army officials,
an extra 30 semester hours is
credited by some institutions to
individuals who take the College
Level Examination Program

County by Gov. Scott, and,
lacking a jail, found it
necessary to lock his first
prisoner in a corn crib.
Owingsville was named for
Thomas Dye Owings, who,
along with Richard Menefee,
gave land for the county seat
and served as associate judge at
the first-circuit court bessioo in
1811.
It is wondered how once
having seen and lived in the
beautiful countryside of Rath,
early settlers could lock their
cabin doors and travel on. Some
did and became founders of
Morgan and other nearby
counties But more of them

stayed to build the handsome,
sturdy brick houses that
became the nucleus for cultural
and social gatherings that included high officials and
nobility.
One of the first places for
early society to meet for elegant
balls and drinking and bathing
in heating mineral water (these
early baths gave the county its
name) was Olympia Springs.
Thera were cabins et the
Springs as early as 1791, but it
was decades later, when a large
resort hotel was built, that the
spa reached social glory.
Three early houses of
Owingsville are the Owings
House built in 1811 (now
Owingsville Banking Company), the Lee House and the

Bryon House, both dating from
1842.
Standing in the heart of the
city is its stately brick courthouse built in 1866, the county's
third such building.
The many other structures
built in the early years of the
century are enough to make
Bath nationally known for its
old buildings and for its culture.
How
Owningsville
has
progressed and yet retained-ite-old buildings is a story in itself.
It is hoped that each standing
structure will be documented
for future generations. Here in
this beautiful city you can stand
and look for miles across gentle
hills and gain a peace and
serenity unlike that to be found
anywhere.

KROGER

INTRODUCING

111=11111ff

your shopping selection—Tender Lean Thrifty Beef. This beef is well-named, coming from young,
lean cattle resulting in mild, satisfying flavor and texture. Yet, we guarantee
the outstanding tenderness of this leaner beef. Tender lean Thrifty
Beef is
carefully selected by Kroger's own meat experts, only from 100% USDA.
inspected ev: BUT STILL BRINGING YOU

FOOD STORES

WHY THRIFTY BEEF?

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

'People s Choice Beef
•

If you want to seed some
small grain on your farm this
spring, the best small grain to
use is spring oats. Oats is the
only small grain crop suitable
for spring seeding in Kentucky,
according to Morris J. Bitzer,
Extension grain specialist at
the University of ralfaieckp.
College of Agriculture.
•
Bitzer says the spring oat
crop is used mainly for hay or
silage or as a companion crop
for starting grasses or legumes.
Two spring oat varieties, Otee
and Jaycee, have been
recommended for planting in
Kentucky in 1975 by the
University
of
Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station. These varieties are
recommended because of their
resistance to Barley Yellow
Dwarf Virus, often called red
leaf in oats. This digea4P has
been a major problem in the
past in both spring and winter
oats.
Jaycee is a spring oat variety
which has been available for the
past few years. It has some
tolerance to Barkley Yellow
Dwarf Virus, but does riot have
a strong resistance to the
disease. Jaycee tends to lodge
badly after it is ripe, and thus
should be harvested immediately after ripening.
Otee is a recently released
spring oat variety from Illinois.
It has yielded slightly better
than Jaycee in Kentucky, according to Bitzer. Otee is early.
maturing, short-strawed, and
slightly taller than Jaycee.
Otee and Jaycee both produce
excellent yields, but Otee has
superior lodging resistance and
superior Barley Yellow Dwarf
Virus resistance. Adequate
supplies of seed of both these
varieties are available, according to Bitzer.
The UK specialist says spring
oats should be seeded in March
in Kentucky if they are to
produce maximum yields. They
should not be seeded later than
the first week in April. The
usual seeding rate is three and
one-half bushels per acre. If
oats are used as a companion
crop, the seeding rate should be
reduced by about one-half
bushel per acre so that the oats
will provide less competition for
the grass or legume.
ARKANSAS RIVER
/3 SPAN WAS CONCRETE
LITTLE ROCK (AP) -- The
Broadway Bridge across the
Arkansas River connecting
Little Rock and North Little
Itickws completed on Mardi
14, 1923. It was the first concrete automobile bridge to span
the river in Arkansas.

I
"

Whenever you want uniformly superb flavor and juicrrich tenderness in
beef, insist on People's Choice U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef—a
Kroger exclusive.

NOW KROGER GIVES

Oat Varieties
Recommended,
Spring Feeding

THRIFTY BEEF

GUARANTEED TENDER/ MORE
ECONOMICAL, LEANER BEEF!
Now at Kroger—a new brand of beef to broaden

YOU A CHOICE!

Tat-I-TY-BEEF

SIRLOIN SIRLOIN
STEAK
STEAK
08
28
•
BAKING
HENS

Family Pak
Mixed Parts 01

IA

49c

Cli 1110

$109
pes 39c
89c

Pork Loin

FRYING
CHICKEN

Fish Sticks

802

FAMILY Pie

Catfish Steaks
GENUINE
Fresh Ground Chuck

dLc

FOI

Lb.

u,68c

is

Wes II SAYE

Ls

$119

ooiiae

Kr

Tellies', Lan
Thrifty Beef

CUBE
STEAKS
,....,,, Sol 49

......

...........

89c

,6

1RE514 FRYER

Breast Quarters

Lil

WHIM

Smoked Picnics
FUMY PM 3 TO S LIS

Pork Steaks
sea

is

coeds

Sliced Bologna

I? OI

a...

And Ph/Maned
Se, nom, 111.•
,resh Croond

79c
39c
65c
69c
89c
79c

KROGER'S
PRO

Kreger 'feeder. Lea.
Thrifty Beef

39

u.
'
.

Lb..

79

C

lb .
fr•sli fryer

PORK
ROAST

LEG
QUARTERS

ENTREE
FOR TWO
12b•

99c ,

PIA(

59c

Kreger

Delicious

SERVE 'N SAVE

69c

Lb.

LD

MEAT

. BOLOGNA

Nu

Friuli Picnic Style

WIENERS

0-, 59c
Pkg

5 c ..

LD5

Serve le Save

LUNCH

MEATS
. 89c
4•
‘.

NH Or Geld

HONEY
DELICIOUS
TANGERINES
APPLES

49c
Each Ilfile
Every 55 Pectin'

Ea

ICEBERG
LETTUCE

Sc 899
11 frit Si,

SAVE SOc This week on a

$379

Illoweillght Sett

89c
Lb

Large
Crisp
Head

31

"Our Pride" . . Head 39c
Geiern

SNO-WHITE SUN KIST
LARGE
MUSHROOMS LEMONS
( lip SERVING BOWL
, liereh 7

Family Pei

TURBOT
,0 — FILLETS

.....

SAUCERS

ONLY

1

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
$1

Lb.

KROGER FRESH FRUITS 81 VEGETABLES

monterrev
stoneware

This Offer Expires

49

1.b.

/
0.-Cer

tiOliTILI Filliti PAR

RIB EYE
STEAK

Penton.

Lb..

/

Kroger Tender, Loam
Thrifty Beet

SMOKED
HAM
r,::::
• $ 18

Ia•

Frozen Pizza

Smoked Sausage
WHEY
Drumsticks

Oloodal• Nosed
Seemi-lloo•Sese

Kroger Chub Pak

GROUND
, — BEEF
I._

8
io c

Ea

Fe, 19(

U S No I All Pimps..

RUSSET BURBANK
POTATOES
20 $159
lb
Bag

SIN Swish

YELLOW
ONIONS

9c
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State Police Take Lead In Countering Drug Situation

the
ourity's

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
loud rapping on the front door
jarred the fuzzy-checked youth
awake. Shaking is head to clear
away the last remaining cobwebs of an afternoon nap, he
stumbled to his feet and started
_toward the door, stopping only
momentarily to twist the
volume knob on a small
television set near one end of
the couch.
The make-believe problems
of the soap opera on the
television screen were abruptly
thrust from his mind as,
opening the door, he found
himself facing some very real

ures
the
lake
• its
ure.
has
4-Her
self.
ding
nted
e in
Land
!ntle
and
'rind

problems of his own. .
He had just been busted.
The detective spoke quietly,
almost with an air of easy,
abstract boredom, while his
eyes — unblinking and hard —
never left the youth's rapidlypaling face.
--"I have a warrant for your
arrest. You are suspected of
trafficking in controlled drugs. I
must warn you that anything
you say. . ."
The youth stared in shock as
the realization of his situation
struck him with full force.
Alongside the state police
detective, who was asking him

if he wanted to call a lawyer,
was another man he had seen
nearly every night for a week.
The man had been one of his
best customers, buying almost
$3,000 worth of amphetamines
from him.
The youth's reaction to
discovering that one of his best
customers actually was an
undercover "narc" was typical.
But no amount of swearing nor
angry name-calling was likely
to keep him out of jail now.
According to State Police
Detective Sergeant Billy Young
of Frankfort, the scene was
typical of some 25 or so busts of

drug peddlers handled by bps from an informant, parent
Young since his assignment to or local official that someone is
the State Police Narcotic Unit a dealing in drugs and an unyear ago.
dercover agent is assigned.
Young, a 34-year-old native of After that agent makes one or
Lawrenceburg, said in a recent more purchases to provide
interview that an arrest comes evidence and support for
only after a planned and cruninal charges, Young then
executed investigation, which requests arrest and-or search
usually involves, at the warrants from local officials.
minimum, a resident detective Loral authorities also may help
(such as Young), an undercover him make the arrest.
agent, an informant and local
Probably the most sensitive
law enforcement officials.
variable in the investigative
While the details in each case formula is the informant.
vary, Young said they generally
Said Young, "We don't
follow a similar pattern:
promise them I informants.
Young gets a tip or a series of anything. If they have been

helpful, we will tell the court.
'That's all we can do."
On a recent tour of his
territory, Young stopped by the
courthouse in Taylorsville, the
Spencer County seat, to find out
if officials there had anything
new to report. Spencer County
Judge Jesse Kellen told him the
"reins were getting tighter
every day."
Kelien did say, however, that
the community recently was
rocked by a rash of drug store
break-ins resulting in the theft
of a number of durgs. Young
said drug stores are becoming
increasingly popular targets of

BY THE

both small and big-time
dealers.
The judge removed several
bags containing capsules of
varying colors and sizes from a
safe. One filled with brown pills
was marked "mescaline" (sic).
In reality, the judge said, the
pills were for kidney ailments.
Kelien said it is common for
teenagers to pass off "kidney"
pills and other patent medicines
as hallucinogens or other drugs
for as much as 40-50 cents a pill.
Judge Kelien believes other
judges would agree with his
contention that one of the best
ways to curb drug abuse is by
• -s
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
AND PERSONAL
SATISFACTION

We do all in ow power to have all our advertised
specials 011 ow shelves when you shop for them.
Sometimes, due to conditiois beyond our control
we run out of an advertised item If 1 hi s should
limpet to you as1 at the store office tor a Rain
Check which entitles you to the same advertised
special at the same special price anytime in two
melts.
,
5

THOUSANDS

REDEEM ALL FOUR COUPONS WITH $10 PURCHASE
Excluding items prohibited by Law, in Addition To The
Cost Of Coupon Merchandise
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89c
Deviled Ham
3-4s $1
Thin Spaghetti 2L 89c
Biscuit Mix
79c
Lemon Juice ......
29c
Instant Breakfast `141
, 59c
Kraut
3H 02.s 89c

BANQUET
POT PIES

s
480, .

4102
PIC

'IMALLEM011 RECONSTITUTED

02

flOGER

ER06E11

Clover Valley

.....

1 Lb.
Roll

Cats Cala

Twin Pet

GOLDEN
CORN

CAT
FOOD

DOG
FOOD

61
ii.

Dry Milk

Chunk Tuna

Krow

Kreger Melia,.

APPLE
SAUCE

PEANUT
BUTTER
$
99
5

CHEESE
SPREAD

2

2 LI

Sateen

5 Lb.
Bag

Was
$2.98

EGG
per IMPERIAL
lic WHITE
BEATERS gi IMIP I/
'
'
1 MARGARINE:
'8. BREAD
FROSTY ACRES MST

'',Lz

FROSTT ACRES DICED TURNIPS

49c
59c

WICKER 'MEWED SHARP CHEDOAR

Cheese
KROGERSLICED WHIM

4,11Z: 39c

83c
Meringue Pies... 41// Cheese
Vt 79c
Pie Shells' m `I 49c Sliced Cheese '14 85c
.•„....,....
',V,

EDWARDS 111100 OR CNOCOUITE

,
••,,,

Swiss Cheese Vs.
KROGER C0LIT•1011KAIONI

1110140 11011,104104. MOM

3 $13v
_,:.?:: 111

KROGER COWORT STYLE

.
i

Rolls

Z'g', $199

Bread

,
s,,,
..

Dinner Rolls J:.111 $1.09
CONIIINATION

3!1,2:, 79c
3us 85c

Fibrairiarardcfami
Brea With

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE

u.:69

..i,....

Kroger Donuts2Z4 1,u'

4 Ihr.
g gv g

C

ROLL

NORTHERN TISSUE
4 Roll
Pack

Was
71c

ENSASST

Pancake Syrup
Grape Jelly

Cold Tablets
SIMI( DE COKE SUIT COSIGN

Medication

93c
".,`.1 59c
.. 89c
Vt

02
HUG

BEST RITE aftaik
ENVELOPESpkg.4yt
KROGER

Navy Beans
KROGER

Tea Bags

oz

69c
4
"
can $
41.4Z 69c

Growls Fresh
01.er., nfinifwir is n,

litglIlat

.c

c

BUNS

or With Sod, Clairol

c HERBAL INSEgp. 19cWIENR)
CREME R

$119
59c

100 Count

BUSH S

Skin Lotion

14 01

KROGER

MEM (PRA

{Atte imiitime

66c

Now

Honey Grahams

DI!

47c 43c
59c 53c

Assorted Colors

After Shave"'r,.1 41°3

Mellow

79c STICK
STEW
0,7
VEGETABLES:
CHEESE....
.pioh t

Bounty Towels

$229

OLD Ulu

......2i:.:, $- lu/

KROGER BROWn A SEIM

63c
$199

HALF
GAL

JUMBO

010ev MEMCM Os

KROGER COUNTRY arm

Now

4 ROLL
PACK

Kandu Bleach

Now

Pinto Beans

Fdwaral.w,Gritivizia
Kreger

Fleece Tissue

57c 48'
$1 13 89c

B.B.Q. Beans__..
FIMecansee's

$2°9Now

Was
$229

PARTE 00 COLORED

WHITE GOLD SUGAR

Ct.

Fu-.11•VMMf-I4111121Nii

Ct.
Pkg.

$309 $269 Ivory

KROGER

VOW4•11NAri121
1Ac11464

KIMBIES DIAPERS
30

LIQUID
II In OZ.
CAN

43c
53"
36c
37c

Daytime

Kegler Or

TEA
BAGS
1•0 $1 49

:..95c

l4 QT.

..._

Pinto Beans

Lipton

POTATO
CHIPS

17 02
CAN

49c
6P
39c
41c

LIQUID DETERGENT

DRIED

89c

Print.

It86c

DEL MONTE CREWS STTLE

Golden Corn

II 1/2 02.
PM.

%ROGER

g
Phi

lb.

—17 OZ.
CM

Green Beans

KROGER

7g.$1.
.....

46 OZ.
CAN

DEL MONTE CUT

Now

Was

Cake Mixes

QT.

Grapefruit Juice

$1149
Now

Was
$189

REM CROCKER

Kroger

FABRIC
SOFTENER
1

65c 55c
33c 4/$1
87c 79c

gns
Ca

Krogair Whet* Kernel

Cans

32 OZ
ITL

3 Lb.
Can

Now89
c
Was
Now

ASSORTED FLAVORS

RICHTEX SHORTENING

Il.

Ptgs.

OZ.

Catsup

1

'limy

11 01.
PIA.

DEL MONTE

SWEET
PEAS

99c
Was

TEESIM

Pot Pies

Avo•dele

LES

Ca.

Now

$169 )149—Wagner's Drink

ASSORTED VARIETIES KROGER

.„.t,..49c 3 89c 3 89,,,,

3i

2 LI.

Velveeta
Dinners

KRAFT
DINNER

Cans

12
Oz.
Can

N"
4
3
Was

Sandwiches

HORMEL SPAM

BANQUET TURKEY 00 SALISINAIG

Macaroni A Chess*

$1

Was
49c

KRAFT CHEESE SWIM

$1

DEL MONTE
CATSUP

Great For

SOLID MARGARINE

altOrall

a

--11-11111111111:11111

Assorted Varieties

MOUS

.:

COjer

"X

Pies

P

MIMI

as

l

A

LWDERWOOD

PIT MR I IWCH

UM

'MD
With Iliis mat TM $HIM
Poftlum• socludirie items prohibited by law end Is Me
/atm to tlie cost of coupon mambasMao Siker' to applicable tacos. Welt NM
UM Weigh Tees., March 4.

Here Are Just A Few Examples Of Our

dadelibleasseresd

With Greens

c..
NM

Pkg.

egth this mem and $1111.80 porches& encludtq items pribibited by law arid in MILS
addition le the cant el teepee merchas
dim Seined Is applicable tales. Limit
.
0
0 7
tbreigh Tess.. March 4.

IliuliflIn

FOR STEAKS

Butterbeans

Mill
MI
MI

\\Qua rteru
1 Lb

(gallery prices MI arse:6 Saturday, March 1 All ethers geed
througa Tinsley, Oink 4. ab." gath

A-1 Sauce.,..._

BUTTER....

29
Oz.
Can

Rath this teepee awl $10.00 Iseichase. es
Media/ dams prohibited by law mod is
*Wm to tbe cost of comes 11111C
Oa/Om Subject Is apolicable
U.S ens. Med !tussah Tues., March 4.

.11011

NMI

Slices

11=1
r6011
-

Country Club

DEL MONTE
PEACHES

NM Self Rising

5 Lb.
Bag

ng

MINI mon
SIM
MEI min
MIN imp
NMI mg Halves or

SPOTLIGHT
COFFEE :lar*W

strict law enforcement and stilt
sentences for the guilty.
When asked if he favored
legalization of marijuana, he
said, "Hell, no"
Kelien said he more than.
welcomes
state
police
leadership in handling the
county's drug problems, adding
that most local and county
police have neither the traissiagt -nor time to specialize In drug
enforcement.
He said one of the local police
recently raided a party where
drug use was suspected. After
combing the house, the officer
left with the impression of no
wrongdoing. But later, it was
discovered that he had
overlooked a cake -just chockfull of marijuana."
Young said Kelien and other
judges in the region "have beer
highly cooperative" and that
juries almost routinely opt fur
the stiffest penalties under the
law.
"But they t juries ) rarely get
the chance to decide, since most
defendants who know they're
guilty would rather throw
themselves on the mercy of the
court than face jury trial,"
Young said.
The get-tough reputation of
most judges and juries, he said,
in itself acts as a deterrent, but
how much so he couldn't really
pinpoint. "The word is out that
courts — and police — mean
business. That I know," he said
Young said the territory he
covers — primarily rural areas
and small towns — is difficult to
work because the people don't
readily trust outsiders.
Young and the other 25
detectives and undercover
agents of the state police narcotics unit made 143 per cent
more arrests last year compared to 1973 — from 319 to 742.
The 1974 total figure is a record
in the unit's four-year history.
The conviction rate was almost
73 per cent.
The unit confiscated more
than $540,000 worth of drugs last
year in actions which resulted
in nearly a dozen major drug
roundups, each of which netted
20 or more arrests.
Capt. Edwin E. Miller,
commander of the drug unit,
said the success of the stilldeveloping program largely is
due to restructuring the unit.
When he took over command in
mid-1973, the unit was primarily
an undercover operation. Now,
each state police post area is
served by a man like Young — a
non-undercover detective who
is readily available to local
officials and citizens alike.
"The old system tended to
hamper an easy flow of useful
drug information between the
public and police simply
because the average citizen
didn't know who to contact,"
Miller said.

—Radio Shack
-Official Is
Recognized
FORT WORTH, Ti. — Radio
Shack President Lewis F
Kornfeld, Jr. was presented
with a gold turntable mounted
on a plaque in recognition of
Radio Shack's having purchased and sold one million
BSR turntables.
According to BSR officials,
Radio Shack is the largest retail
user of BSR changers. BSR
manufactures the LAB-series
automatic turntables sold by
Radio Shack under their
Realistic brand name. They
also supply the record changer
used in Realistic stereo phono
compacts. BSR is said to be one
of the
world's leading
manufacturers of automatic
turntables and record changers.
The award was presented to
Kornfeld by John N. Ferguson,
chairman of the board of BSR
Limited,
Birmingham,
England, and John H. Hollands,
president, BSR (USA) Ltd. In
making the presentation,
Ferguson stated: "As Radio
Shack's overseas operation,
Tandy International Electronics continues to grow internationally, we at BSR
would like to think we could
continue to grow with you."
Also on hand for the occasion
were BSR executive vice
president, Charles M. Sweeny,
S. David Feir, vice president'
OEMsales, Victor J. Amador,
head of consumer marketing for
BSR, Charles D. Tandy,
chairman of the board of Tandy
Corporation, Radio Shack's
parent company. TV and movie
star Paul Burke, who serves as
Radio Shack's TV spokesman,
and a number of other top
Tandy and Radio Shack
executives.
•
It is estimated that two trillion miles are covered each
year by ground and air passengers in the U S
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Southside

Jim AdamsIGA
Low Pike King

S. 12th
Street
We Reserve
Right To Limit
Quantities

Northside
Chestnut
Street
Prices Good Thru
March 4, 1975

No Stamps-No Games-No Forced Purchases Just Low Prices
GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS

29c

1 lb. Bag

SHORTENING 3 lb.

69

CRISCO

FAB

Detergent
Giant $1
09
Size

CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE
BLEACH

CLOROX

Beefaroni

Chu
nk
Tuna

53c

61/2-oz.

OIL
$1 89
48-oz.

If We Run Out of An Ad Item We Will Issue A
Rain Check At Ad Price.

CHEF
BOY-AR-DEE

PIZZA

Vegetable

It's the total on the tape that counts

59c

Gal.

45c

15-oz.

PILLSBURY—

MUSSELMAN's
MIX

28-0z.

rnorrolow

APPLE
SAUCE

5/$1

303 Can

I GA

GREEN

FROZEN

PEAS

Biscuits _
8

9

65c
69 Tomato Juice 49c 79
lalart484re

DISHWASHING LIQUID

PALMOLIVE

Royal Guest
Apple-Grape

20 oz Bag

JELLY

DEL MONTE 46 oz

22-oz.

2 lb.

*NOM

Pancake Mix

Waffle Syrup

BEEF
STEW

32 oz

93

Pet
Evaporated

Skim Milk

15-oz. D1NTY MOORE

57c

Tell
Can

9P

1

w

GE
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JIM
ADAMS
MEATSAndPRODUCE
5
7
GROUND BEEF
Your Assurance Of Quality In

Our Usual High Quality Ground Several Times Daily

PURE

C

Prices Good Thru March 4, 1975

BOSTON BUTT
OUR BEST
STORE SLIM

0 H
AM
SMOKED TENDERIZED

Pork
Roast

Bologna

8
9
89c
9
Lb

GROUND

CI

CENTER SLICED

$139

HAMoow

U. S. Choice

FREEZER SPECIAL

HILBERG 14-ox. Pkg.7

ChuckWagons

Cut 8, Wrapped Free!

OSCAR MAYER Pork

Try Our Fresh

129
Link
Sausage I m
Winesap
Apples

3

Lb.

BONELESS -PORK

WHOLE
SIDE

Beef

Whole
Or
Shank
Half
(14-17 Lb. Avg.)

Butt
Roast

Chuck Oba. HAM
COUNTRY

Lb.

3 lb. or More Only

c
Lb.
69

LEAN

PORK STEAK
Pole
Beans

c
57
Lb.

99:

Bar-B-Q Chicken
Store Made

Pimento Cheese Salad

JUICY TEMPLE
FIRM CRISP

Oranges
High in
Vit. C.

Lettuce

59c

Head

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!

27c

lb.
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College Freshman Adopts
Simple Lifestyle Of Monk
WENATCHEE, Wash. AP, of stares during the first day of
Chester Robson wanted to his experiment last week.
He said a policeman stopped
see how St. Francis, the gentle
monk who founded the Francis- him and asked where he was
can Order in 1208, might fare in going. When Robson replied
that he was headed for a
today's society.
--To find- oak the 19-year.old -church, the officer said, "Oh.
Wenatchee Valley College You're one of those."
Robson said, "If people don't
freshman from East Wenatechee adopted the saint's know what you're doing. when
you approach them they are
simple lifestyle.
He begged for his food, kind of anxious. It's really the
washed with melted snow, slept same as in Francis' day. Beon a pallet at a church, walked fore people knew what he was
wherever he went and read by doing they were against him.
candlelight. His clothing was a They felt he was a heretic."
Robson said his desire to gain
brown robe tied with a sash.
"The first day, I was down," an insight into the Franciscan
Robson said. "The way we nor- way of life stemmed from a
mally live is directed toward course entitled "Western Civcomfort. To give up comfort is ilization," and meetings last
hard on the body. It would be fall with members of an Angligood for everybody to give up can Franciscan Society during
things for a while. You learn a trip to Brisbane, Australia.
"In Australia I saw people
that you don't need everywho had less and were very
happy," Robson said. "When I
Robson said he faced a jungle
returned to the U. S., I saw
people who had much more and
were not happy. I became very
interested in why."
In his preparation, Robson
Now In Stock at
read everything he could find
about St. Francis, who lived
McKeel Equipment
from 1181 until 1226. He said
P1ween 753-3N2
SE ISOM
there was little that differed in
each account.

Baling Twine

HARDWARE STORES

Pap

IMP

Purchase Area 4-H Club Achievement winners were, left to right, Terry Sledd, champion
junior geology, Mike Harrison, blue award junior electricity, Mars Morris, champion junior
clothing, and Laura Jarrett, champion senior photography and senior citizenship. Not pictured is
Debbie Hooks,junior foods and nutrition.

Private enterprise
in public parks
WASHINGTON, D C —
There are 338 concessioners
operating in 98 areas of the
National Park Service system, with gross sales totaling
more than $120 million.
They pay franchise fees to
the government which last
year totaled 82.1 million. —

SPECIALS

.11
Mrs. Calvin Morris and Miss Renee Sledd accept the award for the Outstanding Area 4-H Club
Council on behalf of the Calloway Council, Arlie Scott, area council president made the
presentation on behalf of the Purchase Area Council,

COUPON A,LE

0
of I
fret

GILLETTE

RIGHT
GUARD
DOUBLE
PROTECTION
ANTIPE RS PI RA NT
Regular or
Unwonted
ELSEWHERE 1 99

noas Go® mecum atoam 2, 1175 MILE QUANTMES lass.

Centtal Shopping
Center
Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Soddy

SHOP
AND SAVE

REMI NGTON
PLY

vi Mn. Kota

FLINTSTONES
VITAMINS
WITH
IRON *

- `..

Fekisioatt
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.

RIM

LIMB 'N TRIM
ELECTRIC SAW
Weighs just 6% lbs— yet cuts trees
16 thick, cuts firewood, rough-cuts for
construction. 1% HP. 58375

4244

60-FOOT
VINYL HOSE %.

rV1RT
IFC H 2

Lightweight—two-ply
vinyl for extra strength.
diam. Yellow Brass
couplings. 5225-6Y

FOR
$1 SALE
___.
-p*A6NiFyilis
GLASS

THICK &
THIRSTY

BOTTLE OF
100

TOWELS

Iowa a

co

3 95

LABE LMAKER

IEE93091"1"

TAPE

MAKE-UP
MIRROR

`,..--."

ELSEWHERE

AttleNtr

PACK OF 2

30" Deluxe Rider 7 H.P

.

59c
EACH

ELSEWHERE 795

ELSEWHERE SSC

2 FOR

2 FOR

$ 1.00

59c $
EACH

Allisdrin ,
HALF-INCH
MASKING
TAPE

69t

All purpose 60-yd. rolls
%-in.. .890 1 in. 1.15
1% in 1.79 2 in 2.35
59C
EACH

Sturdy steel with baked
enamel finish in colorful
pattern 17'4)(13 %". SO2

Big 30' twin blade and 7 H.P. electric start engine.
Equipped with safety interlock, fully baffled floating deck;
blade clutch with'safety stop hand lever, plus 12-volt
battery with alternator, amp meter, headlight and contour
back seat /5-730E4

•4
-1
73"
o
Li.•N
•......—

STANDARD
SIZES ELSEWHERE
roe

ELSEWHERE
6 79

7.77
-
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METAL
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dr) when for best results
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2

._

20
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590
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A
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„..

-- '. 11
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--9
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,
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
CheiEnu' Slier?

1.00

"
"
,„—
'1
.
"1111
4
511
or
•e
Disney
Storage

DISPOSABLE
BOTTLES
ELSEWHERE
1 45

1.=1}

2 FOR

I
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CAN UNERS
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EVEN FLO
TOSS EMS
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9
6 $ 1.00
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CIRCLETS
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zw,,, 2 FOR

FLAVORS

1

20-30

Ind44 •nd Album

ELSEWHERE 9195

2 FOR

ELSEWHERE
10 79

%sok.

o

ADJUSTABLE
IRONING
BOARD

4.99
EARLY BIRD '76

Delivers 4500 rpm from
Powerful 9 amp motor. Cuts
23i" at po-, 1-13116n at
45". Double insulated Kick proof clutch. 115V
75

..

TRASH
CANS

OF
50

BOX
Address
— .04.',..

DOG
LEAD
CHAINS

FILTERS

$

SI°R Y

0
0
$1.

FURNACE

Assorted Housewares

Covers 5 times faster than
ordinary spreaders Micro
Dial controls rate Feathered edge pattern. BT-1

7'h" SAW

590
EACH

59C $1.00
EACH

59C
EACH

$1.00

P110410

2 FOR

59C $ 1.00
EACH

BROADCAST SPREADER

- I4;
;TIC
,PLAYING
CARDS

2 FOR

ELSEWHERE
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EACH
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i

2 FOR

L.......\

2 FOR

590 $1.00
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ELSEWHERE
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2 FOR

SERVING
TRAY
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,

IKINGSFORD
lai
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

1 QUART

2 FOR

ELSEWHERE
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ELSEWHERE
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_
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C
;
I
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1
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S
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Wife Of Blind 'Superman' Doesn't Look On Husband As Special

IR°

RETHEL

20
:fit mit
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OLDEST SCOUT—Scoutmaster Sidney Loman, who will be 95 on Feb. 28,
grips the shoulder
of Bruce Washington, 11, at ceremonies honoring Loman in San Diego, Calif.
He is the son of
freed slaves. Loman, who took over his first troop fifty years ago, says,
"I'm too old to quit."
IAP Wiredhoto)

Oscar Nominations Offer Few
Surprises, Some Superlatives
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP — "It's
astounding, I'm delighted," an
exuberant Fred Astaire said
after his first Motion Picture
Academy award nomination,
for his supporting role as a debonair con man in "The Towering Inferno."
Astaire has been in films
since 1933, but not until Monday's nominations has the famed dancer ever been in consideration for an Academy award.
"When I first heard the news,
I felt dizzy," he said. "I said
Who? What? I couldn't believe
it!"
The 47th annual nominations
offered no real surprises but a
few superlatives. Paramount
received the roost nominations
of any studio in history — 39.
Warner brothers trailed with
10.
Former UCLA film student
Francis Ford Coppola amassed
a record five nominations — for
writing, directing and producing -The Godfather Part II"
and for writing and producing
"The Conversation." Motion
Picture Academy rules prevented him from being nomnaiad for directing "The Conversation" as well as "Godfather." Directors can't be
named for two pictures.
Television comic Art Carney
won his first Academy nomination as best actor for "Harry
and Tonto." The others, who
have been nominated before
but never won the Oscar, are:
Albert Finney, "Murder on the
Orient Express"; Dustin Hoffman,"Lenny"; Jack Nicholson,
"Chinatown"; and Al Pacino,
"The Godfather Part II."
Nor have any of the best actress nominees won before: Ellen Burstyn, "Alice Doesn't
Live Here Anymore"; Diahann
Carroll, "Claudine": Faye
Dunaway, ''Chin'altown"; Valerie Perrine, "Lenny"; and
Gena Rowlands,"A Woman under the Influence."
"Chinatown" and —The God-

father Part II," which topped
the nominations with 11 apiece,
were named for best picture of
1974, along with "The Conversation," "The Towering Inferno" and "Lenny."
Ingrid Bergman, a two-time
winner as best actress, was
nominated in the supporting
category for her role in "Murder on the Orient Express."
Also named were: Valentina
Cortese, "Day for Night";
Madeline Kahn, "Blazing Saddles"; Dianne Ladd, "Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore";
and Talia Shire, "Godfather
II."
Competing with Astaire for
supporting actor are thee actors from "Godfather II" —
Robert DeNiro, Michael V.
Gazzo and Lee Strasberg —
and Jeff Bridges of "Thunderbolt and Lightfoot."
Nominees for best direction
are Coppola for "Godfather
II"; John Caasavetes,"A Wont
art under the Influence"; Bob
Fosse, "Lenny"; Roman Polanski, "Chinatown"; and
Francois Truffaut, -Day for
Night."

By HARRY ATKINS
Associated Press Writer
HERMANSVILLE,
Mich.
( AP) — Ron Schmidt raises
calves and chickens for a living
and rides a bike for recreation.
But his wife doesn't think he's
exceptional, even though he's
blind.
"Living with Ron, I don't
(hink he's special," Bonnie
Schmidt says. "I get so tired of
hearing people say, 'Look at
the blind guy.... Where's his
Superman suit?"
Schmidt, who lost his sight as
a child, grew up on his father's
650-acre farm near Springport,
Mich. He earned a degree in
physics from the University of
Michigan.
-When I was in high school,
physics seemed to be where the
action was," Schmidt says now.
"But all the jobs seemed to dry
LIP
He worked briefly at a variety of other jobs before deciding
to get back to his "first love,"
farming and raising animals,
with a $13,000 grant from the
Michigan Service for the Blind.
Schmidt, 28, is raising 26
calves and about 200 chickens
on 80 acres of rolling, wooded
farmland. He does all the work
himself without aid of a cane,
dog or any other device.
He says he can tell by the

Will Pay YOU

12t

to try Good Ole Fashioned Soup
in 48 oz. Family Size Cans!

CC1:

We SOU
%vim BEEF

aw Bean SouP
/lw.

•
44.-Tr....7

Eirqu

The awards telecast is scheduled for April 8 at the Los Angeles Music Center, with Bob
Hope, Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine handing out the
prizes.

Mr,Farmer

Hospital Report

IrT4CIZ(31
"

HERE'S WHY HESMER'S SOUPS TASTE BETTER:
They're ROTOMATEDI Cooked in the Computer
ized
ROTOMAT Machine in up to 80%
less time at high temperatures
ROTOPAATED
to preserve flavor, texture,
1111.
color and vitamins

'Oak and Poplar Boxing
'INA and Poplar Framing
'Kild dried yellow Pine Framing
Treated 6 x 6 Building Post up to 24 Foot
'Creosote Fence Post:
•Creosote 2 x 6's
•Fencing Lumber
•Metal Roofing, Nails, Fencing Wire
"Plywood, Particle Board
'Truck and Wagon Bed Material
"Everything for your farm lumber needs"

2-23-75
Adults 111
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Tolbert ( mother
Linda K.), Rt. 3, Box 326,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Lois L. Maupin, 322 N. 7th.,
Murray, Mark E. Lindsey, 220
Westover, Frankfort, Mrs.
Judith A. Owens and Baby Girl,
Rt.5, Mayfield,Mrs. Barbara S.
Kirksey and Baby Boy, Box 595,
Metropolis, Ill., Mrs. Jo A
Mahan and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Judith B. Terhune,
1610 W. Mein, Murray, Authur
W. Rowe, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Jean Robertson, Rt. 2, Box 25,
Murray, Frank Roberts, 1665
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. °della
Imes, Alinci,

Eirgat oos)

Just Heat, Eat 'n ENJOY! (All Gov't Inspected)
Cost Per Serving is Really Low!

We have a place
justfor you

THIS COUPON WORTH

IV

Phivid 522-8722

Bailey's Farm
Lumber Supply

CLIP
THIS
COUPON
& SAVE

Cerulean Rood
Cadiz, Ky.
( Next door to Boiley Lumber Company

WHEN
y

I BUY
a 48 oz. Can of Hesmer's ROTOMATED
Vegetable Soup with Beef ... Chicken Noodle Soup
or Navy Bean Soup with Ham Chunks

•
•
•

I

MR. GROCER: Simmer's will redeem tads coupon
paying 12f Pius 3
for nandrIng *had terms of offer complied with. by
hand suffIcfent Stock to cover coupons submItted. Grocer must hay* on
good only on
brand spieclfled, not transferable. May be redeemedCoupons
by
or by mailing to Plearner Food., Inc. P.O. Soo 5126, Eva Hour's, saSeirnen
nsville,Ind. 47315.

11410Aaw ANWAR giRgligW

Open

Stop, Shop
and

a.m. to ii p m

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

Squibb
Broxodent Automatic
Action

cocoa
UNE

East Side of The Square

Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Saturday

Tooth Brush

SAVE!!

Tone Soap

Sweet'N Low
Granulated Sugar Substitute

2 59'
294 1' Robitussin

Scripto

Box of 100 Packets

Sale

694

Pencil
Limit 3

No P409
Reg 49'

4.5-oz. Tube
Reg. 99'

$188

Bottle of 100

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo
Family Size - 7 oz. Tube
Family Size - II oz. Lotion

36Tablets In Foil

Reg. $1.43

For children and adults, for
coughs of colds and "Flu"

Itobitussin

4-oz. Bottle

ny:
COUGH FOFINPAti

74'

94'

Your Choice

Hair
Spray
Choice of regular,

Petroleum Jelly

TY,-or Jar
Reg.99'

Sole

6e-

Robitussin

6-8 Hour Cough
Formula, NonNarcotic, good
tasting

DM
613Hr
£0101/ JPR: A

$129

4-oz Bottle

Home Permanent

super

Lilt Special or
Liff Body Wave

hold, unscented,
ultimate hold.

69

Vaseline

Foamy Shave Lather
Choice of Regular or
Mentol

Robitussin
DM

Lilt

Style

Giant
16-oz. Can

Gillette
143
/
4-oz. Can
kgg. $1.69

Sale

200 I. U. Synthetic

For upset stomach,
• heartburn or acid
indigestion, aches
and pains.

A

Cough Formula

Certified
Vitamin E

54
4
Alka-Seltzer

Model 25012 $19
95

Bars

Thinline Fine Mechanical
Sale

Family deluxe model
with 6 brushes,
handsome decorator
wall case.

The Moisten:nig Soap
Bath Size

Peak Toothpaste

Bob Cook of Hazel has been
named to the Board of Directors of The Vernon Company
of Newton, Iowa, a manufacturer and distributor of
Advertising,
Specialty
Premium,
Sales
and
Promotion Products used by
business and industry. Cook
his been with the company
since October 1948 and has
held a number of positions
with the company. of which
he is one of the major
stockholders He and his wife,
fessie, are the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. ferry Duncan
.of Murrar-artel- Miss Regina
Cook of Hazel, student at
CallowayCnenty High School.

echo of footsteps and voices
how close he is to buildings, distance between its pelvic dairy farmers in Menominee truth is, he hasn't
proven himCounty don't think Ron will self yet But
doors and his animals, lie rides bones.
I have no doubt
"About
ISO
per
cent
of
the
make
his 2-year-old son, Nathan, on
Boyer says. "The ihat he will."
his bike and stays on the gravel
roadway by listening to the
echoes off the grass-covered
shoulder.
'If you knew Ron better,
you'd soon realize this is no big
deal," says Mrs. Schmidt, 24.
"Listen, he bumps into things
and sometimes he rides his
bike into the ditch. And I give
him hell when he does, too."
Ron and Bonnie met at college where they participated in
antiwar activities together.
Their lifestyle still reflects the
openness many students developed in those "new -left" days.
And it adds to some of their
frustrations
"I wanted to have our second
child, Gretchen, at home, but
the local authorities wouldn't
let me," Bonnie says. "That
struck us as rather ironic.
Here's a guy who raises calves
for a living, but his wife can't
have a baby at home."
Dick Breyer, the Menominee
County extension director, calls
Schmidt "kind of unbelievable."
Schmidt gives his animals all
q.
.P,• 'V 41.-4
their shots. He says he can tell
a sick animal by it's smell and
when to cull a chicken by the

Your Choice

Texize

Sure

K2r

Super Dry
Deodorant
14-oz Can
Regular Only

Spot Lifter
7-oz Aerosol Can

el.$1.91

89

'
43

---1

Sole

•
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POT 00
'400
CASH

This

Week
Win

04110 Der

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Accept U. S. Govt Food Stomps

0,
Pepsi Colas

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Williams Whole

Bacon

Tip Roost

12-0s. Pkg.

Round Steak
Boneless Round
Steak

Armour Testender

Ham

Stokky Kidney

Beans3

Armour Testender
Bone In

Armour Testender
Boneless Sirloin

V. Sliced

hind 2 Ctn s

$1!
0
79c Tip Steak
99! Pot Roast
Or

Flavorite

Plus
Deposit

Prices Good Thur Mar. 4th

Sirloin Rump

Sausage

$j09

Bobby Schrooder
Card Not Punched

Armour Testender Boneless

Hog Pork

16

8 Sot.
Ctn.

Limit 2 Dos with 57.50 Add. Purc.
Excluding lob. & Dairy Products.

Fried Chicken
9-piece Chicken (whole)

16-oz Cans

Chicken

Food Giant
Sandwich

S119
g
lb.
Fresh Picnic Pork

Armour Testender

Breakfast
Steak

$299
99ci. Steak
Swiss

Bread

2 9.
awl a

Donuts

loaves

98

1011n.Imes

4 Roll
Pkg.

Country Style Pork

C

SaUSag

Peaches

Lb.

Pure lean
I lb s or More

29-oz. Can

Friskies

Chili

Fryers

3 legs Os

Breast 89c tb
legs 69c lb
Thighs 59' Lt,
Wings 49 Lb

/
1
2Gal

Rosedale

Kelly's
with Beans

3 Breast Ot - 2 Giblets

Lb

Edon

Tissue

Cut Up

Fa7,1,
Pack

49c
65

Bleach

Gr. Beef

5
Peas
3 89c
Catsup 596 Broccoli 696 FM"ushrooms..69C Turkey
Richt
ex
Chops
Pork
Margarine
Onions
Dinners

59c

15

Stokky

A
a

Lb.

Purex

24_0i.

5

Roast

$169

Armour Testender

Fresh In the Meat Dept.

98c

$100

16-oz. Cans

Glen Valley

Pure

Or. Chuck
89a

16 oz Cans

Lb.

Hyde Park
Grade A Self-Basting

Fresh

20-oz Bot.

12-14 lb.

Sun Gold
Pure Vegetable

1 lb
Quarters

I

Yellow

49c

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Tone
Soap

1/59'

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
45478

Betty Crocker
Potato
Buds

3 lb.
Can

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
S854134

Cheerios

79'

Bath Sires

Expires 3-4-75
Good Only At Storeys

• Expire/ 34-75
Good On14gtorer.

Expires 3-4-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
45479

Bac-os

49'
Expires 3-4-75
Good Only Al Storeys

COUPON
Limit I Per Farrol,
45477

' Betty Crocker
Hamb.
Helper
2/$109
Expires 3-4-7:,
Good Only At Ston

4

10c
COUPON SL-0579
Limit I Per Family
0125762

Gold Medal
Flour

$179
10 lb, Bac
Expires 3-4-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
167839

Sno-Bol

69'
Solids

9 Oz

Expires 3-475
Good Only At Storeys

Sausage
$1.49

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Nu-Soft
Fabric
Softner

69'
33-oz.
Expires 3-4-75
Good Only At Storeys

loin

78c

Oscar Mayer
link Pork
Lb

b.

Lb

COUPON
limit I per family

COI
\
Unlit I per fainii

sSI.,-0585

Mazola
No Stick

Hungry Jack

_$109

$1 39

13-et. Can
Expires 3-4-75
Good Only At Storeys

Potatoes
2 lb. Box
Expires 3-4-75
-GoodOuly Ai-Storeys

INa—

PG

12

UWE I

77 t
— r• a
4 C.' t

FOUR
WY 1 PACK

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED

96'

D
Evseseer
barter les

BATTERIES G680

0
EVEREAOY C OR CI CELL

111101
P

'P

TAIND1 SOX

is

AND FISHING TACKLE

87'

a

_

"ng
"

Murray, Kentucky

MURRAY
SHOPPING CENTER

s

15 PLASTIC
!MRS

30 SNAP
SWIVELS

4:4115

2 TENITE LURES

80 SINKERS

A fanta.tic assortment of things for your tackle box. Choose from the
packages of 160 fish hooks, 30 snap swivels, 72 snelling hooks. 8
boppers, 7 crappies. 4 spinning lures, 2 tenite lures, 3 bass spinners,
15 plastic bobbers, BO sinkers. 32 treble hooks, or skinner pliers, 300
yards of line, fillet knife, 6-piece tool set, or tackle box.

Cricket by
Gillente Piso.,ugbi.
119010's
Reg 1 49 PIPE NOT
Save 62c INCLUDED
LIMIT 2

THE MAY FIELU MESSENGER,THE PARIS POST INTELLIGENCER

300 TAROS
LINE

SKINNER PLIERS

72
SNELLING
HOOKS

roaars)
4P4tes

„.4

Bers:P.P.tt

•

u,

.00 lair lerakm,

6 PIECE
TOOL SET

._
3 BASS
SPINNERS

-_-_-_-__

Oura -Pals

ISO FISII
NOOKS

)(10.

4P1P4'7)

cl9ra oPals

FILLET KNIFE

-aror +oar

HOOKS, LINES AND SINKERS
PLUS MUCH MORE!!!

7 CRAPPIES

Duni
4Pstie

PLIERS

32 TREBLE
HOOKS

Supplement to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES; THE MARSHALL CO. TRIBUNE COURIER

BEIRIEULT 1:17

71c

SAVE

FLORAL STORAGE BOX

, dgearo Worage bos
xe .n sor.
ono *pew Mougn Decorative and
te store all sorts ol
precifltai
Loupe

.
t

harki1.

and it'll,- ial1 ‘814N
t cuter to* 0511claZ
I1en2 thorns. tiles' roaber, sktcle
3.2 to I Combination 1841E504,1M
ron +-ii 250 vi,Cle of Nu I trilioe.Mte,,

mmematlion Paortic/
...tarmac it, greet

of N coot repot/to

RESH OR LIGHTS
WATER FISHING.
BERKLEY 412 FISIONG REEL
61/2400T BERKLEY FISHING ROD
250 YARDS No. 8 TRIUNE LINE.

ROSE'S BIGGEST SAVINGS EVENT

-441
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PLENTY
OFILINADVERTISED
SPECIALS RECEIVED
TOO LATE
TO BE INCLUDED
IN THIS TABLOID
SHOP ... FOR
THESE BARGAINS
AT YOUR ROSE'S
STORE

Can be written on

THIS ITEM
IS SUOJECT
TO FAIRY
SILT -OUT

F

xdM
0 41
4It

SAVE 7E4 ON 4

Scotch/ M M a
Transpereni
by 450
Topa

"Transparent" TAPE

REG
446

LIMIT 4

PANTY H

LADIES "FIRST

SUP-;
STRE

THIS ITtla
IS SUBJECT
TO (ONLY
SKI-OUT

66

SAM

a

2i100

419*

780
SAVE Set

Gerrn tiaa Pl.lr
borne with Lysol 28
04 sIxe

LIMIT 2

F
0

3

SAVE 476

Gist* Solke An
ith
Freen•r
5
menu 6 or eel

AIR FRESHENER

TEM""
st„
OUT

IS SUBJECT

5 Scents, Glade Solid

REG
496

"LYSOL" LIQUID

CUM

REG.
1.27

THIS ITEM
IS SUBJECT
TO WITT
SILL -OUT

PLEASE
NOTE

SHOP EARLY.

DUE TO THE MANY
OUTSTANDING
SAVINGS OFFERED
IT IS NECESSARY
THAT WE LIMIT
QUANTITIES ON
CERTAIN ITEMS.

REGULARLY 1.99 V RD

DOUBLE KNITS

SIXTY INCHES
100% POLYE ER

Cleans and deodorizes

THIS ITEIN
15 SUILJECT
TO FART T
SETT -001

Feesell ietractable ball ee,re peeS
Features pOlOwil ball lip nor Pellet
writing Uses standard intlgth errol
ElMiT

REG. SAVE
394 57

BALL POINT PENS

ractable Medium Point

Delltioue Ellattr8thocoletes Peensts. Mean
clusters. fleas ONElte mix uirmeW or orange
wink. Net weight, Of 41
/
2 oz to bk. or
LAINT 2

110X

REG.

BRACH'S CHOCOLATES'"

7 DIFFERENT

"NS4

CREATE THE FA
YOUR CHOICE WI
LOOKING SOLIDS
OR FANCIES...

nv !tern.

. rts
— —setotsmiesaseesmm.smttemmiNitttlIMMINIS

All Items Available In Large Stores. Most Items Available In Small stores. We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities On

<

•

'in' 0

7
2 Ni

•

CP-

C",

13.99

The look of the "Old Westin updated jean styles.
Choose from Classic navy
or spring white. A bevy of
beautiful styles'. Many featuring the ever popular contrasting stitching. Available
in sizes 8 throUgh 18.

JEANS
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

93

FOR THE WOMAN OF TODAY —
THE NEW ROMANTIC, THE WOMAN
ON THE GO, THE OUTDOOR ACTIVIST.
COMBINE WESTERN STYLING AND

During these days of inflation you want to take
advantage of every opportunity to save. Roses
offers you expensive looking designs at a budget
saving price. All are of washable. no-iron polyester_ Both long and short sleeve styles are available
in dainty designs and pleasing pastels. Select
from size ranges of 8 through 18 or 14' 2 through
241
/
2. At Roses you always find today's fashion
look at a down-to-earth price

SAVE

ANTSUITS
100O
REG.

• POLYESTER

SIZES 8-18 AND 141/2-241/2

FASHION RIGHT DESIGNS AT BUDGET
PRICES TO EASE INTO YOUR CLOSET
WITHOUT COSTING A FORTUNE, BUT
THEY LOOK LIKE THEY DID.

CU

C=.
1

Lf'
CD

Shown are just threet,,styles•
from our special collection
of chic knit tops for spring
and summer. Select lovely
pastels of nylon or,polyester. A great mate foli your
wardrobe in sizes S-M-L.

SAVE 1.88 ON TWO

3

REGULARLY 2.44 EACH

KNIT
TOPS

A GLORY OF

MIX OR MATCH WITH
ALL THE GOOD-LOOKING
SLACKS, SKIRTS, AND
SHORTS YOU ALREADY
HAVE

Shell or tank top styles bf 100%
nylon Shown are ju t three
from our collectionc4 many
Choose from a bOunt of luscious spring solids or patterns
Mix or match them pith the
good looking spring apparel
you already have In sizes
S-M-L

ROSES LOW PRICE

2'3

FOR LADIES.

KNIT
TOPS

SLEEVELESS OR
TANK TOP
STYLES

A MAGNIFICENT
RANGE OF STYLES
AND COLORS!

ROSES LOW
PRICE
100% nylon rib knN tops for
ladies Both styles feature
mach turtle necks Sleeveless
or short sleeve stylee available
in sizes S-M-L

96

SHORT SLEEVI STYLE

ROSES LOW
PRICE

593

SLEEVELESS SHELL

BOLTS
1 JUMBO. 6 LARGE AND 24 REGULAR
SIZE DRAWERS.

THIS ITIM
IS SUILIICT
TO MUT
SW OUT

••••

• el

n

33c

SAVE

• I

I niT
'*4.-

/
#
1

40 re

88

r-s•-•••

In. Standard SIVI includes 7' dove
sockets 3/16' to i•'
San 74' drive sockets st lot
,
. ?NS set also
.nciudell I revemble ratchet, 3 n extension
6 rn
extension, 1 spinner handle 13,16 in
spark plug socket iCin ink to adapter
and cerrytng case

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

LIMIT 2

99'
12.04 net kirt WO-40 Stops Squeeke,
protwts rneMl. loosemi wetted parts slog
Trees sticky mectunlitros. Silicone-tree and
ctew to use

REG. SAVE
1.06
67

WD-40

12-0Z. NET WT.

STOPS SQUEAKS. PROTECTS
METAL, LOOSENS RUSTED PARTS

THIS ITEM
IS SUBJECT
TO MUT
012-001

7
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Wrench Sets
88

Socket

ENEMA CARS

The metric. set Includes Pk'
Ortre
socket*, 4 rem. to 0 er rn. lit
Ow,
714"drkm Beckett, I reirerlible matey
3" wittklaton. & ektitnekel, 1 spinner
IMINdle 13/16' spark plug wetter
%itkr" adapter and cwry caw

Socket Wrench Sets

21-Pc.

97

A terrific way to size ell bolts, nuts, screws
and nails plus many other around the
hoine items. Lightweight steel with
plastic drawers.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

CABINET ORGANIZER

STANDARD MEASURES FOR AMERICAN CARS

•

6

66'

8 or nal WI Liquid Wrench the
soPm Penegent it actuMTI Mown.
rust and corrosion almost!
toetentlY
Just spray Liquid Wrencrt tight on We
nown town w pan

LIMIT!

REQ.
91P

LIQUID
WRENCH

8 OZ. NET WT.

•

63'

88

PG.11

19" litng, 6" wide and 6- deep. sturdy. lightweight steel tool boo
Convenient lift-out tray for storing
smalk tools nuts bolts, screws or
natislLatch has opening that will accomrate padlock Easy carry
meta handle
Tools shown for illustration purposeI only.

ROSES
LOW
PRIrE

MECHANICS
TOOL BOX

Sturdy. Lightweight

CONVENIENT LIFT-OUT
TRAII FOR STORING SMALL
ITEMS..

•

SW.' heavy duty machinist
berlch vise with pipe jaws. Has
hard swivel base so vise rotates
to tnake working with tricky
angles more Convenient

8
88

ROSES LOW PRICE

BENCH
VISE

3/
1
2
" Heavy Duty
I Machinist

HANDY SWIVEL BASE...

STi single oil filters that really clean
your oil tor longer engine lite Choose
frosn S0-1, S-025. S-024. S-02849
filters Change the filter when you
chehge your oil and save money

LIMIT 2

STP SINGLE
OIL FILTERS
Rgo
siva
217
60c' 1 57

REALLY CLEANS YOUR
OIL FOR LONGER ENGINE
LI14

LIIKIT
Oi.jart size cans (32 fl. ounces) Of
Cestrol GTX 20W50 high performance motor oil for lower oil consulnption - better gasoline mileage
PrItects against rusting and bear •
in corrosion

25'

SAVE

MOTOR OIL

KNIT
TOPS

CASTROL GTX 20W50

EUMINATES CARBON
VARNISH AND SLUDGE {OP
NATION

HIGH PERFORMANCE

FREES RI
AND PANTS..

00
7 00
•
0

LADIES'

PLUS!

CLASSIC STYLING
WITH VERSATILITY

IlillaIMINIM11111111•1-7-4T-

01
7

GALLON
REG. 4 47

3

47

ALIt MN

Thick creamy formula
won't drip. Dries In twenty
minutes Brushes and
hands wash clean in
water Available in six
decorator colors

SAVE
1.00

Wall Paint

MAGICOLOR NO DRIP FLAT LATEX

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR CORNER OF THE WORLD.

300

SAVE

MAGICOLOR

GALLON

48

Laois.

P'0' On. or,m .asf
protection-tweet repaint robs-less wps for you
pitmen Pmt.'s so, cracking and Peollnil
clesn•up with eaep •nd wale,

300

SAVE

REGULARLY 11.48 GALLON

HOUSE
PAINT

LUCITE

LUCITE Lasts Longer

Paint Your
House NOW
and Forget It
For Years!

altrrmg 0 thinnuig needed Does velvet flat in iust
minutes Excellent coverage Doom? drip Soap
water clean-up Decorator colors

SAVE
2.52

REGULARLY 9.99 GALLON

Wall Paint

lair LUCITE

WCITE. Brightens Rooms
Fast and Easy.

Let the
SUNSHINE IN!

r

YOUR
CHOICE

38c

howl

2 s2160"
/
MEG. 1.37 11

20C

411Vi

None-Inch paint kit mcludong tray roller, end
roller handle For feet ulterior pointing wart latex
or al base plkrail

55c

SAVE

PAINT KIT

TAPE
4 x2160"
/
REG.77 .3

NINE-INCH TRAY IL ROLLER

.

1

MASKING

,
-inch circular saw by Mc
The Shoperaft 7,
Graw Edison 8 amp U L rated motor. 4500
R P M No load speed Cuts 0 to 25"deep at
90° and 0 to 1-13/16 deep at 45* angle ModeT
91561'2

SAVE
25,

22

REG. 1.47

GUNS

ROSES
LOW
ICE

EACH

Heavy-Iiiiage steel Enernel anion
Hard cbuntoured
GW17.612474
11 Curd ounces

1

71/4-Inch Circular SAW

Sabre saws cuts full 2" dressed lumber Bevei
adiustment 45 left and right Powerful 2 5
strokes per
amp U L rated motor 2800
t" drill Capacity vt" steel, 3,minute ,
hardwood Powerful 2 4 amps U L rated
motor 1000RPM no toad ,pc.pd

POWER TOOLS

McGRAW EDISON

HAPP I NESS IS HAVING THE RIGHT TOOLS TO GET THE
JOB DONE!

236
100% poiyesmr slacks wan
elastic worst an° flare legs SIMS
4435 in pink Nue green red or

SAVE
60

SLACKS

POLYESTER

WAIST...
FLARE LEG...S12E 4-68

ELASTIC

Girls wrap style ,,,yesler knit
tops Short sleeves with con
basting stitching Latest colors
in saes

SAVE
1 00

TOPS

SLEEVES WITH CONTRASTING STITCHING
GIRLS
KNIT

Super-looking coordinates. India "Smokey"
polo shirts with hand embroidery designs in
sizes 7-14 Polyester crepe stitch double knit
pants. Cuff styles in a bounty of colors. Sizes
, 7-14.

SAYE
2 87

DOUBLE KNIT PANTS

POLYESTER CREPE STITCH...

SAVE
96

EXCITING "SMOKEY" COLORS IN SIZES 7-14...

196
Girls size 3-14 waltz Iiingin gownil
or baby doll pairantse Ear care
100% polyester m sOn paste/
Colors

SAVE
tOO

100
moo.
1.010 ealeCtion
short sleeve polsfconcm
I? Orlfrwen1 style. lops 12
mom 2 3-4

REG. SAVE
96
1.96

TOPS

SLEEPWEAR
PEG
2.96

TODDLERS'
KNIT

12 DIFFERENT STYLES

SHORT SLEEVES..

SAVE
501

"GIRLS"
POLYESTER

PERMANENT PRESS
FLAME RETARDANT.

Toddlers -brushed-denim look" ieams
Features band front, elastic back, and fl ire
legs Colorsbf red, blue, green. or yellow
Toddler sizos 2-3-4

,11.n.11 if riming penis way
.utue thickness end blue
Fast rare I 50. /
Sites

PANTS

FULL CUT SIZES...
DOUBLE THICKNESS...
INFANTS
TRAINING

INFLATION
NOW
SHOP AT ROSES

PKG.
To quality ladies acetate panties Comfortabl1. elastic leg Choose from white or
col ful pastels in sizes 5-10

11

PANTIES
SAVE
16
40

Double icon bras that look and feel like they cost
a forturie -but don't " Cups are of Kobel. poly- •
ester fiberfill for a smooth and natural look.
Colors Of white, pink, beige, or navy in sizes
32-40 101 A. B or C cups

84

SAVE

WITH CUPS OF KOBEL POLYESTER FIBERFILL, AT AN AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE OF...

DOUBLE KNIT BRAS

YOU OCIN'T HAVE TO SPEND A
FORTUNE TO GET GREAT SUPPORT
AND COMFORT... ROSES HAS

emmommirmormimmommil4

682

REG. SAV
8.99 1.17

782

all
t 02

2'2
49'

eisa own

*lc%

iti
o:rrsrrn
.
rg
VolYeerer to l
wear. yet iniSyr• way
5e55 BT SOW, 444.Z1Z.n
ka
Aro 55C). OM Digger ebys. regulars

BOYS 8-18 REGULARS
8-16 SLIMS
REG
,est
06
5.97

REG.
3 44

KM !NIGH ANC 1196511 BOYS
JR 101 SIZES 3-7 PIM
SUM

KNIT SLACKS

4.110

REG.

392
492
9..

REG.

Glare tag pans to match the western
;aortas shown on Mrs page Avartabas
rn ,unrof and b,gger boys sizes In
regulars and stuns Pastel colors

SAYE
1 07

BOYS 8-18 REGULARS
8-16 SLIMS

SAVE
1.07

JR BOYS SIZES 4-7
IN REGULAR OM SLIM-

FOR JUNIOR AND BIGGER
BOYS BY iloSter

FLARE
JEANS

THE WESTERN WAY

Pastel colors and contrasting slitcbing•in a blend of polyester
and cotton Western styling Boys and ir boys sizes

REG. SAVE
7.99
1.17

BOYS SIZES 8-18

SPORT JACKETS

JR. BOYS SIZES4-7

PG 4

-

3.97

AS WESTERN AS SAGE BRUSH!
RoSter FOR 4UNIOR AND BIGGER BOYS

SAVE
1.00

SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS
221
1
4"1
-0
=1:/

RoStir FOR BOYS

:••••

PAIR

PER

SLACKS
44

DOUBLE KNIT

EACH

92
3

SAVE
1°
'

banamixtewenewasealsONINIIIImmummailw

Roses Biggest
SAVINGS
•
EVENT!

Wilhen you choose the -Roster* label you choose Roses guaritaitee of excellence as is shown in this collection Of shirts
arid slacks for dress or casual wear. Shirts feature dress
Oilers. seven-button placket fronts, and short aleeveS
Caopse solids, pastels, or fancies in sizes 14 ,-17 The
slacks are tailored of 100% polyester Choose light blue,
maize. sand, light green, or fancy designs The fashion look
for spring at sayings prices.

RE G.
10.99

REG.
4,99

SHIRTS

DRESS OR CASUAL

oSter FOR MEN

UP-TO-DATE DAZZLERS
WITH THE LOOK YOU WANT
WHEN YOU'RE DRESSING UP
OR GOING CASUAL!
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Packagers Of 3
00095/12 gutirMiteect
flashes G E; Magltype
cubes For ail
& pocket rnsiarhatic•
cameras

T

LIMIT 2

134

REG. 1.79

MAGICUBES

GENERAL ELECTRIC

3 CUBES, 12 FLASHES....

Get A be•Uittail 3 . s4'. colorprinis with packages
Of Polaroid 10e colorpack 11101 for daylight and
flash pictures

LIMIT 2

LIMIT 2

99'

LOW NOISE TAPE....

• ta SO la PS 1M

Capitol• low
not. unr.orded
citasette
tapes
60
minutes of r.ofding time per
tape

Ft
LIMIT 2

1888
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le

Elect, c alarm clock C/Ir
Ganef el Electoc wan easy-toread dial Has second hand Sc
It gives you In, correct kola to
the second

3.95

Original artists on 8-trails
stereo tapes singing country. soul, or popular music.
A fantastic selection.

45

R.P.M.

PG 9

All the tunes you missed, but warted to
own fall savings priced

0

IN

Record RIOT

HITS YOU MISSED.

t
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LIMIT 2
Capit unrecorded 8-track tapes, 64
m inu s of recording time per tape
Long life lubricated tape

BLANK TAPES

Capitol* 8-Track

LONG LIFT LUBRICATED TAPE...

•

500

8-Track TAPES

ORIGINAL ARTISTS
COUNTRY, SOUL AND POP

°
31°
F
29RE!

ALARM CLOCK

Electric

GENERAL ELECTRIC

QUIET. ACCURATE. DEPENDABLE..

•

I

Roses is dedicated to
saving you money in
1975 on Quality Merchandise.

WHIP INFLATION NOW

Mayfair portable AC/DC, AM/FM radio with automatic
gain control. Slide rule turning dial with venier
tuning contrOl. Slide type volume control
Swivel type carrying handle. Operates
on 4 "C" cell batteries (Included1
Of house current.

REGULARLY
24.88

AM/FM/RADIO

Mayfair Portable AC/DC

POWERFUL AMPUREA WITH WIDE RANGE SPEAKER ...

100

REG. 74 EA.

CASSETTE TAPES

CAPITOL. 60-MINUTE BLANK

THIS ITEM
IS SUBJECT
TO EARLY
SELL OUT

hes 12 iashes guaranteed Per Package

REG
1 24

SUPER CUBES

COLORPACK FILM
397
REG.
a 97

FLASH WHEN OTHERS WONT...

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Polaroid 108

,

75

REGULARLY 29.95

CCP

r'S 00

8 BEAUTIFUL COLOR PICTURES..

Aiko portable solid state cassette
recorder With pushbutton controls alas record. - playback,
rewind, fast forward, stop and
eject buttOns All inputs for recording are automatically adjusted to
the optlreum recording level.
Operates On 4 "C" cell batteries or
house current Comes with
balteriel, .microphone, earphone
and carrly strap. TAPE INCLUDED

CASSETTE RECORDER

AIKO Portable Solid State

ALL PUSHBUTTON OPERATION, OPERATES ON BATTERIES
OR AC CURRENT ...

C7,
Cto

4

REG.
4.97

88
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TA4SS

Your choice of Jam or Capistrano
pedestal
•designs with tray, elegant
1$110teis in classic or debut designs.
or the twenty-four inch estate
81111/18818, 1313/1
All of high-impact
polysIyrei$e in wnite, gold, avocado
ororano

EQ.
0 3.79

7

Savings Event

Roses Biggest

PLANTERS

COMBINE YOUR PLANTS WITH THESE CHIC
CONTAINERS FOR A REAL GREEN SCENE.

Deoorative floral arrangements from
the: gardens of the world. They'll
brighten a bedroom or dazzle a den
A pleasing mix of color combinatrOns
accented with morning bright spring
hues and greenery in chic pyramid
designs All very new and quite
beautiful to add a cheery. sparkling
touch to any room in your home

THAT WILL BRIGHTEN ANY ROOM IN YOUR HOME.

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

NONE ARE REAL, BUT THEY'RE ALL BEAUTIFUL

SOMETIMES ART CAN IMPROVE ON NATURE. TAKE THE
LOVELY SPRING FLOWERS IN BLOOM AT ROSES NOW

"

97'

PAts

The ten fluid ounce size of
Vaseline. Intensive Care.
lotion in regular formula

LIMIT 2

870

REG.99c

Vaseline®
INTENSIVE
Care Lotion®

SMOOTHS CHAPPED.
DRIED-OUT HANDS.

LIMIT 2
The five-ounce (net wt.)
spray can of Right Guard'
anti-perspirant deodorant
spray

680

REGULARLY

Anti-Perspirant

RIGHT
GUARD®

A 2-SECOND SPRAY GIVES
24-HOUR PROTECTION.

LIMIT 2
The 7-oz (net wt.) tube of
Colgatea dental cream
With MFP• & fluoride

REG. 970

680

COLGATE
DENTAL
CREAM

CONTAINS FLUORIDE
TO HELP FIGHT CAVITIES.

REG
14.97

g Kaas,-V;=

ra

For use In bedroom,
living room or den
Deep,wOod-tones
ntualed with
tireatt,
'
•

Table LAMPS
88

TURNED WOOD COLUMNS WITH
THE RICH-LOOK OF SIMULATED
BRASS.

AMINME1=1WWW•mmaraomanor'

THIS ITEM
is SUBJECT
TO FARO
SEI t -OUT

Poe.

LIMIT 2

EA.

LIMIT 2
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Johnson's' Flo more tears
formula, ba iiy shampoo to
pamper y
r baby and
yourself. 16-I. oz size

1

57

REGULARLY 1.84

Shampoo

BABY

Johnson's

PAMPER YOUR BABY, THEN
PAMPER YOURSELF.

LIMIT 2
7 fl. oz, sizes 3f Breck' shampoo in dry,*mai or oily formulas. Crewe rinse in regular
0, wttrr trrrrly',.

8

REGULARLY TO 1.17

REGULAR OR WITH BODY

Creme Rinse

IN ORE OILY OR NORMAL

SHAMPOO

BRECIC

The siateen fluid ounce size
of luxuriou
green Prelli
shampop

REG.1.484

990

IPRELL.
Shampoo

1641. Oz. SIZE

IMPERIAL SIZE.
EXTRA UCH LIQUID.

A d•Zding MEN larnd sure te
reflect your It who. isle
Penned in tr e vicidrifin
tradibon ItS a positive
plus to accent yOur
decorating SCreme
of things

72'

SAVE

176

IlEG. 18.97

TABLE
LAMPS

17-Inch Tall
Hurricane

DAZZLING
VICTORIAN

THE GREAT
ACCENT.

The 00E14i-wood 278 adding machine features 9 'lemonsi keys and a zero key, total,
subtotal key, entry indicator and correction
coritrol, repeat lever, add key, subtract ken
end non-add key. It adds, subtracts,
piles,and Shows credit balance.

by

LIMIT

740
Your choice Cl Rote. Label Makers or one
roll label tape. The label maker is easy to
use Prints, spaces end cuts with one trigger
Choose black, red, green, blue gold, wood.
groin, or fancy designs tape In Mt- • laarolls.

REG.
TO
1.67

YOUR CHOICE!

Label Makers
or Tape

Rotex

EXCLUSIVE 42-CHARACTER
-BOLD PRINT DIAL

67_77

PAIR

ADAPTER AND
CARRYING CASE
SOLD SEPARATELY

APIA

88'
300 foot toll or easy to handle Handi-Wrso Clings
to glass, keeps In freshness

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

HANDI-WRAP

300- FEET

34

%awl

CD

00

PG 5

Pkg. of 4 cert. or Play-Doh
modeling compound Each can
contains a different color

66°

PLAY-DOH

PACK OF 4 CANS

REGULARLY 42.77

REG
96'

00

29
Your cool. of s 00 (Nai Vn ) pkg
or Mello CUPS. 01110011114% or Peanut
Butler CUP. 10 Per P11
t

REG.
67.
EA.

5.6-oz.(NW Wt) PACKS
MAL 10 CUPS, SMOOTHIES.
SUTTEE) CUPS

os PEANUT

Large easy to read, 8 digit floating decimal digitron type
display. Features algebraic logic, percent key, 4 key accumulating memory, three functions of x, x through y exchange, memory and display exchange. 9 volt battery included_ AC adaptor and carrying case available at additional cost.

MARK 30 FUNCTION CALCULATOR

EASY TO READ. 8 DIGIT FLOATING DECIMAL DIGITRON TYPE DISPLAY...

Cushioned crepe
with wooden wedge
accent. Luscious
"Ice Cream” colors of pink, yellow, white,
blue, bone
green or red.
In sizes 6
thru 10.

00

ADDING MACHINE
Electric
Uvderwood

ADDS. SUBTRACTS, MULTIPLIES AND SHOWS CREDIT BALANCE..

"""fthaism

2

RICE

PER

,SLUE. SOW OR RED.
\
soles

as lank. bona
s
API
Ltrathvna
217 PER PAIR IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY

*WI trrOe wedge

'*didireai,a!airity naii, rattly,

LILARLY SAO PER PAIR

GIRLS SLINGS

°DAY'S FASHION LOOK AT A DOWN-TO-EAAT

—1,

334„,,,

AVAILABLE IN WHITE, PINK.
YELLOW, GREW DR LIGHT

SAVE
1.66

REGULARLY 4.99 #
PER PAIR

CASUALS
FOR LADIES

Cushioned

FROM OUR COLLECTI
OF CURRENT STYLES.
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Create some terrific fashion with your choice of
acetate and nylon fabrics. Acetate, nylon fabric
in an array of beautiful colors. Up to 44"-45widths.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

97!

Acetate And Nylon FABRICS

BLENDED FABRICS TO CREATE THE WARDROBE YOU WANT.

,..h-loOking bedspreads in twin or full sizes Decorator
ors puts attractive designs, or Stuart looking solids
r and preshrunk cotton/polyester
0. ce

Twin or Full Size BEDSPREADS

SAVINGS PRICED WITHOUT YIELDING A STITCH
OF QUALITY
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SAVE
140

257

SAW

100. Spun
polyester 260
yds Whre or
black

Fabrics for dress or sport wear at a price you won't want
to miss All wash and wear Smart looking solids or fancies All easy care 45" widths

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

87!

Blended "Wash And Wear" FABRICS

4

49

TRUSEW SPUN
POLYESTER THREAD

•4901.-

Ter nfic selector, ot cafe C!s in 24 and
S in. greet
36- lengths All easy cue
Selection of colors and des

REG.
2.99

CURTAINS
22

24"& 36" CAFE

COMBINE CAFE STYLING
WITH THE ELEGANCE OF
DRAPERY MATERIAL...

2-pc bath mat sets Includes lid rver and rug
with non skid back Choose lat st decorator
colors.

REG.
3.97

SOLIDS OR FANCIES FOR SPORT OR DRESS

tection of fabrics and patterns ol
Fantestitl
; Perfect for den or livingroom.
sofa
size
Pillow
1415".

REG.
1.27

2-Pc. Bath SETS

SOFA PILLOWS

I

RUG WITH NON-SKID BA KING FOR
SAFETY

REG.
8 44

688

A BOUNTY OF TERRIFIC LOOKING
FABRICS AND PATTERNS...

•

Add a bit of extra softness to your bed with lovely quilted bedspreads
Bright, and colorful solids or prints in twin or full sizes All easy care
100% acetate

QUILTED BEDSPREADS

4k, •
Z 114LA'
A BIT OF EXTRA SOFTNESS IN DECORATIVE SOLIDS OR PRINTS...
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EACH

199

Sa,tary and ess, to keep oesn Made w.111
Trk,r belly mmmd

888

99
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Bathroom space Sever gives
estra space adloat trot
,7.8to 52"

REG. SAVE
14.97 5C0

99'
Fehr, sohner for your Oryei Wien,
35 loads Nel *I 7 07

LIMITS

REG. SAYE
1.29
30'

Hoola-Coupe
WALKER
SAVE
3e.2

STOPS STATIC CLING

"Cling Free" Fabric
SOFTNER
Bathroom
SHELVES

MIMIC

Upright hampers with vinyl upholstered
lid. Hamper covered with wipe-clean
vinyl, in decorative designs. Colors of y
white, gold, or avocado. Hamper
stands 12x21x26- high. A lovely addition to any bathroom

0 REG.
12.97

SAVE

8PEP

Aluminum kitchenware at down-to-earth prices Select from 7cup range percolator. whistling teakettle cake pan. 3-pc
saucepan set, 4 qt covered saucepot, pitcher, dish pan ot
pc range set.

1

REG. TO
2.97
Pe,

66

"ALUMINUM" KITCHENWARE

SELECT FROM WHISTLING TEAKETTLES, 3-PC. RANGE SETS. CAKE
PANS, AND MANY MANY MORE....ALL AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

30-pc Melamine Dinnerware sets A great way to stretch your money
with today's high prices Set includes 6 dinner plates. 6 mugs. 6
bread and butter plates,6 fruit bowls. 1 vegetable bowl. 1 platter salt
8 pepper shaker, 3-pc creamer, sugar 8 lid.

30-Pc. Melamine Dinnerware Sets

88

Hampers

Upright Clothes

ADJUSTABLE. SPACE SAYING

REG.
11.92

7110
m wire

re,

COVERED WITH WIPE- WITH TODAY'S HIGH PRICES. WOULDN'T YOU LIKE
CLEAN VINYL IN DEC- A SET OF DISHES THAT NOT ONLY LOOKS GREAT,
ORATIVE DESIGNS ... BUT ALSO TAKES A LOT OF PUNISHING WEAR

Handy household plastics at prices
you'll welcome. Choose from crystal.
Cut cake tray P. cover, laundry baskets, trash can 8 cover, 8-pc. mixing bowl sets, 3-pc sink sets, waste
baskets, tidy-all, or 4-pc bath enStumbles.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

PLASTICS

STURDY STEEL CONSTRUCTION...

' —Nor

77'

"HANDY HOUSEHOLD"

PRINIIIIImseseewe

luff

1.99

REG. SAVE

PLASTIC TO COVER YOUR EVERY NEED,
CHOOSE
AT PRICES YOU'LL WELCOME
FROM 8-PC. COVERED MIXING BOWL
BATH
SET, 3-PC. SINK SET. 4-PC.
ENSEMBLE, PLUS MANY OTHER HELPFUL ITEMS . .

8-Pc Beverage Set in lovely "Colonial Tulip design Accent
your table in colors of laser blue or avocado. Large 12 oz size
glasses

"Colonial Tulip" BEVERAGE SETS

LOVELY LASER BLUE OR STRIKING AVOCADO FOR YOUR TABLE...
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